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1-PERSISTENT:

A term used in a LAN environment. See “Persistent.”

9-1-1 CALL ANSWERER:

See “Call Answerer.”

9-1-1 CENTER:

See “PSAP.”

9-1-1 SYSTEM:

A 9-1-1 (nine-one-one) system causes a person dialing the
national emergency number "9-1-1" to automatically connect to a
PSAP. The 9-1-1 system is sometimes viewed by the public as the
total emergency response capability involving the 9-1-1 emergency number; the dispatch function; radio equipment; staffing
the PSAP facility; and the management of a coordinated effort for
law enforcement, fire, and emergency medical aid.

A/B SIGNALING:

A procedure used in T1 transmission facilities. One bit, from each
of 24 sub channels in every sixth frame, is used for carrying dial
and control information.

ABBREVIATED DIALING:

A feature of some telephone switches that permits users to establish calls by entering fewer digits than the full telephone number.
For example, dialing “2345” instead of “555-2345.”

AC SIGNALING:

A signaling method that relies on alternating current tones or
signals to transmit information or control signals.

ACCESS, ACCESS CODE:

The prefix digits that a telephone user dials to be connected to an
outgoing line or trunk.

ACCESS LINE:

The telephone service line that is a subscriber’s main connection
to the telephone company’s switching office. This is a connection
that allows access to the public switched telephone network.

ACCESS METHOD:

Two definitions for "access methods" are currently in use: (1) A
CPU resident program built to control the flow of data between
central storage and the peripheral devices of a host system. The
more common access methods of this type would be IBM's
VTAM, TCAM, and BTAM. (2) A method for local area network
(LAN) terminals to access the transmission medium. Several
types of LAN access methods currently exist: shared access,
explicit access, contended access, and discreet access.

ACCESS NODE:

Local-exchange-carrier owned, broadband ISDN remote switch
that performs grooming, concentration, and switching.

ACCESS SERVICES:

Access services are specified sets of information transfer capabilities furnished to users at telecommunications network points-oftermination (POTs) (not to be confused with plain old telephone
services or POTS) to provide access to network transport services.
Two examples are the following: subscriber access lines, the
connection between a network POT (in this case more commonly
known as a Network Interface NI) and a local exchange carrier
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switching system; and trunks between interexchange carrier
points-of-presence and local exchange carrier switching systems.
(The POT at the POP is identified as the point of interface POI).
End-to-end connections require originating and terminating
access services.
ACCESS TANDEM (AT):

AT is a LEC switching system that performs concentration and
distribution functions for inter-LATA traffic originating or
terminating within a LATA.

ACCUNET:

An AT&T product offering high-speed digital service including
packet switched, T1 and DDS customer service. Specifically,
Accunet offers the services at the following speeds: (1) Accunet
T1.5, terrestrial wideband at 1.544 mbps; (2) Accunet Reserved
T1.5, satellite -based channels at 1.544 mbps used primarily for
video teleconferencing purposes; (3) Accunet Packet Services,
packet-switching services; (4) Accunet Dataphone digital service
(DDS), private line digital circuits at 2400, 4800, 9600 and 56 kbps.

ACD (Automatic Call
Distributor):

Automatic call distribution distributes incoming calls in the order
of arrival to the first available 9-1-1 call taker. The system answers
each call immediately and, if necessary, holds it in a queue until it
can be directed to the next available call taker. Balancing the
workload among call takers ensures that each 9-1-1 caller receives
prompt and professional service. This same technology is commonly used in non-9-1-1 situations in industry and at large call
centers for sales and customer service.

ACK:

This is a control character found in bisync protocol. When combined with NAK, the ACK character would indicate that the
previously transmitted data block was correctly received (acknowledge) or incorrectly received (NAK-negative acknowledge).

ACOUSTIC COUPLER:

A kind of modem that uses a standard telephone handset to
transmit data over the telephone network. Acoustic couplers are
best used in transmitting data at lower speeds (300 Baud) due to
the environmental noises present in many office environments
and the acoustic couplers inability to block out the resulting
interference.

ACS (Advanced
Communication Service):

An AT&T product to provide packet-switched service.

ACSB (Amplitude
Compandored SingleSideband):

See “Amplitude Compandored Single-Sideband.”
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ADCCP (Advanced Data
Communications Control
Procedures):

USAFS (United States of America Federal Standard) communications protocol, endorsed by the American National Standards
Institute.

ADDRESS:

There are two definitions depending on the usage. (1) A specific
location for data or computer devices where the location is characterized by a unique alphabetic or numeric designation. This
type of address will always follow a predefined naming convention. (2) Adding a "label" of sorts, to provide a destination for
a character or block of characters transmitted to a receiving
station, i.e., telegraph messages carry an address before their text
to indicate the destination of the message.

ADDRESS SIGNALS:

Address signals convey destination information such as a called
four-digit extension number, central office code, and when
required, area code and serving IXC carrier code. These signals
may be generated by station equipment or by a switching system.

ADJACENT:

Computer programs or network devices directly connected by a
data link.

ADJACENT CHANNEL:

Frequencies immediately above or below an operating frequency
spaced one channel width away. For example, for 155.150 MHz,
155.165 MHz is the 15 kHz upper adjacent channel and
155.1575 MHz is the 7.5 kHz upper adjacent channel.

ADPCM (Adaptive
Differential Pulse Code
Modulation):

A CCITT standard defining an encoding technique. ADPCM
provides for analog voice transmission.

ALI (Automatic Location
Identification):

Automatic location identification is a system that allows automatic display of the physical location (e.g., a street address) of the
telephone used to place a 9-1-1 call. The feature is available in
enhanced 9-1-1 systems. Today, not all cellular and VoIP telephone systems are capable of providing ALI for the cellular 9-1-1
caller.

ALIASING:

A condition that occurs when a transmission error fragments a
message and the fragments appear as a "good message" at the
receiver. Protocols have been developed to prevent aliasing, such
as HDLC.

ALPHANUMERIC:

A naming convention or character set that could include alphabetic, numeric, and punctuation characters.

ALTERNATE DELIVERY:

A process whereby messages to a particular keyboard device/
display or output terminal would be re-routed via an alternate
path due to out of service or busy conditions. Also known as
alternate routing.
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AMBIENT NOISE:

Any form of telecommunications interference present in a communications line at all times.

AMPLIFIER:

A unidirectional, electronic device used to boost (amplify) signals,
with the resulting performance measured in decibels.

AMPLITUDE:

A term used to describe the relative height of a sine wave.

AMPLITUDE
COMPANDORED SINGLESIDEBAND (ACSB):

A bandwidth-efficient modulation technique for voice radio. It
preserves the efficiency of older single-sideband (SSB) modulation, without the manual tuning that had limited SSB use to
amateur and military use. This technology is currently not being
deployed in land mobile radio.

AMPLITUDE
MODULATION:

One of three methods to add information to a sine wave carrier
signal. By varying the voltage level, the magnitude is modified in
accordance with the information to be transmitted. Contrast with
phase modulation and frequency modulation.

ANALOG, ANALOG DATA:

Any data in the form of continuously variable physical qualities,
which are "analogous" to the data source. Continuously variable
as opposed to discretely variable. Contrast with digital data.

ANALOG LOOPBACK:

A diagnostic test that forms the loop at the modem's telco line
interface to isolate faults to the analog signal.

ANI (Automatic Number
Identification, Radio):

A coded signal transmitted by some radios to identify which
specific radio is transmitting.

ANI (Automatic Number
Identification, Telephone):

A system capability that shows call answerers the seven-digit
directory number of the telephone caller; this feature is commonly
used in 9-1-1 systems.

ANSI (American National
Standards Institute):

A voluntary organization that represents the United States in the
ISO and is responsible for defining ASCII. Members include manufacturers, common carriers, and other standards organizations
such as the IEEE.

ANSWER BACK:

A transmission from a receiving device to the sending device
acknowledging a "message received" or "ready to receive" status.

ANTENNA:

A specially arranged wire or wires used to convert radio waves
into electrical signals and vice versa.

APPLICATION LAYER:

In referring to the OSI model, this is the "top" or seventh layer
containing all user or application programs.

APPLICATION PROGRAM:

Two definitions exist in computer terminology: (1) (In general) A
program written for or by a user that applies to his own work. A
program that performs a user function. Contrast with system
program. (2) (In data communications) A program that usually
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resides in DCE used to communicate with DTE that performs a
set of specified activities for terminal users.
ARPA (Advanced Research
Projects Agency):

The Advanced Research Projects Agency, credited with designing
ARPANET, the first widely used packet-switched network.

ARQ (Automatic Request for
Retransmission):

A method of error control where a receiving device notifies a
transmitting device, advising which data blocks were received
successfully. Any blocks not successfully received would be
retransmitted by the transmitting device.

ARRESTOR:

A device from protecting sensitive electrical equipment from high
voltage surges like lightning.

ASCII (American Standard
Code for Information
Interchange):

Usually pronounced “ask’ee,” this seven-bid plus parity code set
was established by ANSI to provide compatibility between data
systems and services.

ASCII TERMINAL:

A terminal using ASCII; usually synonymous with asynchronous
terminal and with dumb terminal.

ASR (Automatic Send and
Receive):

Any one of several devices designed to transmit and receive data
unattended, in contrast with RO, "receive only" devices.

ASYNCHRONOUS,
ASYNCHRONOUS
TRANSMISSION:

Also known as “start/stop,” asynchronous refers to having a variable or random time interval between successive characters,
operations, or events. Each character, word, or small block is
individually synchronized by the use of start and stop bits.
Contrast this concept with synchronous.

AT&T (American Telephone
and Telegraph Company):

The United State’s major common carrier for long distance
telephone lines.

ATM (Asynchronous
Transfer Model) FORUM:

An international non-profit organization formed with the objective of accelerating the use of ATM (asynchronous transfer mode)
products and services through a rapid convergence of interoperability specifications. In addition, the forum promotes industry
cooperation and awareness.

ATTENUATE,
ATTENUATION:

A decrease in power over distance of a signal. Typically, attenuation increases (and the signal level decreases) with both frequency and cable length. Attenuation is measured in terms of
levels called decibels. Contrast this concept with gain.

ATTENUATION:

A reduction in the strength of a signal. For example, a radio signal
is attenuated by passing through concrete walls or the loss of signal through a filter or cable. Usually measured in decibels (dB).

ATTIS (AT&T Information
Systems):

A division of AT&T Technologies that supplies and manufactures
customer premises equipment (CPE).
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AUDIBLE:

A signal that is within the human hearing range intended for
drawing attention audibly, such as an alarm.

AUDIO FREQUENCIES:

Frequencies that can be heard by the human ear, usually between
30 Hz and 20,000 Hz.

AUTO-ANSWER:

A modem that automatically sends an answering tone in response
to an incoming call.

AUTOBAUD, ABR
(Automatic Baud Rate)
DETECTION:

A process that enables a receiving device to accept data from a
variety of transmitting devices, operating at different speeds, stop
bits, and code levels. ABR usually relies on a sign-on character to
provide the information needed by the receiving device to make
the necessary transition.

AUTO-DIAL:

A modem that automatically originates calls, that is, dials the
desired number.

AUTODIN (Automatic
Digital Network):

A digital data communications network that is a part of the U.S.
Department of Defense.

AUTOMATIC CALLING
UNIT (ACU):

Any one of several types of devices designed to place a telephone
call automatically upon receipt of information from a DTE.

AUTOMATIC DIALING
UNIT (ADU):

A device capable of automatically generating dialing digits. Also
known as an auto-dialer.

AUTOMATIC
IDENTIFICATION OF
OUTWARD DIALING
(AIOD):

A PBX service feature that identifies the calling extension, permitting cost allocation.

AUTOMATIC ROUTE
SELECTION:

A PBX feature that permits automatic selection of the lowest cost
routing of a call in a network.

AUTOMATIC TELLER
MACHINES (ATM):

One of several types of remote terminals used by banks to allow
customers to perform numerous banking transactions.

AUTOMATIC TRUNKING
MOBILE SYSTEM:

See “Trunking Radio.”

AUTOMATIC VEHICLE
LOCATION (AVL):

A system for continuously radio monitoring the location of
vehicles in the field.

AVAILABILITY:

The percentage measurement of computer equipment, system, or
network performance that satisfactory data communication
service is available. The term satisfactory implies that teleprocessing channels are in working order. The percentage is generally
expressed as the ratio of operating time to the sum of operating
time plus down time, where MTBF = mean time between failures
and MTTR = mean time to repair.
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AVL:

See “Automatic Vehicle Location.”

AWG (American Wire
Gauge):

The standard used to define wire size in communications line
media.

BACKBONE:

The major transmission path or facility for a PDN.

BACKUP:

The hardware and software resources available to recover after a
degradation or failure of one or more system components.

BACKWARD CHANNEL:

See “Reverse Channel.”

BALANCED, BALANCED
CIRCUIT:

A network terminated circuit having balanced impedances
(between telephone line and network) resulting in a low rate of
return loses. Contrast with unbalanced-to-ground.

BALL BOND:

The thermo-compressed bond between a metalized pad and a
wire, which has a ball-shaped end to it.

BAND:

A group of radio frequencies, usually with a common purpose.
For example, the "VHF High Band" of 150 MHz to 175 MHz is
used for mobile communications. Sometimes used by nontechnical types to refer to a group of people making lots of noise and
wearing strange clothing.

BAND REJECT FILTER:

A filter that rejects one band of frequencies and passes both
higher and lower frequencies. Sometimes called a notch filter.

BAND SPLITTER:

A multiplexor (either FDM or TDM) designed to divide a wide
bandwidth into several independent, narrower band width
channels, for data transmission at a fraction of the total data rate.

BANDPASS FILTER:

A filter that passes one band of frequencies and rejects both
higher and lower frequencies.

BANDWIDTH (Radio):

A measure of the amount of radio frequency space consumed by a
transmitter. Sometimes refers to the window of frequencies a
radio receiver is sensitive to.

BANDWIDTH (Generic):

The information-carrying capability of a communications channel
or line, expressed in cycles per second (Hz) between the highest
and lowest frequencies of a band.

BANDWIDTH (Filter):

The width of the pass band of a bandpass filter is usually
expressed as the frequency difference between lower and upper
relative 3 dB points.

BASE GROUP:

Twelve communication VF paths. A unit of frequency division
multiplexing (FDM) systems bandwidth allocation.

BASE STATION:

A radio transmitting and receiving station with a fixed location
(rather than mobile). It uses a higher power transmitter and better
antenna system than the mobile units it communicates with.
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BASEBAND, BASEBAND
TRANSMISSION:

Direct transmission method whereby the transmission medium
carries only one signal at a time usually for distances under
10 miles.

BASEBAND MODEM:

A DCE device also known as a line driver or local dataset.

BASE-MOBILE SYSTEM:

A simple, common type of radio system in which a base station at
a fixed point communicates with mobile units. The base has a
more powerful transmitter and typically places its antenna in the
best place to both reach mobile units and to hear their weaker
transmissions. See Figure 1.

BASIC (Beginners AllPurpose Symbolic
Instruction Code):

A high-level (many “English-like” terms) programming language.

BASIC 9-1-1 SYSTEM:

A telephone system that automatically connects a person dialing
the digits "9-1-1" to a PSAP. Requires verbal identification of caller
and caller's location. Allows call answerer to hold, re-ring, or
drop the line.

BATCH PROCESSING:

A data processing technique where related transactions are
grouped together and transmitted for processing. Contrast with
interactive processing.

BAUD:

A unit of signaling speed or rate, taken from the name of French
telegrapher, Emile Baudot. Baud is usually defined as the number
of signal level changes per second, regardless of information
content of those signals. If each signal event represents only one
bit condition, baud is the same as bits per second when each
signal event represents other than one bit.

BAUDOT CODE:

A five-bit code set designed for asynchronous transmission of
data used primarily for teleprinter systems adding one start bit
and 1.5 stop bits. Contrast with ASCII and EBCDIC.

BCC (Block Check
Character):

A control character added to a block in character oriented protocols (such as Bisync) used for determining if the block was
received in error (such as CRC and LRC).

BCD (Binary Coded
Decimal):

A digital system that uses six-bit binary codes to represent
decimal digits, providing 64 possible combinations. This was the
standard code used on the early IBM 1401 computers.

BEEPER:

A radio pager that beeps when it receives an alerting
transmission.

BELL 103:

An AT&T modem providing asynchronous originate/answer
transmission at speeds from 0 to 300 bps. Often used to describe
any Bell 103 or compatible modem.
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BELL 113:

An AT&T modem providing asynchronous transmission with
either originate or answer capability (but not both) at speeds from
0 to 300 bps. Often used to describe any Bell 113 or compatible
modem.

BELL 201:

An AT&T modem providing synchronous transmission at speeds
of 2400 BPS. Often used to describe any Bell 201 or compatible
modem.

BELL 202:

An AT&T modem providing asynchronous transmission at
1800 bps and requiring a four-wire circuit for full-duplex operation. Also an AT&T 1200 bps modem providing asynchronous
transmission over two-wire, full-duplex, leased line or public
telephone networks. Often used to describe any Bell 202 or
compatible modem.

BELL 208:

An AT&T modem providing synchronous transmission at
4800 bps. Often used to describe any Bell 208 or compatible
modem.

BELL 209:

An AT&T modem providing synchronous transmission over fourwire leased lines at 9600 bps.

BELL 212, 212A:

An AT&T modem providing asynchronous, full-duplex transmission. Often used to describe any Bell 212 or compatible
modem.

BELL 43401:

Bell publication defining the requirements for data transmission
over limited distance DC-continuous private metallic circuits
supplied by the regional telephone company.

BERT (Bit Error Rate
Testing):

A method of data communications line testing, where a bit
pattern is compared before and after the transmission to detect
errors. BERT tester is used to describe any device designed to
perform the above-mentioned function.

BINARY:

A digital system with two states, 1 and 0. Contrast with octal
(8 states), decimal (10 states), and hexadecimal (16 states).

BINARY SYNCHRONOUS
PROTOCOL (Bisynch, BSC):

An IBM line control procedure that has become an industry
standard for data communications. It can express several data
codes such as 8-bit EBCDIC, 7-bit ASCII or 6-bit transcode and
uses a defined set of control characters and sequences for synchronized transmission of data between stations.

BIPOLAR TRANSMISSION:

See “Polar Transmission.”

BIT:

A contraction of the words: binary digit, representing the smallest
unit of information and the basic unit in data communications. A
bit can have a zero or a one value (or a mark or space value in
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data communications). Groups of bits are assembled to represent
more complex data such as words or sounds.
BIT ORIENTED:

A communications protocol (such as IBM’s SDLC) where control
information is encoded in one or more bits. Contrast with byte or
character oriented.

BIT RATE:

The speed at which binary digits (bits) would be transmitted over
a communications path and usually expressed in "bits per second"
(bps). Bit rate should not be confused with baud, which defines
the rate of signal state changes.

BIT STREAM:

The continuous series of transmitted bits through a transmission
link.

BIT STRIPPING:

When referring to statistical multiplexors, bit stripping involves
the removal of the start/stop bits on each async character and
transmitting the data using synchronous techniques.

BIT STUFFING:

Also known as zero insertion, bit stuffing is a process used in bitoriented protocols (such as IBM's SDLC) where a string of "1" bits
is broken by an inserted "0" bit to avoid confusing data and SYN
characters. Once received, the inserted 0 is removed.

BLANK(S):

Used to define a condition of no information in data recording
medium and usually indicated by the presence of all zeros or all
spaces.

BLERT (Block Error Rate
Testing):

A method of data line testing using groups of information transmission blocks to detect errors.

BLOCK:

A group or quantity of information composed of any quantity of
contiguous bits and/or bytes.

BLOCK MULTIPLEXER
CHANNEL:

An IBM term used to describe a computer peripheral multiplexor
channel that interleaves blocks of data. Contrast with byte multiplexor channel and selector channel.

BLOCKING:

A "busy signal" or denial condition occurring in switching systems when circuits or paths become unavailable for call completion. Normally a "busy tone" is transmitted to the calling party.

BNC (Bayonet-NeillConcelman):

A connector used for miniature coaxial cable employing a bayonet locking mechanism. See C connector and N connector.
Contrast with TNC.

BOC (Bell Operating
Company):

Any one of the 22 local telephone companies spun off from
AT&T, effective January 1, 1984, as a result of divestiture and
became organized into seven regional Bell holding companies.
Subsequent mergers have reduced that number to four.
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BOUNDARY NODE:

In IBM SNA terminology, a subarea node that can provide certain
protocol support for adjacent subarea nodes.

BPS (Bits Per Second):

The rate of information bits transmitted. The basic unit of data
communications rate, very often combined with metric prefixes,
such as kbps for thousands of bits per second and mbps for
millions of bits per second.

BREAK:

A spacing condition that exists longer than 110 milliseconds used
as a signal to "break-in" when the opposite party or unit is sending. This is a feature of teletype systems operating in half duplex.

BREAKOUT BOX (BOB):

Also known as an EIA monitor, a breakout box serves to monitor
the status of signals of the pins of an RS-232C connector or cable
and allows signals to be broken, patched, or cross-connected.

BRIDGE:

The interconnecting equipment and techniques used to match
circuits to each other ensuring minimum transmission impairment. Bridges function at the data link layer of the OSI model.
Contrast with gateway.

BROADBAND:

Two definitions exist in normal usage: (1) As data transmission
channel that has a bandwidth greater than voice grade (VG) channels of 3000 Hz and potentially capable of much higher rates. Also
known as wideband. (2) In local area networks (LAN), whereby
broadband facilities can carry many voices or data channels
simultaneously and can also be used for high-speed digital data
communications at speeds of up to 1.544 mbps, usually via
coaxial cable using radio-frequency modems.

BROADCAST, TERMINAL
BROADCAST:

Two definitions apply to broadcast. (1) As a terminal transmission
of a message intended for all points on a circuit simultaneously,
rather than for a specific station. (2) In LAN technology as a
transmission procedure used in a bus topology network sending
all messages to all stations despite specific terminal addressing.

BSC (Binary Synchronous):

See “Binary Synchronous Protocol.”

BTAM (Basic
Telecommunications Access
Method):

An IBM software routine that functions as the basic access
method for 3270 data communications terminals and main
storage. BTAM provides the applications program with macro
instructions for using the capabilities of the devices supported.
BTAM supports start/stop (asynchronous) as well as synchronous communication.

BUFFER:

A temporary storage device for blocks of data used to compensate
for the difference in either the rate of data flow or the time of
occurrence of the events in transmissions between devices.
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BUFFERING:

The storing of data in a memory device, allowing the devices to
change data rates, perform error checking and error
retransmission.

BURST:

A group of events occurring simultaneously in time.

BUS, BUSS:

Two definitions exist in normal usage: (1) A typically electrical
data path or channel, with one or more conductors, where all
devices receive transmissions simultaneously, such as the input/
output bus in a computer. (2) In a LAN environment, such as
Ethernet, where all network nodes "listen" to all transmissions.
Contrast with ring and star. See also “CSMA/CD.”

BUSY HOUR, PRIME TIME:

The period of a day in which the largest number of user transactions occur. Also known as peak hour or peak period.

BYTE:

Some set of contiguous bits operated upon as a single unit, usually six or eight bits long. Most character sets use one byte per
character, with storage device capacity usually spoken of in
K bytes (K = 1024 bytes) and M bytes (M = mega, or million
bytes).

BYTE MULTIPLEXER
CHANNEL:

A mainframe input/output channel that provides multiplexing or
interleaving of data in bytes. Contrast with block multiplexer
channel.

C BAND:

The portion of the electromagnetic spectrum used for satellite and
microwave transmission with frequencies of approximately
6/4 GHz (gigahertz).

C CONNECTOR:

A type of connector used for coaxial cables using a bayonet lock.
C is named after Carl Concelman. Contrast with TNC and BNC.

CABINET:

A physical stand or enclosure designed to rack-mount data equipment and provide easy access to both front and rear panels of the
devices contained within. Standard cabinets have 1-3/4 inches
vertical spacing between mounting holes and 19-inch wide horizontal spacing between mounting rails.

CABLE:

The combined assembly of one or more conductors within a protective sheath and constructed to permit the use of conductors
separately or in groups.

CABLE-BASED LAN:

A local area network (LAN) that uses a coaxial or twisted pair
cable as its transmission medium.

CACHE MEMORY:

A high-speed computer memory that contains the next most
likely instruction or sequence of instructions to be executed upon
completion of the present instruction.
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CAD (Computer-Aided
Dispatch):

Computer-aided dispatch in the 9-1-1 environment is commonly
referred to a database system used for providing dispatch history,
hazardous materials notes, emergency equipment status,
equipment/resource recommendations and service areas.

CALL:

A request to connect, or the connection that results from the
request, either voice or data. Contrast with minicall and virtual
call.

CALL ACCOUNTING:

The recording of data pertaining to start/end times, number of
segments, NUI, NTN etc., in packet-switched networks.

CALL ANSWERER:

The receiver of a 9-1-1 call at the PSAP responsible for taking the
report and establishing the nature of the call.

CALL CHECK:

A term referring to instant recall recorders used to replay and
verify information taken verbally by phone. Trademark of
Dictaphone.

CALL DETAIL
RECORDING (CDR):

A PBX feature where each phone call is logged by time and
charges.

CALL FORWARDING:

A telephone service feature that can be programmed to automatically forward calls to another number.

CALL RELAY:

The 9-1-1 call is answered at the PSAP where the pertinent information is gathered, after which the call answerer relays the
caller's information on to the appropriate public safety agency for
further action.

CALL SETUP TIME:

The length of time it takes to establish a switched call between
two pieces of DTE or voice switching systems.

CALL SIGN:

The letter-number identifier assigned by the FCC to licensed radio
stations. A commercial broadcast station may be assigned KWXY,
for example, while a base radio station for mobile communications may receive KVA123. The call sign must be transmitted
periodically to identify the station.

CALL TRANSFER:

When a PSAP call answerer determines that another agency
should handle the call, it is transferred by telephone to that
agency.

CALL WAITING, CAMPON:

Two definitions exist in normal usage: (1) A telephone service
allowing a call to a busy telephone to be held while a tone notifies
the busy telephone that a call is waiting. (2) In LAN environments, a facility to allow users to wait in a queue if the requested
resource is busy. Users are then connected on a first-come firstserve basis once the resource becomes available.

CALLED CHANNEL:

A channel that can receive but not originate calls. A calling channel can call but not receive calls, while a called/calling channel
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can both originate and receive calls. These examples are found in
both LAN and packet-switched networks.
CALLED PARTY HOLD:

A telephone system feature that enables the PSAP to control the
release of a 9-1-1 call, maintaining connection through the telephone system's switching facilities even if the 9-1-1 caller has
hung up the telephone (to permit the tracing of a call, for
example).

CALLING RATE:

The average number of calls per telephone, determined by dividing the number of busy-hour calls by the number of telephones.

CAPACITANCE:

The ability of an electrical device to hold, store, or accommodate
electricity.

CARD MODULE, CIRCUIT
CARD:

A printed-circuit board (PC board) designed to plug into a slot in
an equipment chassis.

CARRIER:

A continuous frequency that can be impressed or modulated with
a second information carrying signal.

CARRIER DETECT:

An RS-232 interface modem signal (transmitted on pin 8) that
indicates that the local modem is receiving a signal from the
remote modem. Also called data carrier detect (DCD) and
received line signal detector (RLSD).

CARRIER SYSTEM:

The method of transmitting a number of channels over a single
path by modulating each channel on a different carrier frequency
at the originating end, then demodulating at the receiving end to
return the signals to their original form.

CARRIER WAVE:

The wave upon which a signal is superimposed.

CARTERPHONE
DECISION:

The 1968 FCC decision that held that existing telephone company
tariffs containing blanket prohibition against the attachment of
customer provided terminal equipment to the telecommunications network were unreasonable, discriminatory, and unlawful.
The FCC declared the telephone companies could set up
reasonable standards for interconnection to ensure the technical
integrity of the network. Following the Carterphone Decision, the
telephone companies filed tariffs for protective connecting
arrangements to facilitate the interconnection of customerprovided terminal equipment (CPE).

CATV (Community
Antenna):

Also known as “cable television,” CATV is one of the most common data communication facilities found on broadband networks
based on radio frequency (RF) transmission and generally using
75-ohm coaxial cable.

CAVITY:

A frequency-selective filter used to reduce radio interference.
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CCITT (The Consultative
Committee International
Telegraph and Telephone):

The international advisory committee, established under the
United Nations that sets international recommendations, which
oftentimes are accepted as standards. Membership includes PTTs,
scientific and trade associations, and private companies. CCITT
operates within the International Telecommunications Union
(UTI), a United Nations treaty organization in Geneva, to
recommend worldwide standards. Note: The CCITT has been
known since 1993 as the ITU-T (International Telecommunications Union - Telecommunications Standards Section).

CCS (Hundred Call Seconds)

Hundred-call seconds is a standard measure of time used in telephone system traffic and capacity calculations, For example,
36 CCS is one full hour of telephone traffic.

CCTV (Closed Circuit
Television):

Two definitions for CCTV: (1) A localized video network limited
to specific locations in a building or campus. (2) A LAN environment service often found on broadband networks.

CCU (Communications
Control Unit):

A communications computer designed to “off-load” the host
processor from tasks involving message handling, protocol control, code conversion, error control, and application functions.
Very often a minicomputer will serve as a CCU.

CD:

See “Carrier Detect.”

CELLS:

A subdivision of a mobile telephone service area, containing a
low powered radio communications system connected to the local
telephone service.

CELLULAR TELEPHONE:

A radio system operating in the 800 MHz band that simulates the
operation of the public telephone system. Cellular telephone sets
are actually radio transceivers. Dozens of base stations under
computer control form the heart of an area system.

CENTER FREQUENCY (FC):

The arithmetic mean frequency is normally calculated using the
3 dB relative band edges (F1 and F2).
Fc = (Fl + F2 ) / 2
Where F1 and F2 are lower and upper frequencies, respectively, at
which a particular signal attenuation occurs, usually taken as 3 dB
relative attenuation—an important parameter of bandpass and
bandstop filters.

CENTRAL OFFICE (CO):

Rev. 4
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CENTRAL PROCESSING
UNIT (CPU):

A device designed to execute programmed instructions, perform
the logical and arithmetic functions on data and controls input/
output functions.

CENTRALIZED:

Processing with one CPU, which may support remote terminals/
job entry stations.

CENTREX:

A type of PBX service where incoming calls may be dialed or
"switched" direct to extensions without operator assistance.

CENTRONICS,
CENTRONICS INTERFACE:

The 36-pin, byte-wide parallel interface designed by the Centronics Company that set the de facto standard for connecting
printers.

CERT (Character Error Rate
Testing):

A method of data line testing using test characters to determine
error performance.

CHAIN:

A series of linked processing centers where information must
pass through on a "store and forward" basis to get to final
destination.

CHANNEL:

A communications path. It might be a wire connection, a radio
frequency, a talkgroup, or a pair of radio frequencies for instance.
Generically, it refers to any method that can carry information.
Channels are often characterized by the amount of information or
bandwidth they can carry.

CHANNEL INTERFACE:

See “Channel” and “Interface.”

CHANNEL LOOPBACK:

A diagnostic test that forms the loop at the multiplexer's channel
interface.

CHANNEL, PRIMARY:

The higher speed of two channels used for transmitting. Also
known as forward or main channel. Contrast with reverse
channel.

CHANNEL, REVERSE:

The slower speed of two channels used for slow-speed data such
as error-detection. Contrast with primary channel. This is usually
used to provide status or control information back to the “primary channel” sender.

CHANNEL SERVICE UNIT
(CSU):

A device required by AT&T in order to connect a DTE to a digital
transmission line (typically a T1) for DDS. The CSU may be integrated into a data service unit (DSU).

CHANNEL, VOICE GRADE:

A channel suitable for the transmission of speech, digital or
analog data, or facsimile, typically with a frequency range of
about 300 to 3300 Hz.

CHARACTER:

Any letter, number, punctuation mark, or other sign contained in
a message, including characters for control functions and for special symbols. See also “Control Character.”
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CHARACTER ORIENTED:

Used to describe a communications protocol that carries control
information encoded in one or more bytes (octets). Also known as
byte oriented. Contrast with bit oriented.

CHARACTER PARITY:

A method of adding an overhead bit to a character code to provide error-checking capability.

CHARACTER SET:

A code, such as ASCII or EBCDIC used to represent data in a
computer system. A collection of characters including special
symbols and functions.

CHARACTERISTIC
DISTORTION:

A distortion in transmission resulting from transient as a result of
modulation. The levels of characteristic distortion depend upon
the transmission channel and its qualities.

CHECK BIT:

Also known as a parity bit, one non-information bit that is added
to a transmitted character to enable a terminal to check each
character it processes.

CHECKSUM:

The sum of a group of data provided with the group, for checking
purposes.

CIRCUIT:

In data communications, a circuit is a communications path
between two points. In electronic design, a circuit is defined as
one or more components that act together to perform one or more
functions.

CIRCUIT SWITCHING:

A method of communications in which physical circuits are transferred or switched to complete connections for exclusive use until
the connection is released. Contrast with packet-switched
networks.

CITIZEN BAND (CB):

A general purpose radio band for unlicensed low power transceivers (4 watts maximum). It uses frequencies from 26.96 MHz to
27.43 MHz (40 channels). Channel 9 is designated as a United
States/Canadian emergency calling frequency.

CLEAR CHANNEL:

Any transmission path where the full bandwidth is available to
the user.

CLOCK, CLOCKING:

A master timing device used to provide the basic sequencing
pulses for the operation of any synchronous transmission.

CLOSED ARCHITECTURE:

A computer system so designed that it is only compatible with
software and hardware from one particular vendor. Contrast with
open architecture.

CLUSTER:

A group of user terminals located near each other and connected
to a single controller. Terminals may consist of printers, keyboard
devices, microfiche printers, etc.
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CLUSTER CONTROL UNIT:

A processor designed to control the communications to form a
group or cluster of terminal devices. Also known as "terminal
control units," they usually provide polling, control, formatting,
and error handling functions.

C.O.:

See “Central Office.”

COAXIAL CABLE (COAX):

A two-conductor wire transmission medium known for its wide
bandwidth and negligible susceptibility to crosstalk and distortion, since signals are transmitted in a fully enclosed
environment.

COAXIAL CONVERTER:

A device used in IBM systems to convert the 3270 synchronous
protocol to asynchronous protocol for asynchronous devices. Also
known as a "protocol converter."

CO-CHANNEL
INTERFERENCE:

Interference caused by other transmitters operating on the same
frequency. This is common on both low and high VHF bands,
where signals often travel farther than desired. The interfering
agency may be in a different city, county, state, or even country.

CODE:

A system of unambiguous rules and symbols for use in representing data, such as ASCII and EBCDIC.

CODE LEVEL:

The number of bits defined in a code set to represent one
character.

CODEC:

A device that codes and de codes analog voice signals into and
from digital signals. A neologism of "COder" and "DECoder."

COIN FREE ACCESS (CFA):

Coin-free dialing enables a pay-phone caller to dial 9-1-1 or "0" for
operator without depositing money.

COMBINED STATION:

Also known as a balanced station, in high-level data link control
(HDLC) protocol, a station capable of assuming the role of either
a primary or secondary station.

COMMAND PORT:

Also known as the master console, used to control and monitor a
network or system.

COMMON BATTERY:

A DC power source in the central office that supplies power to
switching equipment and to subscribers.

COMMON CARRIER:

Two definitions exist: (1) In general usage, a common carrier is
any supplier in an industry that undertakes to "carry" goods,
services or people from one point to another for the public in
general or for specified classes of the public. (2) In telecommunications, telephone companies "carry" voice and data services
over the telecommunications network. Often PTTs provide these
services to the general public. In the United States, a common
carrier company that offers communications to the public is
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subject to state and federal regulation by the FCC, and the
PSC/PUC.
COMMON CARRIER
PRINCIPLE:

The regulatory concept that limits the number of companies
providing needed services in a particular geographic area.

COMMUNICATIONS ACT
OF 1934:

The Congressional Act, passed in 1934 setting a goal of universally available, quality telephone service for a reasonable cost. The
Act also established the FCC and transferred all foreign and interstate radio and wire transmission to this commission. It stipulates
that prices and regulations for transmission and equipment service be just, reasonable, and not unreasonably discriminatory.

COMMUNICATIONS LINE
CONTROL:

A computer hardware device, with related software designed to
accept data information and perform the necessary control functions for a data communications line.

COMMUNICATIONS
MONITOR:

Mainframe software providing a shared interface between applications programs and communications devices, including communications access methods.

COMMUNICATIONS
SATELLITE:

A microwave repeater, orbiting in a typically geosynchronous
orbit, 22,300 miles above the earth, designed to relay signals
between communications stations.

COMPANDOR:

A contraction of the words "COMPressor" and "expANDOR," this
device serves to reduce the volume range of signals thereby
improving the ratio of signal to interference entering the path
between the compressor and expandor. It provides the function of
a compressor at one point and an expandor at the receiving point.

COMPOSITE:

The side of a concentrator or multiplexer that includes all of the
multiplexed data.

COMPOSITE LINK:

A link, circuit, or line that connects a pair of concentrators or
multiplexers. Also, any circuit carrying multiplexed data.

COMPRESSION:

Two forms of compression are typically available: (1) Analog
compression, where the bandwidth for analog transmission is
reduced. Also known as compaction. (2) Data compression where
the number of bits required to transmit data is reduced. This is
performed in a variety of ways, often using a unique code to
represent groups of repeated bytes or simply using fewer bits to
represent the more frequent characters in the data.

COMPRESSOR:

A device used to perform analog compression. Contrast with
compandor.

COMPUTERIZED BRANCH
EXCHANGE (CBX):

A PBX using a computer with an electronic switching network.
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CONCENTRATOR:

A device that connects a number of circuits that are not all used at
once to a smaller group of circuits for cost-effective transmission.
The data channel is split into two or more channels of average
lower speed while the concentrator dynamically allocates space
according to the demand in order to allow the greatest possible
throughput. Also known as a statistical multiplexer, ATDM, or
TDM.

CONCURRENT:

The occurrence of two or more events or activities within the
same specified interval of time.

CONDITIONING:

Improving the quality of a leased voice-grade (VG) line so that it
meets the standards of data transmission, by adding additional
equipment to the network.

CONNECT TIME
HOLDING TIME:

The amount of time a switched circuit is in use.

CONNECTING BLOCK:

A wire or cable terminating block that provides access to a circuit.

CONNECTION:

The physical attachment of a path, or the data transmission path
itself. Establishing a transmission path.

CONNECTOR:

An electrical device for making one or more connections such as
RJ11C or EIA RS-232 C, typically with male and female
components.

CONSOLE:

A furniture-type mounting frame for equipment that is frequently
accessed by operators. Examples are radio control consoles and
9-1-1 answering positions. It also generically refers to the whole
equipment workstation used by 9-1-1 telecommunicators and/or
dispatchers.

CONTENDED ACCESS:

Contrasted with explicit access, contended access is a shared
access method found in local area networks (LANs), which allows
first-come, first-served access by the stations in the network.

CONTENTION:

A first-come, first-served method of line control in which terminals request to transmit. Transmission proceeds if the channel is
free, otherwise the terminal must wait.

CONTINUOUS TONECODED SQUELCH
SYSTEM (CTCSS):

This is a radio channel masking system in which a special low
frequency "key" tone is transmitted with the voice. Receivers are
equipped with CTCSS tone decoders so only those with matching
CTCSS "keys" will produce audible voice. This does not eliminate
interference, but it keeps users from having to listen to signals
that are not meant for them. Equipment manufacturers sometimes
use trade names for this capability such as: Private Line (PL),
Channel Guard (CG), or Quiet Channel (QC).
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CONTROL CHARACTER:

A nonprinting character used to initiate, modify, or stop a control
function. LF (line feed) is an example of a control character.

CONTROL PROGRAM:

A program containing many software routines that would normally have to be put into each individual application program,
routines such as console interruptions, error handling, and interruptions from a communications terminal.

CONTROL SIGNAL:

Any signal that is used for synchronization, remote testing, or
status. An example would be a control character such as CD
(carrier detect), which is an RS-232 control signal announcing the
presence of a carrier.

CONTROL UNIT:

A hardware device designed to coordinate the sequence of input/
output operations of a peripheral device and the CPU, interpreting coded instructions and initiating commands to execute
instructions.

CONVERSATIONAL
MODE:

The online interaction between the user and the computer, with a
dialog taking place.

CONVERSION LOSS:

The ratio in dB of the IF output of a mixer to the RF input power.
All conversion loss measurements and specification are normally
based on the mixer being terminated on all ports and a stated LO
signal power level being applied.

CORE:

Two definitions exist for this term: (1) In general, the main storage
portion of a mainframe computer system, also referred to as CPU
storage. Archaic term. (2) In data communications, the portion of
a fiber optic waveguide through which light is transmitted, usually 8 to 12 microns in diameter (single-mode fiber) and from
50 to 200 microns (multimode fiber).

CORONARY
OBSERVATION RADIO:

A portable radio unit that can gather and transmit coronary
telemetry.

CPE (Customer Provided
Equipment):

Any form of telephone equipment including telephone instruments, answering machines, modems, etc., provided solely by the
customer but attached to the telephone company lines.

CPI (Computer PABX
Interface):

A LAN environment term used to describe a Digital Equipment
Corporation technology using T1 transmission involving 56 kbps
channels. This is a voice/data standard representing a move
toward an open architecture network.

CPS (Characters Per Second):

A data flow measuring unit where circuits carry bits forming a
data character.

CPU (Central Processing
Unit):

See “Central Processing Unit.”
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CR (Carriage Return):

A control character in either the EBCDIC or ASCII character sets
used to position the cursor at the left margin on a CRT terminal or
position the printing mechanism at the left margin on a printer.
This is often the same as “enter” on newer computer systems.

CRC (Cyclic Redundancy
Check):

An error checking control method in which the block check character (BCC) is the remainder after dividing all the serialized bits
in a transmitted block by a prespecified binary number.

CROSS CONNECT:

A hardware device that is used to interconnect multiplexers with
line terminating equipment and other multiplexers.

CROSSBAR SWITCH:

A switch having numerous vertical and horizontal paths and
electromagnetically operated by a mechanical method of interconnecting any one of the vertical paths with any one of the
horizontal paths. (Obsolete)

CROSSTALK:

Any undesirable transfer of energy from one circuit, called the
disturbing circuit, to another, called the disturbed circuit.

CRT (Cathode Ray Tube):

A television-type screen in some computer terminals used for the
visual display of input/output information. CRT is commonly
used as a synonym for CRT terminal.

CRYSTAL:

A small, polished slice of quartz that is used to control the frequency of radio transmitters. Packaged in small metal cases, they
offer high stability and accuracy in control with little flexibility.

CSMA (Carrier Sense
Multiple Access):

A contention-based LAN access method where terminal stations
listen prior to transmitting, send a packet of data, then free the
line for other stations to transmit. While stations do not transmit
until the line is clear, transmission collisions still occur.

CSMA/CA (Carrier Sense
Multiple Access With
Collision Avoidance):

A CSMA protocol using a slotted TDM to minimize a collision
reoccurrence. For optimum results, CSMA/CA will work best if
the time slot is short as compared to the length of the packet.

CSMA/CD (Carrier Sense
Multiple Access With
Collision Detection):

A LAN access method where all stations attached to the network
listen for transmissions before attempting to transmit. If two or
more devices begin transmitting at the same time, each stops for a
random period of time before attempting to retransmit. See also
IEEE 802.3 and Ethernet.

CSU (Channel Service Unit):

A digital DCE unit located on the user site to provide a DDS
channel for use with the logic and timing recovery circuitry. See
“DSU.”

CTCSS (Continuous ToneCoded Squelch System):

See “Continuous Tone-Coded Squelch System.”
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CTS (Clear To Send):

An RS-232 modem interface control line indicating the attached
terminal device (DTE) may transmit. The CTS signal is sent in
reply to the DTE's RTS on pin 5.

CUG (Closed User Group):

A predefined set of terminal users that accept connection requests
(calls) from only users in their group. Often this applies to the
sending of messages as well.

CURRENT LOOP:

A method of connecting and transmitting signals to teletype data
terminals, where a mark is represented by the presence of current
and a space is represented by the absence of current (United
States). In other countries, a mark is represented by current in one
direction, while a space is represented by current in the other.

CURSOR:

A rectangular block of light or underline, occasionally blinking,
that serves as a character position marker to locate positions on a
screen and moved manually by the keyboard.

CUTOFF FREQUENCY
(FCO):

The upper passband edge in lowpass filters or the lower passband
edge in highpass filters. The passband edge closest to the stop
band. Normally the point at which the VSWR equals 1.5:1.

CUT-OVER:

Transferring from the use of one system to another. An often
troublesome aspect of putting in communications systems, as it
may disrupt communication.

CVSD (Continuous Variable
Slope Delta Modulation):

A method of digitally encoding speech using a one-bit sample to
encode the difference between two successive signal levels, usually 32,000 times a second.

CXR CARRIER:

A data communications signal, similar to CD (carrier detect) that
is used to indicate the intention to transmit data.

CYCLE:

One iteration or a loop through a set of logical steps.

CYCLIC REDUNDANCY
CHECK:

See “CRC.”

D BIT (Delivery
Confirmation Bit):

A bit used in CCITT X.25 packet-switched networks to request
end-to-end acknowledgement.

DAA (Data Access
Agreement):

Any DCE approved by a common carrier that allows privately
owned terminals to be connected to the common carrier’s network. Modems manufactured today for the public network have
built-in DAAs.

DACS (Digital Access and
Cross-Connect System):

AT&T central office switching equipment that allows T1 carrier or
any of the 64 kbps subchannels to be switched or cross-connected
to another T1 carrier.

DATA:

The representation of facts, instructions, or concepts in a structured manner suitable for communication.
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DATA ACQUISITION:

A method of recording and measuring data from physical
devices.

DATA CHANNEL:

The data transmission path between two or more stations.

DATA CIRCUIT:

A telecommunications medium for the transmission of information in analog or digital form.

DATA COLLECTION:

A procedure where data arriving from several sources is combined at one location in a file or queue prior to processing.

DATA COMMUNICATION:

The processes, facilities, and equipment used to transport
encoded information from one point to another.

DATA DICTIONARY:

A listing of all the data names and elements in a system.

DATA ENCRYPTION
STANDARD (DES):

A cryptographic algorithm endorsed by the National Bureau of
Standards (NBS) to encrypt data using a 56-bit key.

DATA ENTRY:

The inputting of data into a computer system for processing.

DATA INTEGRITY:

The performance of a data communications system, ideally indicating an absence of undetected errors.

DATA LINK:

The physical connection that includes all necessary equipment for
two devices to communicate.

DATA LINK CONTROL:

The management of transmitted data over communications circuits using appropriate hardware and related software.

DATA LINK LAYER:

The second layer in the OSI model that establishes, maintains, and
released data link connections between the network layer and
physical layer. While the data link layer is not responsible for
error correction, it is responsible for error detection, transmission
and reception of datagrams, packet reception, and local
addressing.

DATA MODE:

The status of a DSU or modem transmitter where the request to
send and data set ready circuits are prepared to send data.

DATA NETWORK:

A telecommunications system consisting of a number of terminals
able to access each other via communication lines and switching
methods.

DATA-OVER VOICE
(DOV):

A technique used in FDM allowing the combination of voice and
data on the same line. DOV usually employs twisted pair cables
assigning some of the unused bandwidth for data transmission.

DATA PBX:

A digital transmission circuit switch allowing users to select from
a number of circuit paths. Contrast with PBX.

DATA SERVICE UNIT
(DSU):

A device used in conjunction with a digital network, replacing the
modem in the sense that the DSU provides remote and local
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testing, loop equalization, and the logic and timing needed to provide a standard EIA or CCITT interface. DSUs usually have an
integrated channel service unit (CSU).
DATA SET:

An AT&T trademark synonymous for modem. See “Modem.”

DATA SPEED:

An AT&T marketing term used to describe a variety of data
communications devices.

DATA STREAM:

The transmission of characters and data bits through a channel.

DATA SWITCH:

A device used to connect data processing equipment to network
lines, offering flexibility in line/device selection.

DATA TERMINAL
EQUIPMENT (DTE):

A term used to describe numerous data processing equipment
such as computers, terminals, controllers, and printers.

DATA TRANSFER RATE
DATA RATE:

The measure of the speed of data transmission, usually expressed
in bits per second. Synonymous with speed, the data rate is often
incorrectly expressed in baud.

DATABASE:

An organized collection of information.

DATAGRAM:

A capability in a packet-switched network where a complete
message may be contained in the data field of a packet, not
usually implemented on today's packet data networks (PDN). See
“Minicall.”

DATAPHONE:

An AT&T trademark identifying the communications equipment
furnished by AT&T for data communication service.

DATAPHONE DIGITAL
SERVICE (DDS):

An AT&T private line service for transmitting data over a digital
system. The digital technique allows for more efficient use of the
transmission facilities, since no modems are required, resulting in
lower error rates and costs than with analog systems. AT&T filed
for DDS with the FCC in 1974.

dB (Decibel):

A unit of measuring the relative strength of a signal parameter
such as power, voltage, etc., equal to 1/10 Bel. The number of
deciBels is 10X the logarithm of the ratio of the measured quantity
of the reference level.

dBm:

The absolute measure of signal power where 0 dBm is equal to
one milliwatt at 1000 Hz terminated by 600 ohms impedance. A
level of power measurement in the telephone industry based on
600 ohms impedance and 100 Hz frequency.

DCD (Data Carrier Detect):

See “CD.”

DCE (Data Communications
Equipment):

The device installed on premises to provide the functions needed
to establish, maintain, and terminate a connection as well as the
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signal conversion required for communications between the DTE
and the telephone line or data circuit. Typically, DCE is a modem.
D-CONDITIONING:

A common carrier service designed to control the harmonic
distortion and improve the signal-to-noise ratio. D-conditioning is
currently being offered in 9600 bps service with complex modems
on voice grade private lines.

DDCMP (Digital Data
Communications Message
Protocol):

A DEC data communications line protocol.

DDD (Direct Distance
Dialing):

Direct distance dialing is a switched telephone service that permits subscribers to dial their own long distance or “toll” calls.

DDS (Dataphone Digital
Service):

A digital service offered on private lines and eliminating
modems. DDS is offered inter-LATA by AT&T (as an ACCUNET
offering) and intra-LATA by BOCs.

DEC (Digital Equipment
Corporation):

A major manufacturer of minicomputers and related hardware
and software.

DECENTRALIZED:

A processing method where intelligence is located at several
remote locations of the same processing system.

DeciBel:

See “dB.”

DECIBEL:

A relative measure of signals. A 3-decibel (3 dB) increase in signal
level is a doubling of signal power. It is useful in describing wide
ranges of signal levels.

DECnet:

A network approach developed by DEC that permits interconnection of DEC computers using DDCMP.

DEDICATED LINE:

A communications line, private or leased, that is dedicated (not
dial-up) to provide a continuous communications path between
two points for voice or data. It may be wire, fiber, optic, or microwave. A dedicated line may be either point-to-point or multipoint.

DEGRADATION:

Reduced receiver sensitivity caused by adjacent channel transmitters. The effect is a reduction in the ability to hear weak
signals. See also “Attenuation.” Also, what happens as one gets
older.

DELAY DISTORTION:

Sometimes referred to as "envelope delay," this form of distortion
results from different propagation speeds of signals at different
frequencies. Within any form of transmission medium, certain
frequencies will travel slower than others. The delay distortion is
measured in microseconds of delay relative to the delay at
1700 Hz and can potentially wreck havoc on data transmission.
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DELAY EQUALIZER:

A device designed to perform corrective action over delay distortion by making the delay substantially constant over a desired
frequency range.

DELIVERY TIME:

A measurement of time beginning with the start of transmission
at the transmitting terminal to the reception at the receiving
terminal.

DEMODULATION:

The opposite of modulation, the process of retrieving data from a
carrier signal.

DEMODULATOR:

The internal portion of a modem designed to convert the received
analog line signals back to digital form.

DEMULTIPLEXING:

The opposite of multiplexing where a composite signal is broken
into component channels.

DESTINATION:

A field in a data message that contains the address of the terminal
to which a data message is directed.

DIAGNOSTICS,
DIAGNOSTIC
PROGRAMS:

Programs or procedures used to check equipment, communications links, or networks and pinpoint faulty components. Diagnostics may be used by the computer engineer or may be called in
by the supervisory programs automatically.

DIAL LINE:

Also known as dial-up line or dial-in line, any communications
line that must be dialed. Contrast with dedicated line.

DIAL NETWORK:

A term synonymous with public telephone network. See also
“Dial Line.”

DIBIT:

A grouping of two bits so that in combination there are four possible values: 00, 01, 10, 11. Each possible value of a dibit is
encoded as a unique carrier phase shift (called four-phase
modulation).

DIFFERENTIAL PHASE
SHIFT KEYING (DPSK):

The modulation technique used in the Bell 201 modem. Also, see
“Dibit.”

DIGIT, DIGITAL:

A discretely variable signal as compared with analog, which is
continuously variable. Data signals are coded in discrete and
separate pulses.

DIGITAL:

When information is carried using a two-level code (binary code),
it is known as digital. Though digital requires higher bandwidth,
the binary code is very hardy and provides precise transmission
of information.

DIGITAL CODED
SQUELCH (DCS):

A radio-channel masking system similar to CTCSS except that a
low-frequency digital signal is sent instead of a tone.

DIGITAL DATA:

Any information represented by digital code.
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DIGITAL ENCRYPTION:

A method of voice or data scrambling that converts signals into
unintelligible noise. This is the most secure way of preventing
eavesdropping. There are millions of possible codes. The federal
DES and AES encryption standards are the most widely used.

DIGITAL ERROR:

Digital transmission where a 0 signal is mistakenly understood to
be a 1 signal.

DIGITAL LOOPBACK:

A diagnostic technique for testing the digital circuitry of a communications device, usually a modem. The loop is formed at the
modem’s DTE interface, either initiated locally or remotely via
communications circuits.

DIGITAL PRIVATE LINE
(DPL):

See “Digital Coded Squelch.”

DIGITAL SERVICE UNIT
(DSU):

See “Data Service Unit.”

DIGITAL SWITCHING:

A process whereby a connection is established and maintained
through program control. Digital information is routed between
input and output.

DIGITAL TRANSMISSION:

The direct transmission of discrete pulses as opposed to analog
transmission.

DIP (Dual In-line Pins or
Dual In-line Package):

An electronic component package or IC (integrated circuit chip)
characterized by two rows of connecting pins.

DIP SWITCH:

A switch possessing the physical characteristics of dual in-line
packages (DIP).

DIRECT CURRENT (DC):

Electrical current that travels in only one direction in a circuit,
from + to -.

DIRECT CURRENT LOOP
(Current Loop):

A method of interfacing teleprinters whereby a digital signal is
transmitted, usually at 20 milliamperes DC.

DIRECT DISPATCH:

Dispatching is considered direct if both 9-1-1 call answering and
aid dispatch functions are performed at the PSAP.

DIRECT DISTANCE
DIALING:

See “DDD.”

DIRECT INWARD
DIALING (DID):

A PBX feature where an external caller is able to call an extension
without an operator’s assistance.

DIRECT OUTWARD
DIALING (DOD):

A PBX feature where an internal caller at an extension is able to
call an external number without an operator’s assistance.

DIRECT TRUNKING:

A dedicated telephone system arrangement with no intermediate
switching (and potentially blocking) points between the originating CO and the PSAP.
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DISCONNECT SIGNAL:

The signal that is transmitted from one end of a subscriber line or
trunk to indicate at the other end that the established connection
should be disconnected.

DISCRETE ACCESS:

An access method found in LAN environments using a star topology, wherein each station has its own separate connection to maximize the LAN's switching capabilities.

DISPATCH:

Designate and direct an emergency response unit to a service
location.

DISPATCH CENTER/
RADIO DISPATCH
CENTER:

The location from which a public or private safety agency's
mobile units are dispatched.

DISPATCHER:

An individual who uses radio or other means to dispatch public
or private safety agency's resources. This person may or may not
function as a 9-1-1 call answerer.

DISTORTION:

The unwanted changes in signal or signal shape from its true
form occurring during transmission between two points, e.g.,
amplitude distortion, delay distortion.

DISTRIBUTED
ARCHITECTURE:

A LAN using a shared communications medium.

DISTRIBUTED
PROCESSING:

A method of data processing where intelligence is located at
several remote sites of the same processing system and connected
via a data communications network.

DISTRIBUTION FRAME:

A structure designed for terminating wires of a telephone central
office, PBX, or private exchange and for allowing easy change of
connections via cross-connecting wires.

DIVESTITURE:

The breakup of AT&T by the federal court based on an antitrust
agreement reached between AT&T and the U.S. Department of
Justice, effective January 1, 1984.

DLC (Data Link Control):

A telecommunications protocol designed to control, set up, perform error checking, and terminate the transfer of information
between two stations on a data link. Compare with HDLC and
SDLC.

DMA (Direct Memory
Access):

The accessing of computer memory from input/output and peripheral controllers without going through the arithmetic processing unit.

DMI (Digital Multiplexed
Interface):

An AT&T voice/data PABX standard designed for using T1
transmission in LAN environments. DMI uses 64 kbps channels
that represents moving toward an open architecture environment
using ISDN. Compare with CPI.
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DMS (Data Base
Management System):

Used to provide and maintain the 9-1-1 caller ALI and service
information for PSAP use.

DNIC (Data Network
Identification Code):

A 4-digit PDN code used for identification in a packet-switched
network.

DOCTOR-INTERRUPT:

The ability of a physician or hospital-based care advisor to interrupt a voice or data transmission from the field.

DOD (Department of
Defense):

One portion of the United States executive government responsible for military concerns, including data communications and
also responsible for some LAN-related protocols and standards.
TCP/IP and some FIPS are under the jurisdiction of the DOD.

DOMAIN:

A term used often in IBM SNA to describe a host-based systems
services control point (SSCP) and the physical units (PUs), logical
units (LUs), links, and related resources.

DOS (Disk Operating
System):

An operating system designed for microcomputers to instruct a
disk-based system to schedule or supervise work, manage
resources, and operate and control attached peripherals.

DOWN LINK:

The transmitting link from a repeater to mobile units or a control
station. In UHF frequencies, it is usually the lower frequency of a
frequency pair. In 800 MHz, it is usually the higher frequency of a
frequency pair. In a geosynchronous/geostationary satellite
system, it is the signal used to transmit information to an earth
station. Contrast with up link.

DOWN LOADING,
DOWNLINE LOADING:

The process of sending software or related data from a central
source to an individual station or personal computer.

DOWNTIME:

The period of time when all or part of a computer system or data
network is not available to the user community because of a failure. Time required for preventive maintenance is not typically
included. See also “Availability.”

DPL:

See “Digital Coded Squelch.”

DPSK (Differential Phase
Shift Keying):

See ”Differential Phase Shift Keying.”

DQM (Data Quality
Monitor):

A device used to measure the data bias level above or below a
threshold.

DRIVER:

A software module (short for "line driver") under the control of
the processor used to control an input/output port to an external
device.

DROP CABLE, DROP:

In LAN environments, the cable that serves to connect a branch to
the main, or bus cable, and attaches DTE.
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DROP, SUBSCRIBER’S,
CUSTOMER’S DROP:

The line from a telephone cable to a subscriber’s building.

DS-0 (Digital Signal Level 0):

A standard digital signal or channel operating at 64 kbps.

DS-1 (Digital Signal Level 1):

A standard digital signal or channel operating at 1.544 mbps
carried on a T1 facility.

DS-1C (Digital Signal
Level 1C):

A digital signal operating at 3.152 mbps.

DS-2 (Digital Signal Level 2):

A digital signal operating at 6.312 mbps carried on a T2 facility.

DSR (Data Set Ready):

An RS-232 modem interface control signal that indicates to the
attached terminal the modem is connected, powered-on, and
ready.

DSU (Data Service Unit):

See “Data Service Unit.”

DSX-1 (Digital Signal CrossConnect Level 1):

The set of parameters used where DS-1 digital signals (T-1) are
cross-connected.

DTE (Data Terminal
Equipment):

See “Data Terminal Equipment.”

DTMF (Dual Tone MultiFrequency):

Dual-tone, multi-frequency (DTMF) signals are tones generated
by pushbutton telephones, primarily for dialing. Also known as
TouchTone or TouchCall.

DTR (Data Terminal Ready):

An EIA RS-232 interface control signal sent from the data terminal
on pin 20, indicating to the modem that the terminal is ready for
transmission.

DUMB TERMINAL:

Any terminal unable to perform error detection or use a communications protocol, such as a Teletype or Teletype-compatible
terminal. Usually an asynchronous, ASCII device operating at
9600 bps or higher. Contrast with intelligent terminal.

DUPLEX:

Any communications facility providing transmission in both
directions simultaneously, often referred to as "full duplex."
Telephone calls are typically full duplex, while calls on a single
radio channel are simplex and require alternating speaking and
listening periods. Contrast with "half-duplex."

DUPLEX TRANSMISSION:

The simultaneous, independent, two-way transmission of data in
both directions. Contrast with "half-duplex transmission."

DUPLEXER:

A device used in repeater antenna systems, allows repeater to
transmit and receive at the same time using one antenna and
feedline. It also helps to reduce receiver degradation.

DUPLEXING:

A process using redundancy, whereby duplicate processors, files,
or circuitry would be available to enable the system to carry on its
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work. Providing an alternate system in this way is also called
"Tandem."
DUV (Data Under Voice):

The normally unused spectrum at the lower end of a radio channel used to provide a T1 (1.544 mbps) channel for digital services.

DYNAMIC RANGE:

The range, from the minimum, which is at a level 3 dB above the
amplifier's internally generated floor, to a maximum input signal
level that a component can accept and amplify without distortion.
Dynamic Range = P1dB - PMDS
Where:
PMDS = Minimum detectable signal 3 dB above the noise
floor.

E 9-1-1 (Enhanced 9-1-1):

Enhanced 9-1-1 is the general term referring to emergency telephone systems with specific electronically controlled features
(such as ALI, ANI, or selective routing) and that use the MSAG
address geofile. It may also refer to systems with some, but not
all, of those features.

EARTH STATION:

The transmitter and related antenna located on earth for communication with a satellite.

EBCDIC (Extended Binary
Coded Decimal Interchange
Code):

An 8-bit character code, standard for many IBM systems offering
256 possible combinations of characters.

ECHO:

The reflection or return of transmitted data.

ECHO CANCELER:

A device to suppress echos (similar to an echo suppressor) without speech clipping and able to operate during two-way
transmissions.

ECHO CHECK:

A method of checking for data transmission errors by returning
the received data to the sending end for comparison with the
original data.

ECHO DISTORTION:

An impairment in telephone lines caused by electrical reflections
located at distant points where line impedances are dissimilar.

ECHO SUPPRESSOR:

A device used by telephone companies to block the receive side of
the line during the time that the transmit side is in use.

ECHOPLEX:

One method of checking data integrity by returning characters to
the sending station for verification. This process requires simulated full-duplex operation.

ECMA (European Computer
Manufacturers Association):

A trade organization and member of the ISO issuing data communications standards. Its membership includes western European computer manufacturers and suppliers.
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EEPROM (Electrically
Erasable Programmable
Read-Only Memory):

A PROM that can be cleared or erased using electrical signals
rather than the ultraviolet light required for EPROM.

EFS (Echo Free Seconds):

The measurement, in seconds, of the percentage of time data is
transmitted error free.

EIA (Electronic Industries
Association):

A trade association recommending data communication standards, with RS-232 the best known. EIA is comprised of American
electronics manufacturing corporations and also contributes to
ANSI. See “ANSI.”

EIA INTERFACE:

Data transmission signal characteristics designed with universal
standardization for data communication including duration,
current, and voltage for hardware devices. See also “EIA.”

ELECTRONIC MAIL
(E-Mail):

The delivery of mail or messages, either all or in part via a public
or private data communications system.

ELECTRONIC SWITCHING
SYSTEM (ESS):

A computerized, digital telephone switching system, manufactured by AT&T, using a stored program to control the switching
function. With ESS, custom calling features such as call waiting,
call forwarding, and three-way calling are available to the
subscriber.

ELLIPTIC FUNCTION:

A mathematical function used to yield the squarest possible
amplitude filter response with a given number of circuit elements.
The elliptic function has a CHEBYSHEV response in both the
passband and the stopband. The elliptic function filter has a
poorer phase response and transient response than any of the
classical transfer functions.

EM (End of Medium):

Also known as end of file, the EM character is sometimes used to
indicate the physical end of data recorded on a medium.

EMD (Emergency Medical
Dispatch):

See “Emergency Medical Dispatch.”

EMERGENCY CALL:

A telephone request for service that requires immediate action to
prevent loss of life, reduce bodily injury, prevent or reduce loss of
property, and other emergency situations determined by local
policy.

EMERGENCY MEDICAL
DISPATCH (EMD):

Provision of special procedures and trained personnel to ensure
the efficient handling of medical emergencies and dispatch of aid.
Includes pre-arrival instructions for CPR, mouth-to-mouth resuscitation, and other verbal aid to callers.

EMI (Electromagnetic
Interference):

A level of undesirable radiation or interference, oftentimes
reduced through the use of shielded cables. The FCC has defined
acceptance levels for EMI.
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EMPTY SLOT RING:

A LAN environment practice whereby an empty packet would
circulate through each station in a LAN ring. A single bit within
the header of the packet indicates if messages are present and, if
so, destination and source addresses are also contained within.

EMS:

Emergency medical services.

EMULATION:

Designing a device or program to perform or imitate something
else, i.e., IBM 37XX emulation or IBM 3270 emulation.

ENCODING, DECODING:

Formatting data into a pattern suitable for data communication.

ENCRYPTION:

A method of data protection whereby a bit stream would be
changed to include additional bits or appear as a random
sequence of bits to an unauthorized observer.

END OFFICE:

The first central office that a subscriber’s telephone line is connected to over the access line. Also, the end switching office for a
dialed connection.

ENQ (Enquiry):

A control character used in the ASCII code set to request identification status.

ENVELOPE DELAY:

The propagation time delay of the envelope of an amplitude
modulated signal as it passes through a filter. Sometimes called
time delay or group delay. Envelope delay is proportional to the
slope of the phase shift response versus frequency curve. Envelope delay distortion occurs when the delay is not constant at all
frequencies in the passband area.

EPROM (Erasable
Programmable Read Only
Memory):

A form of computer memory that is nonvolatile but may also be
erased via the use of ultraviolet light for reuse. EPROMs are used
in some mobile radios to store channel programming data and
other codes. See “EEPROM” and “PROM.”

EQUALIZER:

A capacitor or coil-like device used by modems to compensate for
distortions caused by telephone line conditions.

EQUALIZER, ADAPTIVE:

An equalizer able to change dynamically to compensate for
distortion caused by telephone line conditions.

ERLANG:

A data communications measurement standard for rating traffic
and usage.

ERP (Effective Radiated
Power):

Effective radiated power is the sum of the output of the transmitter power plus the gain of the antenna minus antenna transmission line losses.

ERROR:

A term used to describe a deviation from the expected, especially
if data integrity is jeopardized.
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ERROR CORRECTION:

A method to ensure data integrity in received data, performed by
retransmission requests to the sending station (source) or by
manipulating the received data. See “ARQ” and “FEC.”

ERROR RATE:

The measure of data integrity given as the blocks, bits, or characters incorrectly received versus the number transmitted. Error
rate is sometimes seen as a rate of one error every one million bits.

ESS (Electronic Switching
System):

See “Electronic Switching System.”

ESSENTIAL FACILITIES:

A term used in packet switched environments to define the standard facilities found on all networks. Compare with additional
facilities.

ETHERNET:

The de facto standard LAN of the Xerox corporation and later
sponsored also by DEC and Intel Corporation. Characterized by
10 mbps baseband transmission using CSMA/CD, Ethernet uses
coaxial cable and is similar to the standard LAN recommended by
IEEE 802.3.

ETX (End of Text):

A control character preceding a BCC, indicating a message
conclusion.

EUTECTIC BONDING:

The term for properties of an alloy that have the lowest melting
point. In eutectic bonding, the ingredients involved go from
completely molten to solid without going through a slushy phase
at the eutectic composition. Eutectic bonding also provides superior heat transfer for active devices.

EXCHANGE:

One or more central offices and equipment belonging to the telephone company designed to administer communication service to
a defined geographic area.

EXCHANGE, PRIVATE
AUTOMATIC (PAX):

A privately operated dial telephone exchange designed to prohibit calls to or from the public telephone network.

EXCHANGE, PRIVATE
AUTOMATIC BRANCH
(PABX):

A user owned (private) automatic telephone exchange that may
be a data PABX, voice PABX, or voice/data PABX.

EXPANDOR:

A transducer-like device with the capability to expand the input
voltages for a given range of amplitude.

EXPLICIT ACCESS:

Contrasted with contended access, explicit access is a method of
shared access found in LAN environments, allowing stations to
make use of the network individually for a certain time period.
Each station receives a turn but must also wait for its turn.
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EXTENDED ADDRESSING:

A facility found in bit-oriented protocols allowing larger
addresses to be used. IBM SNA adds two high-order bits to the
basic address.

EXTENDED AREA
SERVICE (EAS):

A common carrier telephone service providing calls to a designated area extending beyond the local exchange.

EXTERNAL MODEM:

A modem designed to be physically located externally from the
terminal device instead of internally as in an integrated modem.

FACILITY:

Two definitions exist in networking technology: (1) the computer
system capabilities due either to software or hardware; or (2) the
data communications lines and equipment required to build
circuits and transmission networks.

FADE MARGIN:

The amount of additional signal loss a radio link can tolerate
before the signal-to-noise ratio falls below a minimum level.
Expressed in decibels.

FADING:

Interference from radio transmission signals or microwave communication causing a received signal to deflect from the target.

FAR-END CROSSTALK:

Crosstalk interference occurring in the same direction as the signal. Contrast with near-end crosstalk.

FAST SELECT:

A packet-switched transmission method whereby the user is able
to transmit small amounts of data (approximately 128 characters)
with the call request packet, instead of transmitting the data information in packets following the call request packet. This method
allows a user to have small amounts of information arrive at the
destination quickly.

FAX (Facsimile Terminal):

An image transmission system designed to reproduce the communicated image (such as documents or photographs) on paper
forms.

FCC (Federal
Communications
Commission):

A board of seven presidential appointees empowered to regulate
all United States interstate communications systems as well as all
overseas communications originating or terminating in the
United States. The FCC was created by the Communications Act
of 1934.

FCS (Frame Check
Sequence):

A method for error detection in bit-oriented protocols, normally
consisting of a 16-bit field.

FDM (Frequency Division
Multiplexing):

A method of multiplexing where a data line’s bandwidth is
divided into channels and assigning a specific range of frequencies to each channel.

FDMA (Frequency Division
Multiple Access):

Multiple users are given individual channels to communicate on
when required. Standard two-way radio generally operates using
FDMA where users have discrete channels such as “dispatch,”
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“data,” or “Tac” and each of those channels has its own radio
frequency. Standard two-way radio trunking also uses FDMA.
FDX (Full Duplex):

Transmitting data in both directions simultaneously. FDX can
occur on either two or four wire circuits.

FE (Format Effecters):

The control characters used to control information displayed on a
monitor or printer.

FEC (Forward Error
Correction):

The inclusion of additional data contained in a transmitted block
to be used by the receiver in case of errors.

FEDERAL
COMMUNICATIONS
COMMISSION:

A branch of the United States government charged with regulation of radio and other types of communications. See ”FCC.”

FEEDBACK:

High-pitched sound generated when a speaker and open microphone are too close together (e.g., a portable left on in a car while
the mobile is transmitting on the same frequency).

FEP (Front-End Processor):

A data communications device designed to offload the host
processor from the task of message routing between application
programs and user terminals, error correction, and other communications processing functions.

FEX, FX (Foreign Exchange
Service):

A service designed to connect the subscriber’s telephone to a
remote exchange, providing what appears to be local telephone
service. May be a virtual service.

FF (Form Feed):

A control character found in both ASCII and EBCDIC code sets
requesting a printer to advance to the top of the next page or
form.

FIBER LOSS:

The weakening of light signal strength in fiber optic transmission.

FIBER OPTICS:

A technology using fine glass fibers and light to carry signals. The
signals can be either analog, digital, or both. Provides very high
information capacity and excellent immunity to electrical noise.

FIBER OPTIC CABLE:

A transmission medium using plastic or glass fibers to carry light
rays containing information. See “Optical Fiber.”

FIELD:

A reserved area of a display monitor for a specific type of information. Also, a component of a database record.

FIGURES SHIFT (FIGS):

A control character used in the Baudot Code to enable the printing of symbols and numbers by actually allowing a physical shift
of the carriage. See also “Letters Shift.”

FILE:

A collection of related data records directed toward some purpose
and sequenced in a particular manner.
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FILE SERVER, FILE
SERVER PROTOCOL:

A LAN station or protocol designed to allow application programs to share and store data files.

FILTER:

An electronic circuit or device that selectively rejects or amplifies
signals based on signal frequency. Useful in many ways for audio
and radio purposes.

FIPS (Federal Information
Processing Standard):

A U.S. government approved standard for computer processing
and data communications.

FIRE TELEPHONE TREE:

A telephone company arrangement that allows a group of telephones to talk to each other in conference—used to inform volunteer fire companies of the nature and location of an emergency.

FIRMWARE:

The software designed within hardware devices, usually permanently stored in a ROM or PROM chip. Firmware may also be
temporarily stored within an EEPROM or EPROM chip, as well.

FIXED LOSS LOOP (FLL):

An FCC classification requirement limiting the output of a
modem to 4 dB if the modem is programmable.

FIXED TRANSFER:

A 9-1-1 CO feature that allows the call answerer to transfer calls
to secondary PSAPs by use of a single button—each button
corresponding to a designated secondary PSAP.

FLAG:

A field used in bit-oriented protocols where a character or bit
field would be used to separate the data on either side of the flag.

FLAT RATE SERVICE:

A telephone service available in certain geographic areas, entitling the subscriber to an unlimited number of calls within a predefined area for a fixed rate.

FLOAT:

Keeping a battery charged by continuously feeding current and
using the charger and battery in parallel to support electrical
loads.

FLOW CONTROL:

A method of preventing the loss of data whereby the transfer of
messages or characters to a receiving device would be controlled
via the use of a control character (s) such as X-ON (transmit on) or
X-OFF (transmit off), allowing the receiving devices buffer to
drain before accepting more data.

FM (Frequency Modulation):

A method of transmitting information on an analog channel by
varying the carrier frequency.

FORCED DISCONNECT:

A telephone system feature that allows the PSAP to break or
disconnect a telephone connection and avoid caller jamming of
9-1-1 lines.

FOREIGN ATTACHMENT:

Any equipment not owned or provided by the telephone company, but attached to the telephone companies lines. See also
“CPE.”
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FOREIGN EXCHANGE:

Foreign exchange service (FX) provides local telephone service for
subscribers who are outside (foreign to) a local exchange area. For
example, having "455" service and phone number even though
located in the "869" exchange area.

FOREIGN EXCHANGE
SERVICE:

See “FEX.”

FORMAT:

A method for structuring transmitted data whereby the positioning of information and related control data would ensure identification at the receiving device.

FORTRAN:

A high-level programming language (named for its purpose as a
FORmula TRANslator), commonly used to create mathematical
and scientific programs.

FORWARD ERROR
CORRECTION:

See “FEC.”

FOUR-WIRE CIRCUIT,
FOUR-WIRE LINE:

A data communications circuit or line using two pairs of conductors, one pair for the transmitting channel and the other pair for
the receiving channel.

FOUR-WIRE EQUIVALENT
CIRCUIT, FOUR WIRE
EQUIVALENT LINE:

Accomplishing the same method of transmission as described
above but using only one pair of conductors. Transmitting and
receiving channels are "isolated" on the circuit by using different
carrier frequencies for the two channels.

FOX MESSAGE:

A test pattern or message often repeated continuously during
diagnostic testing for problem isolation. Example: "THE QUICK
BROWN FOX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY DOGS 1234567890."

FRAME:

Several definitions appear in common data usage: (1) the overhead control characters used to surround the data in an information or text frame; (2) on a T-1 circuit, a frame refers to the
24 bytes plus one framing bit (a total of 193 bits); (3) the sequence
of bits and bytes in a transmitted block.

FRAME CHECK
SEQUENCE:

See “FCS” and “CRC.”

FRAMING:

A control method used with TDM digital channels using control
bits to identify channels such as the formatted version of T1.

FREQUENCY:

The number of times that a sine wave would repeat or cycle in
one second.

FREQUENCY
COORDINATOR:

An individual or organization that keeps records and makes
recommendations for radio frequency assignment, i.e., APCO,
ASHTO, SIRSA, IMSA, and NABER.
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FREQUENCY DIVISION
MULTIPLEX (FDM):

A term usually associated with microwave communications. FDM
basically takes a channel and subdivides it into two or more subchannels. Some systems have more than 100 different subchannels active.

FREQUENCY RANGE:

The lowest to the highest frequency that could be transmitted
over a band.

FRN (FCC Registration
Number):

A unique number the FCC assigns to each discrete licensee.

FSK (Frequency Shift
Keying):

A method of frequency modulation (FM) where one frequency
would represent a mark (one) and another frequency would
represent a space (zero).

FULL DUPLEX:

See “FDX.”

GAIN (Generic):

A measurement of the amount of signal amplification. This is
normally a deciBel (dB) measurement of amplitude. The gain is
amplified whenever the signal passes through a repeater,
antenna, or amplifier.

GAIN (Amplifier):

Gain is the ratio of the power output to the power input of the
amplifier in dB. The gain is specified in the linear operating range
of the amplifier where a 1 dB increase in input power gives rise to
a 1 dB increase in output power. Gain = 20*log (S21).

GAIN HITS:

Any form of undesirable signal surge resulting in the possibility
of corrupted data. AT&T standards suggest a maximum permissible threshold of less than eight gain hits within a 15-minute
period.

GARBAGE:

A slang term often used to describe corrupted data.

GATEWAY:

A network station designed to interconnect two otherwise
incompatible devices or networks. Occasionally, a gateway may
perform protocol conversion and packet assembly/disassembly
(PAD) functions. Gateways operate at the fourth through seventh
layers of the OSI model. Contrast with bridge.

GAUSSIAN NOISE:

A line noise whose amplitude is characterized by the Gaussian
distribution such as white noise, ambient noise, or hiss.

GENERAL SWITCHED
TELEPHONE
NETWORK(GSTN):

Same as public telephone network (PTN).

GENERATOR:

A method of generating electricity when no commercial power is
available (e.g., blackouts, and remote sites). Common fuels: gas,
diesel, propane, and LPG. Capacity is measured in kilowatts per
hour.
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GEOSYNCHRONOUS,
GEOSTATIONARY:

The path of an orbiting communications satellite at the correct
speed and distance over the earth so as to appear stationary as the
earth rotates.

GFI (Group Format
Identifier):

The first four bits in a packet header (X.25 packet-switched networks) containing the D bit, Q bit, and modulus value.

GIGAHERTZ (GHz):

A measure of radio frequency. One gigahertz equals 1,000,000,000
(one billion) cycles per second.

GLOBAL POSITIONING
SYSTEM (GPS):

GPS is an abbreviation for global positioning system developed
by the United States Department of Defense and is managed by
the United States Air Force. GPS is officially named NAVSTAR
GPS. The system uses a constellation of 24 medium earth orbit
satellites that transmit precise microwave timing signals. The
primary GPS frequency is 1575.42 MHz (L1 signal). The typical
civilian location accuracy is within 32 feet.

GRADE OF SERVICE:

A percentage measurement of incomplete, delayed, or blocked
calls.

GROUND:

The electrical common conductor.

GROUND START:

A method of signaling designed to detect that a circuit is
grounded at the far end.

GROUND STATION:

Also known as an earth station, a ground station is designed to
send (transmit) and receive signals to and from a communications
satellite.

GROUND-TO-AIR NET:

A radio network for tactical communications between ground
units and airborne suppression and rescue units. Tactical nets
may also be used for this purpose.

GROUP ADDRESSING:

Any address that is shared by two or more devices or stations.

GROUP CHANNEL:

An organization of telephone carrier systems, whereby a full
group is a channel equivalent to 12 voice grade channels at
4000 Hz for a total of 48 kHz. A half-group has the equivalent
bandwidth of six voice grade channels (24 kHz). By not subdividing into voice grade facilities, group channels can be used
for high-speed data communication. See also “Wide Band.”

GROUP DELAY
DEVIATION:

Generally specified as the deviation between two points within
the passband (i.e., 10 NS P-P). Excessive delay deviation results in
modulated signal distortion.

GUARD BAND, GUARD
FREQUENCY:

Two definitions are commonly found in data communications:
(1) the unused frequencies between subchannels in FDM systems
used to separate channels, thereby preventing crosstalk; (2) a
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single carrier tone used to indicate that a communications line is
prepared to transmit data.
GUY:

A cable used to secure antenna structures like towers to anchors
or other solid points.

HALF DUPLEX:

Base and mobile units using two radio channels, one to transmit
and one to receive, though they only can talk or listen alternately.

HALF-DUPLEX
TRANSMISSION (HDX):

The common use definition is a circuit designed for transmission
in either direction but not both directions simultaneously. Contrast with FDX, full-duplex transmission.

HAM:

An amateur radio operator. Hams are licensed by the FCC to
operate over a wide range of bands and use both mobile and fixed
radio equipment.

HAMMING CODE:

A method of forward error correction (FEC) named for its inventor and designed to detect and correct a single bit received in
error.

HANDSET:

The part of a telephone that contains both receiver and
mouthpiece.

HANDSHAKING,
HANDSHAKE:

Communications line interplay used to establish a data path via
the exchange of predetermined signals, usually performed by
communications protocol or modems.

HARDCOPY:

The printed output of a computer in readable form.

HARDWARE:

The physical equipment that comprise a computer system,
including mechanical, or electromechanical devices, as opposed to
the computer program. Contrast with software.

HARDWARE INTERFACE:

Physical hardware used in the interconnection of computer/data
terminal devices and modems.

HARDWIRED:

The permanent connection of data communications links, lines or
cables, and related devices.

HARDWIRED FEP:

A nonprogrammable front-end processor (FEP).

HARMONIC:

The frequencies that combine as multiples of some basic or fundamental frequency.

HARMONIC DISTORTION:

An impairment of a transmission line caused by erroneous
frequency generations along the line.

HASP (Houston Automatic
Spooling Priority):

Also known as job entry subsystem (JES), HASP is a control program adopted by IBM for the transmission of jobs to computers
and the control of devices and data lines.
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HDLC (High-Level Data
Link Control):

A bit protocol developed by the ISO to be the international
standard communications protocol, similar to IBM’s SDLC.

HEAD-END UNIT:

A LAN environment hardware device found on a broadband
network that uses separate frequencies for multiple services.

HEADER:

The control block or blocks of data added prior to the actual
message, either a packet or a transmission block.

HEAR (Hospital Emergency
Administrative Radio):

Primarily assigned to 155.340 MHz. A statewide common frequency for ambulance-to-hospital and hospital-to-hospital
communications.

HERTZ (Hz):

The same as cycles per second, used as a measurement of bandwidth or frequency.

HEXADECIMAL:

A base 16 numbering system representing the states as 0 through
9 followed by A through F. Any eight-bit byte can be represented
by two hexadecimal digits.

HF (High Frequency):

Radio bands from 3 to 30 MHz. These frequencies are mostly used
for international shortwave, CB, and operation secure. They offer
long range but have constantly shifting gaps in coverage.

HIERARCHICAL
NETWORK STRUCTURE:

A network plan whereby all functions are categorized into specific areas or layers, each having a specific role.

HIERARCHICAL
SWITCHING:

Used to describe a switching methodology used in LANs where
the switching is done in stages. In a star topology, this is called
star switching.

HIGH BAND:

Radio frequencies in the range of 150 to 174 MHz. Also called
VHF band.

HIGH PASS:

A predetermined filter frequency level, above which all frequencies may pass. Contrast with low pass.

HIGH PERFORMANCE
OPTION (HPO):

An alternate means of conditioning a communication circuit,
similar to D1 conditioning.

HIGH UHF BAND:

Frequency range of 460 to 461 MHz and 465 to 466 MHz. The first
group of frequencies is for base station, repeater, and mobile
direct transmission. The second set is mobile to repeater.

HIGHPASS FILTER:

A filter that passes high frequencies and rejects low frequencies.

HIT, LINE HITS:

A slang term or expression to describe line noise or other forms of
interference causing data communications line failure or corrupted data.

HOLDING TIME:

The time it takes to establish a telephone connection. Factors
include telephone equipment, busy periods, etc.
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HOOKSWITCH:

The switch in a telephone set that senses the position of the handset. If the handset is lifted for use, the set is referred to as "off
hook."

HORIZONTAL
REDUNDANCY
CHECKING (HRC):

A method for data error checking whereby redundant information would be included in the data to be checked. Contrast
with LRC (longitudinal redundancy checking).

HOST, HOST COMPUTER:

The central or controlling computer in a data communications
network, usually providing database access, programming
languages, etc.

HUB:

A DDS office designed to multiplex T1 data streams from a
number of local offices into signals suitable for transmission.

HYBRID:

Any combination of two or more technologies. For example,
DDCMP is a hybrid character/bit data communications protocol.

HYPER GROUP:

See also “Jumbo Group.”

Hz:

See “Hertz.”

IBM (International Business
Machines Corp.):

One of the leading computer hardware and software manufacturing companies in the world, having many de facto standards
such as the IBM PC and 3270 terminals.

IC (Integrated Circuit):

Also known as a microchip, and as a semiconductor device, an IC
performs numerous functions in data processing such as processing, data storage, and program storage. See also “PROM,”
“EEPROM,” “EPROM,” “ROM,” and “RAM.”

iDEN (Integrated Digital
Enhanced Network):

This is the digital format developed by Motorola for use primarily
in the Sprint Nextel wireless network. It is a TDMA format.

IDF (Intermediate
Distribution Frame):

A connecting frame or such device used to connect data communications equipment by the use of connecting blocks.

IDLE CHARACTER:

Similar to SYN character and NUL character.

IDLE CIRCUIT TONE
APPLICATION:

Telephone system feature that applies a tone to the 9-1-1 call
answerer to indicate that the line is open (9-1-1 lines are incoming
only). This tone may indicate that a calling party has hung up
before or after the PSAP answers.

IDN (Integrated Digital
Network):

Same as ISDN.

IEC (International
Electrotechnical
Commission):

IEC is an international standard setting body.
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IEC (Interexchange Carrier):

An FCC licensed common carrier permitted to carry subscriber’s
transmissions inter-LATA, or if approved by a PUC or PSC,
intrastate.

IEEE (Institute of Electrical
and Electronic Engineers):

An international institute that issues its own standards and is a
member of ANSI and ISO, perhaps best known for its development of IEEE Project 802.

IEEE 488:

An IEEE standard parallel interface, oftentimes used to connect
data communications equipment using connecting blocks.

IEEE 802.2:

A LAN standard for the data link layer used with other Project 802 standards such as IEEE 802.3, IEEE 802.4, IEEE 802.5. See
also “ISO.”

IEEE 802.3:

A LAN standard for the physical layer using the CSMA/CD
access method, similar to Ethernet, within a bus topology. See
also “ISO.”

IEEE 802.4:

A LAN standard for the physical layer, using a token-passing
access method within a bus topology and functioning similarly to
MAP. See also “ISO.”

IEEE 802.5:

A LAN standard for the physical layer, using the token ring or
token passing access method on a ring topology.

IEEE PROJECT 802:

The IEEE development team credited with the creation of the
802 series of local area network (LAN) standards.

I-MAC:

Isochronous media access controller.

IMAGES:

Spuriously created radio signals that can result from incidental
mixture of radio signals.

IMPAIRMENTS:

Impairments is the (e.g., transmission channel and signal impairments) degradation caused by practical limitations of channels,
(e.g., signal level loss or attenuation, echo, various types of signal
distortion, etc.) or interference induced from outside the channel
(such as power-line hum or interference from heavy electrical
machinery). The measurement of transmission impairments is an
important aspect of predicting whether or not telecommunications systems will sustain the business applications they are
intended to support. Signal-to-noise ratio, percent distortion,
frequency response, and echo are measurements that define
impairments most noticeable by users in analog voice systems.

IMPEDANCE:

The signal effects due to a varying current, resistance capacitance,
and inductance. Line impedance (AC resistance) if increased via
inductance will allow a greater amount of power to be transmitted with less current but at a higher voltage.
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IMPROVED MOBILE
TELEPHONE SERVICE:

The successor to the original operator-handled mobile telephone
service provided by telephone companies and predecessor to
cellular telephone. These systems operated in the VHF and UHF
frequency bands.

IMPULSE HITS:

Also known commonly as "spikes," impulse hits are errors of
impulse noise adversely affecting data communication. AT&T
recommends no greater than 15 impulse hits per 15-minute
period.

IMPULSE NOISE:

A communications line interference caused by electrical action,
lightning, on/off movement of switching equipment, etc., and
appearing as high amplitude and short duration.

IMS/VS (Information
An IBM software product designed for both batch processing and
Management System/ Virtual data communications-based transaction processing.
Storage):
IMTS (Improved Mobile
Telephone Service):

See “Improved Mobile Telephone Service.”

INBOUND SIGNALING:

Inbound signaling uses not only the same channel path as the
voice traffic but the same frequency range (band) used for the
voice traffic.

INDEPENDENT
TELEPHONE COMPANY
(ITC):

ITC is a local exchange carrier that is not one of the 22 divested
Bell-operating companies. ITCs are not generally subject to the
restrictions of the MFJ, although some of the larger ones are
bound by separate consent decrees. Southern New England Telephone and Cincinnati Bell are generally considered ITCs from a
regulatory point of view.

INDUCTION,
INDUCTANCE:

A method of loading a circuit or line to help reduce attenuation at
voice frequencies (VF).

INFORMATION:

Raw data that has been organized into a meaningful context for a
computer user.

INFORMATION BID:

A data bit, having value as a component of a message or text, as
opposed to an overhead bit used for addressing or error control.

INFRARED:

A method of data transmission using infrared light to transmit
data on fiber optic medium or open-air transmission over short
distances.

INPUT/OUTPUT (I/O):

Moving data between a peripheral device and the CPU, or simply
a term used to describe a type of peripheral device.

INSERTION LOSS:

Insertion loss (dB) is defined as the drop in power as a signal
enters a component. This value not only includes the reflected
incoming signal but also the attenuation of the component.
(1) Insertion Loss (dB) = 10 * LOG10 (Output Power/Incident
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Power). (2) The loss of signal caused by a filter being inserted in a
circuit. In general, it is the ratio of voltage delivered to the load (at
peak frequency response) with the filter in the circuit to the
voltage in the load if a perfect lossless matching transformer
replaced the filter.
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS:

A complex electronic circuit providing all the capability of circuits
containing resistors, diodes, capacitors, etc., and remaining functionally equivalent without these components.

INTEGRATED SERVICES
DIGITAL NETWORK
(ISDN):

ISDN consists of a set of standards being developed by the CCITT
and various U.S. standards setting organizations. The CCITT
formal recommendations, adopted in October 1984, first defined
ISDN as "... a network, in general evolving from a telephony integrated digital network, that provides end-to-end digital connectivity to support a wide range of services, including voice and
non-voice, to which users will have access by a limited set of
standard multipurpose user-network interfaces." The concept of
user access to an existing integrated digital network (IDN)
underlies the ISDN.

INTEL:

A microchip manufacturer and one of the sponsors along with
Xerox Corporation of Ethernet.

INTELLIGENT,
INTELLIGENCE:

A term used to describe a microprocessor controlled device able
to perform sophisticated tasks relying on software and therefore
programmable.

INTELLIGENT PORT
SELECTOR:

See “Data PBX.”

INTELLIGENT TDM:

See “Concentrator.”

INTELLIGENT TERMINAL:

A microprocessor controlled terminal able to perform sophisticated tasks relying on software and therefore programmable.

INTERCHANGE CIRCUIT:

A circuit with an associated interface connector having designated connector pins for data, timing, or control functions.

INTERCONNECT
COMPANY:

A company that provides communications terminal equipment to
be connected to telephone lines.

INTERCONNECT
INDUSTRY:

The industry involved in the design, sales, and service of equipment designed to connect to telephone lines.

INTERFACE:

Two related definitions exist in common computer usage: (1) a
common boundary or connection defined by identical signal and
physical interconnection characteristics and their meanings;
(2) the necessary equipment needed to provide a shared
boundary connection.
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INTERFACE PROCESSOR:

A specialized communications device used for the purpose of
interfacing computers and terminals to a network.

INTERFERENCE:

The undesirable noise or disturbance that occurs on a communications channel caused by natural or man-made signals.

INTERMODULATION
DISTORTION:

A form of distortion created by two analog frequencies whose
amplitude causes a third erroneous frequency, which corrupts the
data signal representation.

INTERNATIONAL ACCESS
CODE:

The prefix digits required for placing an overseas telephone call.

INTERNATIONAL
RECORD CARRIER (IRC):

A common carrier providing international telephone channels for
voice or data.

INTERNATIONAL
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
UNION (ITU):

The United Nations agency organized to establish standardized
telecommunications procedures regarding frequency allocation
and radio regulations world-wide.

INTERNETWORK
ROUTER:

A local area network (LAN) device used for communications
between subnetworks, transmitting only the messages for the
correct subnetwork. Internetwork routers function within the
network layer of the OSI model.

INTEROFFICE TRUNK:

The telephone channel between two local central offices.

INTERRUPT:

A device generated signal notifying the CPU that it needs its
assistance. Such a signal may arise from either software or
hardware and is usually task oriented.

INTERRUPTING
EQUIPMENT:

The devices used to break the ringing generator's output into
ringing and silent periods and creating the busy and ringback
tone pulses, etc.

INTERTOLL TRUNK:

The telephone channel between toll offices in a different telephone exchange.

INTRA-OFFICE TRUNK:

The trunk or path connection within the same central office.

IP (Internet Protocol):

Internet Protocol is the primary protocol used in the Internet for
packet data switching and transport. The current version is Internet Protocol Version 4 with IP Version 6 being deployed in some
advanced networks.

ISDN (Integrated Services
Digital Network):

See “Integrated Services Digital Network.”

ISO (International Standards
Organization):

The international voluntary standards organization closely
aligned with the CCITT perhaps best noted for its OSI model and
OSI communications protocol. Membership includes other
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international organizations issuing standards, with ANSI being
the American representative.
ISOCHRONOUS:

A form of data transmission in which the transmitter would use a
synchronous clock to send messages, while the receiving device
does not, and detects messages by framing with start/stop bits
packet similar to asynchronous transmission.

ISOCHRONOUS SIGNALS:

Isochronous signals are periodic signals in which the time interval
that separates any two corresponding significant occurrences or
level transitions is always equal to some unit interval or a
multiple of that unit interval. For example, in digitized voice signals, ideally voice samples occur isochronously at precisely the
sampling interval or frame rate. Packet data signals are not
isochronous.

ISOLATION:

The ratio (expressed in dB) of the power level at one port compared to the resulting power level of the output port.

ISU (Integrated Service
Unit):

One device designed to combine the functions of both a DSU and
a CSU.

ITC:

Independent telephone company.

ITDM (Intelligent Time
Division Multiplexer):

A device, also known as a statistical multiplexer designed to
assign time slots on demand, rather than on a fixed subchannel
basis.

ITI (Interactive Terminal
Interface):

A term used in packet-switched networks used to define a PAD
supporting network access by asynchronous terminals.

ITU (International
Telecommunications Union):

The ITU is an international standards setting body.

IVDT (Integrated Voice and
Data Terminal):

A dual function device incorporating both a terminal keyboard/
display and voice telephone.

IVR (Integrated Voice
Response):

An integrated voice response unit is built-in functionality where a
piece of telephone equipment can provide voice prompts to a
caller and listen for a response either by voice or by DTMF
signals.

JABBER, JABBERING:

The flow of continuously sent garbage from a failed terminal,
resulting in a lockup of a LAN for other users.

JACK:

A receptacle for an electrical plug.

JAMMING:

The disturbance or interference of open-air radio transmission to
deliberately prevent communication.
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JES (Job Entry Subsystem):

The control program and procedure for directing host processing
of a job or series of jobs and related tasks in an IBM host
environment.

JITTER:

One form of line distortion caused when a transmitted signal
deviates from its reference timing position causing errors especially in high speed transmission.

JOB:

A set of data, including programs, files, and instructions, to a
computer known as job control language (JCL in the IBM realm).

JPEG (Joint Photographic
Experts Group):

A committee formed by the International Organization of
Standardization to set standards for digital compression of still
images. Also refers to the digital compression standard for still
images created by this group

JUMBO GROUP:

The highest frequency division multiplexing (FDM) carrier system multiplexing level that contains 3600 voice frequency (VF) or
telephone channels in six master groups and also known as hyper
group.

JUMPER, JUMPERWIRE:

The wire/wires used to cross-connect circuits for testing or diagnostic purposes.

Ka BAND:

The frequencies used for satellite communications, approximately
in the 30/15 gHz range.

kbps (Kilo Bits Per Second):

Thousands of bits per second (BPS) equal to 10 to the third power.
See also “BPS.”

KEY TELEPHONE
EQUIPMENT:

Telephone sets that have the capability of multiple line operation.
Many phones in offices that have 6, 10, or more "buttons" are
examples of key telephones. Each line can be accessed by depressing one of the buttons or "keys."

KEY TELEPHONE SYSTEM
(KTS):

KTS is an arrangement of multi-line telephones and associated
equipment that permits the station user to depress buttons (keys)
to access different central office or PBX lines, as well as to perform
other functions. Typical functions include answering or placing a
call on a selected line, putting a call on hold, using the intercom
feature between phones at the same location or activating a signal
buzzer.

KEYING:

A method of encoding data by modulating the carrier either by
phase or frequency.

KILOHERTZ (kHz):

A measure of frequency. One kilohertz equals 1,000 cycles per
second.

KSR (Keyboard Send and
Receive):

A teleprinter transmitter and receiver that can only transmit from
the keyboard. Contrast with RO and ASR devices.
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KSU (Key Service Unit):

This is the telephone line interface equipment for a key telephone
system.

KTS (Key Telephone
System):

A key telephone system is a system where multiple telephone
lines are routed to each telephone and the users select the desired
line to either place or answer a call by pressing a button. The term
“key” is an anachronism from the days when the telephone
buttons were toggle switches or “keys.”

Ku BAND:

The frequencies used for satellite communications, approximately
in the 14/12 gHz range.

L BAND:

The microwave transmission frequencies approximately in the
1 gHz range.

LAD (Local Area Data)
Channel:

See “Bell 43401.”

LADT (Local Area Data
Transport):

A common-carrier offered communication service that transmits
both voice and 4800 bps data simultaneously over the same telephone line.

LAN (Local Area Network):

The data communications facilities used to provide communications within a limited geographical area, normally up to 6 miles,
using medium to high data rates between 9600 bps to 100 mbps.
LANs may have bridges or gateways to other networks but are
usually confined to a building or cluster or buildings, frequently
referred to as a "campus."

LAND LINE:

A telephone line, as opposed to a radio channel.

LAND MOBILE RADIO
SERVICE:

Refers to several bands of radio frequencies as designated by the
FCC: 30 to 50, 150 to 174, 450 to 470, etc.

LAP (Line Access Procedure):

A term used in packet-switched networks to define the data-link
layer level protocol specified in the CCITT X.25 interface standard, superseded by LAPB.

LAPB (Line Access
Procedure, Balanced):

A term used in packet-switched networks to define a link initialization procedure designed to establish and maintain communications between the DTE and DCE. All PDNs currently support
LAPB, which involves the T1 timer and N2 count parameters.

LASER (Light Amplification
by Simulated Emission of
Radiation):

A fiber optic method of data transmission using very high frequency beams of light with great information carrying capacity.

LATA (Local Access and
Transport Area):

A divestiture related subdivision that resulted in approximately
184 local telephone serving areas in the United States. The areas of
LATAs are designated primarily by demographics and are distinguished separately from long-distance service.
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LATENCY:

The waiting time or delay between a station’s request to a transmission channel and completion.

LAYER:

A term used to define one level of a hierarchy of functions, as
specified by the OSI reference model. Divisions of other protocols,
such as IBM’s SNA, sometimes will correspond to one or more
OSI layers.

LCR (Least Cost Routing):

Least cost routing is a telephone system, usually a PBX, feature
where the telephone switch determines the lowest cost route for
each telephone call.

LDN (Listed Directory
Number):

Generally an organization's main telephone number that appears
in the telephone book.

LEC (Local Exchange
Carrier):

A telephone company providing services to the public.

LEASED LINE, PRIVATE
LINE, DEDICATED LINE:

A point-to-point or multipoint communications line for voice/
data leased from a common-carrier, usually on a monthly basis.

LED (Light Emitting Diode):

An electrical component, offering greater reliability than an
ordinary bulb, used to indicate status information. LEDs are also
used as a fiber optic transmission source.

LETTERS SHIFT:

A control character used in the Baudot Code to enable the printing of alphabetic characters. See also “Figures Shift.”

LICENSE:

A permit to operate a radio facility on certain frequencies or
bands issued in the United States by the FCC. It specifies responsible owners and operators and details the location and capability
of the radio facility. Licenses are mandatory and require maintenance to keep current.

LIGHT WAVE:

Fiber optic transmission using very high frequency light beams.

LIMITING LEVEL:

This is the input power level when the output power is goes into
compression and no longer becomes linear.

LINE:

A multipoint or point-to-point communications medium. See
“Loop Transmission Facilities.”

LINE DISCIPLINE:

An archaic term for line protocol.

LINE DRIVER, LOCAL
DATASET:

A DCE device that functions as a signal converter, "driving" the
digital signal directly across a communications path. Oftentimes,
line drivers are used to ensure reliable transmission beyond the
50-foot RS-232 limit. Also known as short-haul modems.

LINE HIT:

An occurrence of noise and other forms of electrical interference
on a transmission circuit causing data to become corrupted.
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LINE PRINTER:

An output device designed to print an entire line of data as a unit.
Contrast with character printer.

LINE PROTOCOL:

A communications program designed to perform data transmission functions over a network.

LINE SPEED:

The maximum, reliable rate of transmission dependent upon the
capability of a modem expressed in bps.

LINE SWITCHING:

Switching, whereby a circuit is established between sending and
receiving lines. Contrast with message switching.

LINE TURNAROUND:

The reversal of direction in a half-duplex communications circuit
(HDX).

LINEAR PHASE FILTER:

A filter that exhibits a constant change in degrees per unit of frequency. The resultant plot of frequency versus phase is a straight
line. This type of filter ideally displays a constant delay in its
passband.

LINK, DATA LINK:

A point-to-point circuit functioning as one component of a
network.

LINK LAYER:

See Data Link Layer.”

LOADING:

The practice of adding loading coils to add inductance to a communications circuit to reduce amplitude distortion.

LOADING COIL:

Also known as an induction coil, a loading coil is normally used
to compensate for wire capacitance and serves to boost the level
on voice-grade frequencies for circuits exceeding approximately
18,000 feet.

LOCAL ACCESS AND
TRANSPORT AREA
(LATA):

LATA is a geographic area (called an "exchange" or "exchange
area" in the MFJ) within each BOC's franchised area that has been
established by a BOC in accordance with the provisions of the
MFJ for the purpose of defining the territory within which a BOC
may offer its telecommunications services. In 1989, there were
198 LATAs, also referred to as market service areas (MSAs), in the
United States.

LOCAL ANALOG
LOOPBACK:

Performing an analog loopback at the line side of the local
modem, in order to test the local modems analog output circuitry.
See “Analog Loopback.”

LOCAL AREA DATASET:

A device designed to condition an RS-232 signal over a DC continuous metallic circuit without interfering with the adjacent pairs
in the same telephone cable. Local datasets normally conform
with Bell 43401 standards. See also “Line Driver.”

LOCAL AREA NETWORK
(LAN):

LAN is a premises high-speed (typically in the range of 10 Mbps)
data communications system wherein all segments of the
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transmission medium (typically coaxial cable, twisted pair or
optical fiber) are contained within an office or campus environment. See also “LAN.”
LOCAL ATTACHMENT:

Connecting a control unit or peripheral device directly to an IBM
host channel.

LOCAL CENTRAL OFFICE
LOCAL EXCHANGE:

See “End Office.”

LOCAL CHANNEL:

In LEC tariffs, a local channel is the local loop that connects
customer premises to serving LEC wire centers. In IXC tariffs, the
network components (transmission, switching, other) used to
connect customer premises to serving IXC POPs.

LOCAL CHANNEL
LOOPBACK:

Performing a channel loopback at the input or channel side to the
local concentrator/multiplexer for diagnostic testing. See “Channel Loopback.”

LOCAL COMPOSITE
LOOPBACK:

Performing a composite loopback at the output or composite end
of the local concentrator/multiplexer for diagnostic testing.

LOCAL DIGITAL
LOOPBACK:

Performing a digital loopback at the DTE side of the local modem.
See “Digital Loopback.”

LOCAL SERVICE AREA:

That telephone area that can be called without incurring a toll
charge. Sometimes called the base-rate area.

LOGGING RECORDER:

A large tape recorder that has multiple recording channels. Used
for recording time, date, telephone, and radio traffic. Most tapes
last 24 hours each.

LOGICAL CHANNEL,
LOGICAL CONNECTION:

See “Virtual Circuit.”

LOGICAL CHANNEL
NUMBER:

A number assigned in packet-switched networks whenever a
virtual call is placed. Up to 4095 separate logical channels may
exist on a single link.

LOGICAL GROUP,
LOGICAL GROUP
NUMBER:

The process of dividing logical channels in packet-switched networks into one of 16 logical groups.

LONGITUDINAL
CURRENTS:

Current flowing in the same direction in the two conductors of a
cable pair or pair of wires.

LOOP, LOCAL LOOP:

The closed loop circuit formed by the user’s device/devices and
the cable pair and other conductors that connect it to the central
office switching equipment.

LOOP LENGTH:

Typically, loop length is a complete electrical circuit; the pair of
wires that winds its way from the central office to the telephone
set or system at the customer's premises.
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LOOP SIGNALING:

Loop signaling is a method of signaling over DC circuit paths that
uses the metallic loop formed by the line or trunk conductors and
terminating circuits.

LOOP START:

A method to indicate an off-hook condition between an analog
telephone set and a switch. By picking up the receiver, the loop
will close and will allow DC current to flow.

LOOP TRANSMISSION
FACILITIES:

Loop transmission facilities connect switching systems to
customer premises equipment throughout the serving area. A
loop is a transmission path between a customer's premises and an
LEC central office. The most common form of loop, a pair of
wires, is also called a line. A “loop” can be derived from digital
loop carrier (DLC) systems also referred to as subscriber loop
carrier (SLC) systems.

LOOPBACK TEST,
LOOPBACK:

One of several diagnostic tests used to evaluate and compare the
signal transmitted with the returned signal for use in determining
the operational status of the equipment and related transmission
paths.

LOSS:

A reduction in a signals level as expressed in deciBels. See also
“Attenuation.”

LOW BAND:

Frequencies in the range of 30 to 54 MHz. Also called low VHF.
Offers the greatest range of the public safety radio bands. Antennas are typically around 6 feet long.

LOW FREQUENCY (LF):

Frequencies occurring approximately in the 30 to 300 kHz range.

LOW PASS:

A filtering device designed to allow frequencies below a predetermined level to pass. Contrast with high pass.

LOW UHF BAND:

One segment of the UHF radio band—frequency range of 453 to
454 MHz and 458 to 459 MHz. The first group of frequencies is for
base station, repeater, and mobile direct transmission. The second
set is mobile to repeater.

LOWPASS FILTER:

A filter that passes low frequencies and rejects high frequencies.

LRC (Longitudinal
Redundancy Check):

A method for error detection, often called horizontal parity checking, whereby the BCC consists of bits based on either odd or even
parity for all the characters in the transmission block.

LTRS (Letters Shift):

A code character used to command a teletype-like device to perform a physical shift for alphabetic characters. See also “Figures
Shift.”

M BIT:

An X.25 bit that notifies the receiver that all data from the sender
has been transmitted.
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MAC (Media Access
Control):

An access control protocol defined under IEEE 802, which
includes variations for the token ring, token bus, and CSMA/CD.

MACSTAR:

Multiple access customer station rearrangement.

MAGNETIC MEDIUM:

Any medium designed for data storage using magnetic pulses to
record information, such as magnetic tape, diskettes, or disks.

MAIN CROSS-CONNECTS:

In a premises distribution system, main cross-connects are the
cross-connects located in an equipment room.

MAIN NETWORK
ADDRESS:

A term used in IBM’s SNA to define the logical unit (LU), network address, within VTAM.

MAINFRAME:

A large-scale computer, capable of processing large amounts of
data with very fast processing, including control units and
peripheral devices supplied by one vendor, examples of which
would include IBM, Unisys, Control Data, and others. Often,
mainframe systems will have a closed architecture.

MAN (Metropolitan Area
Network):

A network that covers a large geographical area such as a city.

MANCHESTER CODE,
MANCHESTER
ENCODING:

A binary signaling mechanism in which each bit period is divided
into two complementary halves, combining data and clock pulses.

MANUAL TRANSFER:

A telephone call routing feature that allows the call answerer to
transfer an incoming call by dialing either a telephone number or
a two-digit speed calling code.

MAP (Manufacturing
Automation Protocol):

A General Motors Corporation token-passing bus designed for
factory environments that appears very similar to IEEE 802.4.

MARGINAL RELAY:

A relay designed to operate only on a specified current flow,
which is greater than the current normally flowing in the circuit.

MARK:

Three definitions exist in normal usage: (1) in telegraph communications, a mark indicates the closed, current-flow condition;
(2) when used in data communication, a mark indicates a notraffic state for asynchronous transmission, a binary 1; (3) a mark
may also indicate the idle condition, contrast with space. See
“Mark-Hold.”

MARK-HOLD:

Transmitting a steady mark to indicate the normal no-traffic line
condition.

MARK-TO-SPACE
TRANSMISSION:

Switching from a marking impulse to a spacing impulse.
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MASER (Microwave
Amplification by Simulated
Emission of Radiation):

A device designed to generate a microwave signal with low-noise
properties.

MASTER CLOCK:

The timing signal or signal mechanism used by all stations in a
network for synchronization.

MASTER GROUP (MG):

A term used in Frequency Division Multiplexing (FDM) whereby
an assembly of 10 supergroups (600 voice frequency channels)
would occupy adjacent bands in the transmission spectrum to
provide simultaneous modulation and demodulation.

MASTER STATION:

Three definitions exist in normal usage: (1) a monitor station,
used in LAN token-passing ring environments allowing recovery
from error conditions, such a busy, duplicate, or lost tokens;
(2) the main unit that controls and polls the nodes in a multipoint
circuit; (3) the unit that controls the slave station in a point-topoint circuit.

MATRIX:

Two common definitions exist in normal usage: (1) a rectangular
array of elements, each of which will generally be a real or complex number, and used within the scientific calculations performed on a computer; (2) in switch technology, the juncture of
input and output leads.

Mbps:

Millions of bits per second (bps).

MEAN TIME BETWEEN
FAILURES (MTBF):

See “Mean Time to Failure.”

MEAN TIME TO FAILURE
(MTTF):

The average duration of periods for which the system, or a related
component, functions without fault.

MEAN TIME TO REPAIR:

The average length of time required to fix the equipment or
system. See “Mean Time to Failure” and “Availability.”

MEDCOM:

Ten channel pairs from 462.950 to 463.175 and 467.950 to 468.175.
Channels 1 through 8 are for EMS provider-to-hospital/doctor
communications. Channels 9 and 10 are for EMS dispatch.

MEDIA:

See “Transmission Medium” and “Unguided Media.”

MEDIUM:

The material used to record or transmit data.

MEGAHERTZ – MHz:

A measure of radio frequency. One MHz equals 1,000,000 cycles
per second.

MESSAGE:

Two definitions exist in normal usage: (1) a communication containing some information; (2) several packets that comprise a
complete transmission.

MESSAGE ROUTING:

Selecting a path or channel for message transmission.
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MESSAGE SWITCH,
SWITCHING:

A device and the related process for receiving, storing, and, upon
the availability of a line or receiver, retransmitting the message.
See also “Store-and-Forward.”

MESSAGE
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
SERVICE (MTS):

MTS is a nonprivate-line intrastate and interstate long-distance
that uses in whole or in part the public switched telephone
network (PSTN).

MESSAGE TELEPHONE
SERVICE (MTS):

The official designation for tariffed toll telephone service.

MF:

Multiple frequency.

MIB (Management
Information Base):

Data file used to identify specific information about an entity
using simple network management protocol (SNMP).

MICROCOMPUTER:

A small desktop or laptop computer often called a personal
computer.

MICROPROCESSOR:

The processing unit of a microcomputer, sometimes called a
"computer-on-a-chip."

MICROPROGRAMMING:

The practice of building a program into ROM to carry out functions otherwise contained on a storage device and processed at a
substantially slower speed.

MICROSECOND:

One millionth of a second.

MICROWAVE:

Radio frequencies from 1 to 300 GHz. Often used for point-topoint communications.

MICROWAVE,
MICROWAVE
TRANSMISSION:

Transmitting voice or data via any electromagnetic wave in the
radio-frequency spectrum above 890 MHz, in a line-of-sight
fashion, with repeaters every 20 to 30 miles.

MICROWAVE RADIO:

A line-of-sight, high-capacity radio that carries many voice channels simultaneously. Used for point-to-point distances of about
20 miles, often to back up or replace telephone circuits. See
Figure 2.

MILLISECOND:

One thousandth of 1 second.

MILLIWATT:

One thousandth of one watt.

MINICALL:

See “Datagram.”

MINICOMPUTER:

A complete small- to medium-scale computer, usually with an
open architecture and dumb terminals, such as those made by
Data General, DEC, Hewlett-Packard, and IBM. Contrast with
mainframe and microcomputer.

MIPS (Millions of
Instructions Per Second):

One of several measures of processing power.
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MJU (Multipoint Junction
Unit):

A device used to provide multipoint digital service.

ML-188C:

A shielded, military standard interface functioning as the equivalent to RS-232 between a modem and line controller.

MLOS (Microwave Line of
Sight):

A direct, unobstructed path between two microwave sites.

MOBILE DATA TERMINAL
(MDT):

A computer terminal mounted in a vehicle, linked via radio to a
stationary computer usually associated with a CAD system.
Allows inquiry to databases and exchange of electronic mail.

MODEM:

A device named from the contraction of the words "modulatordemodulator" and used to convert serial digital data from a
transmitting terminal to a signal suitable for transmission over a
telephone line. The term may be used when the modulator and
demodulator are physically in the same signal-conversion equipment, since the device must also reconvert the signal to serial
digital data for the receiving terminal. See also “Data Set.”

MODEM ELIMINATOR:

A device designed to connect two DTE devices. Modem eliminators perform the necessary signal conversions and may occasionally provide clocking. Modified cables called "crossover
cables" or connector "adapters" could also provide this function.
See “Null Modem.”

MODEM, HIGH SPEED:

A modem operating in excess of 4800 bps on voice-grade lines.

MODEM, MULTIPORT:

A modem/ multiplexer combination that allows two or more
DTEs to be connected to the same line, also known as split-stream
modem.

MODEM, QUICK
TURNAROUND:

A modem designed with minimal turnaround time for use in halfduplex operation. Also known as QP (quick poll) and FP (fast
poll).

MODEM, SHORT HAUL
(SHM):

See “Line Driver.”

MODEM, SPLIT STREAM:

See “Modem.”

MODEM, WIDE BAND:

A modem designed to achieve bit speeds greater than the highspeed modem, speeds of 19.2 kbps or 56 kbps. Wide-band
modems require wide-band circuits and will not operate over a
voice grade circuit.

MODEMS (MOdulator/
DEModulators)

Modems are devices that transform digital signals generated by
data terminal equipments (DTEs) to analog signal formats,
suitable for transmission through the extensive, world-wide
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connectivity of public and private, switched (dial-up) and nonswitched telephone voice networks.
MODIFICATION OF FINAL
JUDGMENT (MFJ)

MFJ is a ruling issued by U.S. District Court Judge Harold Greene
that concluded the U. S. Justice Department's antitrust suit against
AT&T by modification of an earlier (1956) consent decree's final
judgment.

MODULATION:

Modulation is the process of varying certain parameters of a
carrier signal, i.e., a signal suitable for modulation by an information signal by means of another signal (the modulating or information bearing signal).

MODULATOR,
MODULATION:

The function or process by which a carrier is varied to represent
an information-carrying signal. This is the technique used in
modems to allow computer signals compatibility with communications facilities.

MODULE:

Two definitions exist in normal usage: (1) a program portion,
unit, or subdivision written to perform one or more functions;
(2) a circuit card for a hardware device. See “Card Module.”

MODULO:

A term used to describe the maximum number of counter states,
usually in describing packet-switched parameters such as packet
number.

MONITOR:

A program or device used to observe an operation without interfering with the operation.

MONITOR STATION:

A device used in a LAN environment on ring networks to remove
damaged packets and ensuring the ring is intact.

MPEG (Moving Pictures
Experts Group):

Moving Pictures Experts Group is a standards setting body that
defines standards for the digitization and compression of video
images.

MPL (Multi-Schedule
Private Line):

An AT&T tariff for a leased voice-grade line.

MSAG (Master Street
Address Guide):

A compilation of valid address ranges and the emergency service
zones associated with them. Required by Enhanced 9-1-1 for
correct routing and identification of callers.

MSU (Multipoint Signaling
Unit):

A device used with digital data test equipment to isolate and test
portions of a digital service (DDS) multipoint circuit.

MTSO (Mobile Telephone
Serving Office):

A central office dedicated to serving cellular telephones and
owned by the cellular service provider (not the telephone
company). Typically supports a number of radio cell sites.
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MULTICAST:

Multicast is an abbreviation for multiple broadcasts, where two or
more transmitters operate on different frequencies broadcasting
the same audio source.

MULTICAST BIT:

A bit in the LAN environment, Ethernet addressing scheme
indicating a broadcast message.

MULTIDOMAIN
NETWORK:

An IBM SNA mainframe based network consisting of two or
more host system services control points.

MULTIDROP,
MULTIPOINT:

A line or circuit interconnecting several stations with a central
point. Also known as a star, in a LAN environment.

MULTIFREQUENCY:

Signals containing more than one frequency. In public safety, it
usually refers to the tone codes that are used to deliver telephone
calling party identity to 9-1-1 PSAPs. May also refer to radios that
operate on more than one channel or frequency.

MULTILINE TELEPHONE:

A multiline telephone is a telephone that incorporates visual
displays and switches (keys) that permit the station user to access
more than one central office or other line and to perform other
desired functions. Typical functions include answering or originating a call on a selected line, putting a call on hold, operating an
intercom feature, a buzzer, etc. Displays can indicate busy, ringing, and message-waiting status.

MULTIMODE:

A type of fiber optic light guide capable of propagating light
signals of two or more wavelengths, as opposed to single-mode
fiber.

MULTIMODE OPTICAL
FIBER(S):

Multimode fibers, with much wider cores than single-mode
fibers, allow light to enter at various angles and reflect (bounce off
of) core-clad boundaries as electromagnetic (light) wave
propagates from transmitter to receiver. From a technical performance trade-off point of view, single mode fiber exhibits bandwidths of up to 100,000 MHz (MHz = 1,000,000 hertz or cycles per
second = one megahertz) while multimode band width is in the
range of 1,000 to 2,000 MHz (1,000 MHz = one billion hertz = one
gigahertz = 1 GHz). See “Optical Fiber” and “Single Mode Optical
Fiber(s).”

MULTIPATH:

The propagation of a radio signal via several paths. These paths
are the direct signal route plus reflections from buildings, steep
terrain, and other features. The separate arrival of these signals
can degrade reception.

MULTIPLEX:

Sharing a communications channel. A term usually associated
with microwave (frequency division multiplex) and computer
(time division multiplex) communications. See “Frequency
Division Multiplex” and “Time Division Multiplexing.”
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MULTIPLEXING:

Multiplexing is a technique that enables a number of communications channels to be combined into a single broadband signal and
transmitted over a single circuit. At the receiving terminal,
demultiplexing of the broadband signal separates and recovers
the original channels. Multiplexing makes more efficient use of
transmission capacity to achieve a low per-channel cost. Two
basic multiplexing methods used in telecommunications systems
are frequency division multiplexing (FDM) and time division
multiplexing (TDM).

MULTIPLEXER(OR) (Mux):

A device that divides a composite signal between several channels. Devices such as FDMs, TDMs, concentrators, etc. are different types of multiplexors.

MVS (Multiple Virtual
Storage):

An IBM host operating system.

N2 COUNT:

The count for the allowable number of re-transmissions in a
X.25 packet switched network.

NAK (Negative
Acknowledgment):

Two primary uses are encountered for this control character:
(1) in the BSC protocol, NAK indicates an error in the previous
transmission block and that the receiver is ready to accept retransmission (contrast with ACK); (2) NAK represents the "not ready"
reply to a poll on a multipoint system.

NANOSECOND:

One billionth of a second.

NATIONAL FACILITIES:

A packet-switched environment nonstandard facility selected for
a given nations network, and may or may not be found on other
networks.

NBEC (Non-Bell Exchange
Carrier):

This is a telephone company that was not originally part of the
Bell Telephone System.

NBS/ICST (National Bureau
of Standards/Institute for
Computer Sciences and
Technology):

The Gaithersburg, Maryland, bureau assigned to develop data
communications and computer processing FIPS (Federal Information Processing Standards). Membership includes other United
States government agencies and network users.

NCC (Network Control
Center):

An office or station assigned the task of data network diagnosis.

NCIC (National Crime
Information Center):

Computer database on criminal activity, commonly accessed by
law enforcement officers in the field.

NCTE (Network Channel
Terminating Equipment):

This is electronic equipment that terminates a private line or data
circuit and provides an interface to customer CPE (see CSU).

NEAR-END
CROSSTALK(NEXT):

Crosstalk occurring at the source of the transmitted signal.
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NETWORK:

Generally, a network can be said to be any interconnection of
computer systems facilities (including control units, modems,
terminals, etc.) although three network categories exist in
common usage: (1) switched networks, in which the telephone
network is the telephone lines normally used for dialed telephone
calls for voice or data; (2) any series of points connected by communications channels; (3) dedicated, leased or private networks,
reserved for the use of one user or customer.

NETWORK ADDRESSABLE
UNIT (NAU):

A host-based physical unit (PU), logical unit (LU), or system
services control point (SSCP) in the IBM SNA environment.

NETWORK
ARCHITECTURE:

The hardware and software plan of configuration for a computer
network by a particular manufacturer or vendor.

NETWORK
COMMUNICATIONS
CONTROL FACILITY
(NCCF):

A host-based IBM program allowing users the ability to monitor
and control network operation.

NETWORK CONTROL
POINT (NCP):

In virtual private networks, the Network Control Point is a centralized database that stores a subscriber's unique VPN definition.
Highly sophisticated, this database screens every call and applies
call processing control in accordance with customer-defined
requirements.

NETWORK CONTROL
PROGRAM (NCP):

An FEP-resident program designed to handle communications
control and function as an interface between the data communications network and host processor.

NETWORK FACILITIES:

A term used in the packet-switched environment used to describe
two forms of standard facilities: (1) the "essential" facilities found
on all networks; (2) "additional" facilities that may be present on
one network but omitted on another.

NETWORK INTERFACE
MACHINE (NIM):

A form of protocol converter used to adapt an X.25 packet network with nonpacket mode terminals.

NETWORK LAYER:

The third entity in the OSI model that is responsible for addressing and routing between subnetworks and servicing the transport
layer.

NETWORK OPERATING
SYSTEM (NOS):

NOS is software that controls the execution of network programs
and modules. Structurally, networking software comprises
multiple modules, most residing in network servers, but some
must be installed in each terminal/station that can access network
resources. Peer-to-peer NOSs permit any terminal/station to act
as a resource server or a client and can be based on Microsoft's
disk operating system (MS DOS) designed for IBM and compatible PCs. Since MS DOS is not designed to run multiple
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programs and respond to many simultaneous users, most NOSs
designed for large networks with dedicated servers/superservers
have a multitasking and multi-user architecture. Advanced NOS
products support network management, diagnostics, and administration, as well as primary server, client, device, and external
network driver functions.
NETWORK PROBLEM
DETERMINATION
APPLICATION (NPDA):

An IBM host-based program designed to aid in the isolation and
diagnosis of network problems.

NETWORK SERVICES
(Generic):

Network services are specified sets of information transfer capabilities furnished to users between telecommunications network
points of termination. Network services categories include access
and transport, public and private, and switched and nonswitched.

NETWORK SERVICES
(IBM):

The service within the NAUs of an IBM SNA environment controlling network operations through sessions to and from the host
SSCP.

NETWORK TERMINAL
OPTION (NTO):

An IBM SNA environment program that allows non-SNA asynchronous and BSC devices access to the network via the communications control unit (3705/3725/3745).

NETWORK TOPOLOGY:

Outlining all network nodes and their physical/logical relationship, such as ring, bus, star, etc. See topology definition.

NETWORK VIRTUAL
TERMINAL:

The usage of numerous data terminals having different protocols,
formats, data rates, and codes on the same network.

NEUTRAL CURRENT
LOOP:

See “Current Loop.”

NIBBLE:

The last or first four bits of an eight-bit byte.

NIC (Network Interface
Card):

This is the physical interface that provides the proper protocols
and electrical signals for an Ethernet network.

NIGHT SERVICE:

An arrangement allowing an answering PSAP to operate only
during chosen hours and, at other times, to have 9-1-1 calls to it
forwarded to an alternate agency.

NIST (National Institute of
Standards and Technology):

A U.S. government federal agency that provides standards and
technical information to the federal government.

NLEC (National Law
Enforcement
Communications System):

155.475 MHz. A nationwide common emergency radio channel
for law enforcement. Monitored by most state police agencies.

NNX:

The first three digits of a seven-digit telephone number are used
to identify the exchange and are generally known as the exchange
"NNX" (EN-EN-EX).
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NOC (Network Operations
Center):

A location where network status and condition is monitored.
These are often done on a national basis.

NODE:

An interconnection point to a data communications network;
however, examining further, the following definitions also apply:
(1) in a packet-switched environment, one of the switches that
forms the networks backbone; (2) any unit that is polled on a
multipoint network; (3) a LAN station or any unit on a ring
topology.

NOISE:

The random electrical signals, a communications line impairment
that can either be inherent in the line design or induced by natural
disturbances and therefore corrupting transmitted data.

NOISE FIGURE/NOISE
FACTOR:

The Noise Factor of a transducer at a specified input frequency is
the ratio of (a/b) where “a and b” are:
(a) the available signal to noise ratio (SNR) at the signal generator
terminals per unit bandwidth when the temperature of the input
termination (generator or source) is 290°K and the bandwidth is
limited by the transducer, to
(b) the available SNR per unit bandwidth at the output terminals
of the transducer.
Traditionally:
Noise Figure NF = 10 log(noise factor F)
Noise Temperature (Te) = To(F - 1)
Where:
Te is the noise temperature
To is standard temperature 290 K
F is noise factor

NOISE FLOOR:

This is defined as the lowest possible input to a chain or a component that will produce a detectable output.

NOISE SUPPRESSOR:

A device designed to minimize or eliminate noise in a data communications circuit by means of signal processing or filtering. See
“Filter.”

NOISE TEMPERATURE:

This is the amount of thermal noise in a chain or a component.
Noise factor and noise temperature (Te) are related as follows:
Noise Temperature (Te) = (F - 1)To
Where:
Te is the noise temperature
To is standard temperature 290 K
F is noise factor
For example, a noise figure of 2.0 dB is equivalent to a noise
temperature of 170 K.
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NON-BLOCKING:

The permanent connection of a device through a switching mechanism where, regardless of the switch setting, a continuous path
exists to that device.

NON-ERASABLE:

Computer memory or storage that is not erasable. See “ROM.”

NON-IMPACT PRINTER:

A printing device using either heat (thermal), light (laser), or
other means (such as electrostatic), to produce printed output
rather than a mechanical striking action.

NON-INTERACTIVE
SYSTEM:

A computing system where the computer functions independently of the user during program execution.

NON-LINEAR
DISTORTION:

A form of line distortion, sometimes referred to as "clipping"
caused by signal level attenuation.

NON-PERSISTENT:

A term used in a LAN environment to define a CSMA method
where, in the event of a collision, the stations do not attempt an
immediate retransmit, even if the communications network is
quiet. Compare with persistent.

NON-TRANSPARENT
MODE:

A mode of bisync protocol where control characters and sequences are recognized through the examination of all transmitted data. Contrast with transparent mode.

NON-VOLATILE:

Computer memory or storage that would not be lost once the
power is turned off to the memory or storage device. See “ROM.”

NORMALLY CLOSED/
RELEASED CONTACTS:

The closed or open contacts on an unoperated relay.

NOS (Network Operating
System):

The underlying control software that runs a data network command and control.

NPA (Numbering Plan
Area):

This is the set of numbers in a telephone number that used to
define a particular central office or exchange. They are the first
three digits in a seven-digit telephone number “NPA-1234.”

NRZ (Non-Return to Zero):

A transmission encoding scheme where the "zeros" and "ones" are
represented by alternating and opposite high and low voltages.
Two basic forms of NRZ coding exist: (1) in a Unipolar NRZ code
the voltages would vary between 0 V and +5 V. This code works
well for the shielded and short travel paths within a machine but
is not suited for long distances due to the residual DC shifts of the
"zero" level. (2) In a Polar NRZ code, less power would theoretically be required to transmit the signal (one half) since polar shifts
the signal reference level to the midpoint of the signal amplitude,
say for example, +2.5 V and -2.5 V. The disadvantage is that most
of the energy in the signal is concentrated around zero frequency.
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NRZI (Non-Return to Zero
Inverted):

Also known as “invert-on-zero” coding, NRZI is an SDLC encoding technique where a change in state represents a binary 0 and
no change in state represents a binary 1.

NSEP:

National Security and Emergency Preparedness.

NTN (Network Terminal
Number):

An identifying number that can be up to 10 digits in length, used
by a DTE device identifying the logical location, and in some
cases, a subaddress used only by the DTE and not the communications network.

NTSC (National Television
System Committee):

The de-factor standard that determines television transmission
formats in North America.

NUI (Network User
Identification):

The replacement for the NTN in newer X.25 packet-switched
networks, the NUI combines the network user’s address as well
as corresponding password.

NULL CHARACTER,
CHARACTERS:

A “filler” or “idle” character that is inserted into a data stream to
allow time for a printer or other devices mechanical actions (form
feed, carriage return, etc.) so that the device will be ready to print
the next data character. A null character has all bits set to mark.

NULL MODEM:

See “Modem Eliminator.”

NYQUIST THEORY:

A communications theory recommending a two-sample per cycle
process to characterize an analog signal limited by bandwidth.
The rate of sampling must be twice the highest frequency component of the signal, so for example, a 4000 Hz analog signal would
be sampled 8,000 times.

OBJECT CODE:

An executable machine code, the result of the output of a translating program such as an assembler or a compiler. Contrast with
source code.

OCC (Other Common
Carriers):

Companies other than traditional telephone companies offering
telephone-like services.

OCTAL:

An eight state (0 to 7) digital system.

OCTET:

A grouping of eight bits, similar but not identical to a byte, found
in packet-switched environments.

OFF-HOOK:

An activated telephone set or a modem automatically answering a
call. Contrast with on-hook.

OFF-LINE, OFFLINE:

Any equipment or devices not accessible to the CPU. Also, any
terminal equipment not connected to a transmission line. Contrast
with online.

OFF LOADING, OFF
LOADED:

A process whereby a device is relieved of certain processing tasks,
so that another (possibly less expensive) device can fill in those
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duties. Example: an FEP offloads a host processor or a terminal
may offload a concentrator.
OFF-NET:

A term used to define any location that is beyond the primary
serving area of a DDS. Contrast with on-net.

OFFICE AUTOMATION:

A term used to describe the wide use of mechanized systems in
the office environment, typically including LANs, word
processing/desktop publishing, electronic mail, shared databases,
etc.

OHMS RESTRICTION:

Ohms restriction is the same as ohms resistance. Ohms are measures of resistance. A resistance of 1 ohm allows one ampere of
current to pass at the electric potential of one volt.

OMNI DIRECTIONAL:

Refers to antennae that transmit equally in all directions.

ON-HOOK:

A deactivated telephone set or a modem that is not in use.
Contrast with off-hook.

ON-LINE, ONLINE:

Any computer equipment or devices that are accessible to the
CPU. In the case of an online system, input data can enter the
computer directly from their point of origin, or output data can be
transmitted directly to where they are to be used.

ON-NET:

A term used to define any location that is beyond the primary
serving area of a DDS. Contrast with off-net.

ONE DB COMPRESSION
POINT:

The 1 dB compression point is the point on a pout versus pin
graph, where an increase power input causes the measured gain
to decrease from the linear gain by 1 dB. Typically, if not explicitly stated, the 1 dB compression point refers to the output power
(pout) at that point.

ONE STAGE SYSTEM:

The person answering 9-1-1 calls also functions as a dispatcher at
a PSAP.
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OPEN SYSTEMS
INTERCONNECTION (OSI)
STANDARDS:

OSI standards are standards for the exchange of information
among systems that are "open" to one another by virtue of incorporating ISO standards. The OSI reference model segments
communications functions into seven layers. Each layer relies on
the next lower layer to provide more primitive functions and, in
turn, provides services to support the next higher layer.

OPEN WIRE:

The description used to define a transmission conductor(s) supported separately above the grounds surface, such as a telephone
cable supported on insulators by a telephone pole.

OPEN-AIR
TRANSMISSION:

A data communications technique relying on radio frequency
(RF) signaling, including infrared, microwave, and FM radio.

OPERAND, OPERANDS:

The entity on which operations are performed.

OPERATING SYSTEM (OS):

The fundamental control program of a computer consisting of
tasks or processes used in various supervisory and control functions to perform: (1) hardware device allocation; (2) access to
software resources (e.g., file editors, compilers, assemblers, subroutine libraries, and utility programs); (3) protection functions,
that is, access control and security for information; (4) a means of
communicating messages or signals among tasks.

OPERATING TELEPHONE
COMPANY:

An operating telephone company is any Bell-operating company
or independent telephone company (termed exchange carrier in
the MFJ) operating in North America.

OPERATION CODE, OP
CODE:

The part of a computer instruction that specifies what operation
has to be performed on the operands.

OPTICAL FIBER:

The thin filaments of glass, glass strands, or glass-like material,
each of which is an independent circuit for transmission of very
wide frequency ranges. Optical fiber is contained in a shielded
fiber optic cable for communications use.

OPX (Off-Premises
Extension):

A PBX extension that is located a distance away from the main
PBX location or campus. Usually requires special equipment as
the distance exceeds that of the PBX.

OSI (Open Systems
Interconnection):

A standards setting group that defines communications protocols.

OSI MODEL (Open Systems
Interconnection Model):

The seven-layer reference model recommended by the ISO to
provide a logical structure for network operations protocol.

OTHER COMMON
CARRIER:

A term used to include domestic and international record carriers
(IRCs), specialized common carriers (SCCs), and domestic satellite carriers authorized to provide leased line services competitively with established telephone common carriers.
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OUT OF BAND
SIGNALING:

Out of band signaling uses the same channel path as the voice
traffic but signaling is in a frequency band outside that used for
the voice traffic. In digital systems, out-of-band signaling may
take the appearance of an allocated bit position or a dedicated
channel or time slot.

OVERHEAD:

The transmitted information used in addressing control, routing,
and error detection that is sent in addition to a user’s transmitted
data.

OVERHEAD BIT:

A bit used for data communications overhead. Contrast with
information bit.

OVERRUN:

The data loss resulting from a receiving device that is unable to
accept data at the speed of the transmitting device.

OVERSAMPLING:

A method used in TDM whereby each bit from each channel is
sampled more than once.

OVERSHOOT:

The amount in percent by which a signal exceeds its steady-state
output on its initial rise.

OVERSPEED:

A situation whereby transmitting devices, such as modems and
PABXs, would operate at a slightly faster speed than the data sent
for transmission. Typically, modems and PABXs have overspeeds
of 0.1 percent and 0.5 percent, respectively.

PABX (Private Automatic
Branch Exchange):

See “Exchange, Private Automatic Branch.”

PACING GROUP:

A term used in an IBM SNA environment to define the number of
data units that can be sent before a response.

PACKET:

A group of information and overhead bits sometimes referred to
as a message that is transmitted as a package on a packetswitched network, and is usually smaller than a transmission
block.

PACKET ASSEMBLY UNIT:

A device or facility attached to a packet system to allow nonpacket-mode terminals to transmit and receive data with packetmode terminals.

PACKET HEADER:

A term used in a packet-switched environment to describe the
first three octets of an X.25 packet.

PACKET SWITCHING,
PACKET SWITCHED
NETWORK:

The sending of addressed packets containing data over a data
communications network via a channel occupied for the duration
of the packet transmission. Packets from different sources would
be interleaved over channels (called virtual circuits).

PACKET TERMINAL:

Any DTE device able to transmit and receive packets.
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PAD (Packet Assembler/
Disassembler):

A device used in an X.25 packet-switched environment to interface non-X.25 devices to an X.25 network. A PAD would
assemble/disassemble packets and may be synchronous or
asynchronous with single or multiple channels.

PAD CHARACTER:

A character normally sent at the beginning/end of a synchronous
transmission to provide timing and bit synchronization.

PAPER TAPE:

An archaic input/output medium on which data would be
recorded as a pattern of five- or eight-channel punched holes.

PARALLEL INTERFACE,
PARALLEL
TRANSMISSION:

The interface or process designed to send each bit simultaneously
over a separate line or wire and usually used to send data one
byte at a time to a high-speed printer or local peripheral. Contrast
with serial interface, serial transmission.

PARALLEL PROCESSING:

True parallel processing involves the processing of more than one
task on a computer system, within the same processor.

PARITY, PARITY CHECK:

Parity is a term synonymous with equality. Parity checking is an
extensively used error-checking facility provided to ensure correct recording of data, its input into a computer system, and its
transfer within the system, including networks and data communication. A parity check consists of adding up the bits in a unit
of data, calculating the parity bit required, and checking the
calculated parity bit with that transferred with the data item. This
form of check will normally be performed by a hardware device.

PARITY BIT:

An error-checking bit whose binary value (0 or 1) depends on
whether the sum of bits with the value 1 in the unit of data being
checked is odd or even. If the total number of bits with value 1,
including the parity bit (or bits), is even, the unit of data is said to
have even parity; if it is odd, it has odd parity. Error checking
methods use either even or odd parity. The data communication
system or network will use the same parity principle, even or odd
throughout. Any error caused by incorrect parity detected as a
result of a parity check is called a "parity error." The unit of data
to which a parity check is applied may be a character, a byte, a
word, etc., the character parity check being the one most often
used. The smaller the unit of data to which the check is applied,
the higher the probability that compensating errors will not occur.

PARITY CHECK,
HORIZONTAL:

A method of performing a parity check, also known as LRC
(longitudinal redundancy check) where a parity check is applied
to a group of particular bits from each character in a block.

PARITY CHECK,
VERTICAL:

A method for performing a parity check also known as VRC
(vertical redundancy check) where a parity check is applied to a
group that is all bits in one character.
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PARITY ERROR:

A data error where an extra or missing bit is detected.

PART 68:

That portion of the FCC regulations permitting the registration of
voice/data communications equipment provided they meet federal requirements designed to ensure no harm to the telephone
network.

PART 90:

The part of the FCC's rules that govern much of public safety
radio communications.

PARTITIONED
EMULATION
PROGRAMMING
EXTENSION (PEP):

IBM software used with the network control program (NCP) to
permit a communications controller to operate in partitioned
mode, controlling an SNA network while managing a number of
non-SNA communications lines.

PASS BAND FILTERS:

A filter used to allow only certain frequencies within the communications channel to pass while rejecting all frequencies outside the pass band. Such filters may be internal to the modem or a
separate device.

PASSBAND:

The frequency range in which a filter is intended to pass signals.

PASSBAND RIPPLE:

Variations of attenuation with frequency within the passband of a
filter.

PATCH:

Connection of one system to another. Often used to refer to a link
made between a radio channel and a telephone line or two radio
channels.

PATCHING JACKS:

A series-access hardware device or cable, used to patch or bypass
faulty equipment by using any available spare units.

PATH:

The route a radio signal takes from one point to another.

PATH CONTROL LAYER:

The network processing layer, in an IBM SNA environment,
handling the routing of data units through the communications
network and also managing shared link resources.

PAX (Private Automatic
Exchange):

See “Exchange, Private Automatic.”

PBX (Private Branch
Exchange):

A telephone switchboard that provides communications for
private clusters of telephones. The telephones may call among
each other or to the public network (through a limited number of
trunks). PBXs have fewer public network connections than private telephone sets, which means that for 9-1-1 purposes it is
technically difficult to associate each set with a telephone number
and, therefore, a location for emergency response. See also
“Exchange, Private Automatic Branch.”
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PCM (Plug Compatible
Machine):

A device capable of being substituted for an original manufacturer's device, with the new device often an improvement over
the original device at a lower cost.

PDN (Packet Data Network):

See “Packet-Switched Network.” See entry below for acronym
similarity.

PDN (Public Data Network):

Any network designed for the purpose of providing voice/ data
communications services (such as packet-switching or digital
DDS service) to the public. PDNs may be operated by common
carriers, a PTT, or private operating companies.

PDS (Premises Distribution
System):

Wiring, cables, patch panels, and other associated equipment supporting the internal data and voice communications in a building.

PERFORATOR:

(Archaic) A device used to manually prepare paper tape.

PERIPHERAL,
PERIPHERAL DEVICE:

Hardware connected to a computer to function as an
input/output device, such as a tape or disk unit, printer, etc.

PERSISTENT:

A LAN environment term describing a CSMA LAN where
collision involved stations attempt immediate retransmission.

PERSONAL
COMMUNICATIONS:

Personal communications provides at least one human operator
with direct terminal access and real time or near real time interactive communications with a remote human operator or an
information system resource. Personal communications can refer
to a broad range of services, systems, and equipment, e.g.,
facsimile machines, landline telephones, cellular telephone systems and emerging personal communication system (PCS)
adjuncts, and a variety of radio systems including pagers, handheld remote data entry terminals, and autonomous citizen-bandlike radio systems.

PERSONAL COMPUTER
(PC):

A microcomputer used by data processing professionals and nonprofessionals to perform a variety of functions by means of an
end-user application program.

PHASE:

The time position of a sine wave, the point at which the cycle
advances.

PHASE/DELAY
EQUALIZER:

A corrected network where the phase delay has been made to be
substantially constant.

PHASE HIT:

The unwanted shifting in phase of an analog signal, specifically,
any situation where the phase of a 1,004 Hz test signal shifts more
than 20 degrees.

PHASE JITTER:

A tendency toward a lack of synchronization or other impairment
caused by the mechanical or electrical changes in communications
equipment.
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PHASE MODULATION:

One of three basic ways of modifying a sine wave signal to make
it transmit information, whereby the phase of the sine wave, or
carrier, is modified in accordance with the information to be
transmitted.

PHASE SHIFT:

The changing of phase of a signal as it passes through a filter. A
delay in time of the signal is referred to as phase lag and in normal networks, phase lag increases with frequency, producing a
positive envelope delay.

PHY:

Physical-layer protocol.

PHYSICAL LAYER:

The lowest or bottom layer of the OSI model concerned with the
mechanical (physical connectors) and electrical (voltages, timing,
etc.) and other related items, and interfacing with the layer above,
the link layer.

PHYSICAL RECORD:

A block of data, often containing several logical records that
would be transmitted between a peripheral device and main
memory via channels.

PHYSICAL UNIT:

Two definitions exist in normal usage: (1) an input/output device
and its associated recording medium such as tape units, disks,
drums, card readers, and printers are all examples of physical
units; (2) in the IBM SNA environment, a physical unit is a component designed to manage and monitor the resources of a node.

PICOSECOND:

One trillionth of a second.

PIN DIODE:

A diode where a thin layer exists between the N and P regions.
Rectification with pin diodes is limited. They actually behave
more like a variable resistor that changes based upon the DC bias.

PL TONE:

See “CTCSS.”

PL/1 (Programming
Language 1):

One of the widely used high-level programming languages oriented toward both business and mathematical programs. PL/1
has capabilities derived from Fortran, Cobol, and Algol but has
not yet succeeded in one of its implicit objectives, which was to
replace these languages.

PLASMA DISPLAY:

A type of flat, visual display used instead of cathode-ray tubes
(CRTs) for terminal devices.

PLOTTER:

A type of computer peripheral non-impact printer, often used to
"draw" graphic designs.

PM (Phase Modulation):

See “Phase Modulation.”

POINT-OF-PRESENCE
(POP):

A POP is a physical location within a LATA that an IXC establishes for the purpose of gaining access to BOC/LEC networks
within the LATA using LEC provided access services. An IXC
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may have more than one POP within a LATA and the POP may
support public and private, switched and non switched services.
POINT-OF-SALE:

A type of data transaction terminal used in retail sales.

POINT-TO-POINT:

A data communications circuit or path connecting two points.

POLAR TRANSMISSION:

A method of sending binary signals in which the marking signal
is represented by direct current flowing in one direction while the
spacing signal is shown as an equal current flowing in the opposite direction. Polar transmission, also known as bipolar transmission, is used in digital transmission facilities such as DDS and T1
networks.

POLL, POLLING:

A means of controlling data terminals on a multipoint line, where
each terminal is "asked" by a controlling computer if there is any
data to be sent. When a terminal does have a message, the polling
sequence is interrupted while that terminal is being serviced. If
there is no data to be sent, the next terminal in sequence is offered
the opportunity to send data, etc.

POLLING DELAY:

The predetermined time interval at which a device is polled by
the master.

POLLING LIST:

A program-contained listing designed to provide the sequence in
which the terminals are to be polled by the master.

POP (Point-of-Presence):

See “Point-of-Presence.”

PORT, PORTS:

A computer interface capable of attaching to a modem for communicating with a remote terminal or to a multiplexer or FEP.

PORT CONCENTRATOR:

A device that allows several terminals to share a single computer
port.

PORT SELECTOR:

An electronic switch designed to furnish connectivity between
computer devices, such as for selecting ports at the RS 232 level.

PORT SHARING DEVICE:

A digital device physically located at the FEP end of the line that
helps to extend the circuit capacity of an FEP by treating several
point-to-point lines as if they were a single multipoint line.

POTS (Plain Old Telephone
Service):

The basic telephone service provided by telephone companies,
not including network enhancements such as conditioning and
added facilities.

POWER LINE CARRIER:

A technique using a radio frequency carrier transmitted over the
AC circuit in a building.

PPM (Pulse Position
Modulation):

Pulse modulation, achieved by varying the timing of the pulses,
while maintaining their duration.
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PPSN (Public Packet
Switched Network):

A packet switched data network service offered by common
carriers.

PREMISES DISTRIBUTION
SYSTEM (PDS):

PDS is the transmission network inside a building or among a
group of buildings, for example an office park or a campus. The
PDS connects desktop and other station equipment with common
host equipment, (e.g., switches, computers and building automation systems), and to external telecommunications networks.

PRESENTATION LAYER:

The sixth layer in the OSI model that is responsible for format and
code conversion.

PRI (Primary Rate Interface):

An ISDN interface that operates at 1.544 Mbs.

PRIMARY PSAP:

The preferred answering location for 9-1-1 calls in a selected area.

PRINTER CONVERTER:

A device used to allow an asynchronous printer to emulate an
IBM 3287 synchronous printer, also known as a coaxial converter.

PRIVATE AUTOMATIC
BRANCH EXCHANGE:

See “Exchange, Private Automatic Branch.”

PRIVATE BRANCH
EXCHANGE (PBX):

A PBX is a premises switching system, serving a commercial or
government organization, and usually located on that organization's premises. PBXs provide telecommunications services on the
premises or campus (e.g., internal calling and other services) and
access to public and private telecommunications network
services.

PRIVATE LINE:

A telephone line used only for communication between two
points and that does not connect with the public switched
telephone network.

PRIVATE LINE
SERVICE(PLS):

A telecommunications service used by customers with high volume or special requirements. PLS falls under FCC regulation and,
in most cases, would involve lines connected directly or indirectly
(via a PBX) to the public switched telephone network.

PRIVATE NETWORK:

A private network is a network made up of circuits and, sometimes, switching equipment for the exclusive use of one organization or does not interface to the public switch telephone network.

PROFILE:

A term used in packet-switched environments to describe a set of
parameters or values defining a hardware device (printer, terminal) that would be stored and later recalled as a group for later
use.

PROGRAM:

The specific sequence of computational steps in a programming
language. A set of instructions for a computer to perform.

PROGRAMMABLE
TERMINAL:

A computer terminal that contains memory and has processor
capability, also known as an intelligent terminal.
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PROGRAMMER,
APPLICATION:

The individual responsible for writing or maintaining application
programs.

PROGRAMMER, SYSTEMS:

The individual responsible for writing or maintaining operating
systems or programs that have to do with translation, loading,
supervision, maintenance, control and running of computers and
computer programs. On small, special-purpose or limitedpurpose computers, the distinction between application programmer and system programmer is not always obvious and often
they may be the same individual.

PROM (Programmable Read
Only Memory):

A microchip (semi-conductor) stored permanent memory device.
PROM chips are nonvolatile and will retain a program regardless
of the presence of power. See “EEPROM,” “EPROM,” “RAM,”
and “ROM.”

PROPAGATION:

Propagation is the way radio waves spread out from the transmitting antenna. Different frequency radio waves bounce, scatter,
and become absorbed differently.

PROPAGATION DELAY:

The time for transit of a signal from one point on a circuit, link,
network, or system to the other point.

PROTOCOL CONVERTER:

A device used to convert or translate from one communications
protocol to another. Typical protocol converters would be
installed between the DTE and DCE devices at one end of the
data link and convert, for example, ASCII to HDLC.

PROTOCOL(S):

Protocols are strict procedures for the initiation, maintenance, and
termination of data communications. Protocols define the syntax
(arrangements, formats, and patterns of bits and bytes) and the
semantics (system control, information context, or meaning of
patterns of bits or bytes) of exchanged data, as well as numerous
other characteristics (data rates, timing, etc.).

PSAP (Public Safety
Answering Point):

Answering location for 9-1-1 calls. Sometimes called a 9-1-1
center.

PSK (Phase Shift Keying):

A method of performing phase modulation whereby the signaling
elements would be represented by phase shifts. See also “FSK.”

PTT (Push to Talk):

Usually refers to use of a transmit button or bar on a radio.

PTT (Post, Telephone and
Telegraph Authority):

The governmental authority that serves as the communications
administrator and common carrier in many areas of the world.

PUBLIC:

For the customer’s use; a common carrier provided service.

PUBLIC SAFETY AGENCY:

Any unit of state or local government, a special purpose district,
or a private firm that provides or has authority to provide firefighting, police, ambulance, or emergency medical services.
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PUBLIC SERVICE
COMMISSION (PSC):

One agency responsible for the regulation of telecommunications
services. Also known as the Public Utilities Commission (PUC) in
many areas.

PUBLIC SWITCHED
TELEPHONE NETWORK
(PSTN):

A public switched telephone network (PSTN) denotes those portions of the LEC and IXC networks that provide public switched
telephone network services. This is the standard telephone service
used at home and business.

PUC (Public Utility
Commission):

Regulatory agency, usually at the state level, that controls the
operations of the telephone companies and other common carriers with their jurisdictional area.

PULLING:

The difference between the maximum frequency of a VCO when
the phase angle of the load impedance reflection coefficient varies
through 360 degrees.

PULSE AMPLITUDE
MODULATION (PAM):

A technique of analog transmission that modulates the amplitude
of each pulse.

PULSE CODE
MODULATION (PCM):

Pulse code modulation (PCM) is a modulation scheme involving
conversion of a signal from analog to digital form by means of
coding. See also “Modulation.”

PULSE DURATION
MODULATION (PDM):

A form of carrier modulation where the pulse duration is varied.

PULSE LENGTH
MODULATION (PLM):

A form of carrier modulation where the pulse length is varied.

PULSE WIDTH
MODULATION (PWM):

A form of carrier modulation where the pulse width is varied.

PUSH BUTTON DIALING:

A method of generating a sequence of digits to establish a circuit
connection using a number pad rather than a rotary dial. Also
known as "touch-tone" dialing.

PUSHING:

The change in frequency when the supply voltage changes,
expressed in MHz/V.

PVC (Permanent Virtual
Circuit):

The PDN equivalent of a private line. A fixed virtual circuit used
in a packet-switched environment between two users, requiring
no call establishment. Contrast with SVC.

QAM (Quadrature
Amplitude Modulation):

The process of combining both amplitude modulation and phase
modulation techniques to provide more bits per baud.

QTAM (Queued
Telecommunications Access
Method):

An IBM data communications access method designed to provide
the capability of BTAM plus the added feature of message queuing on direct access storage devices (DASD). QTAM is used for
data collection, message switching, and many other data communications uses.
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QUAD:

A cable containing two twisted pairs of conductors.

QUADRATURE
DISTORTION:

The distortion of an analog signal often occurring in phase
modulation.

QUANTIZING NOISE:

In any analog to digital conversion process, e.g., PCM, quantizing
noise is the difference between the converted binary value and
the actual analog signal's amplitude.

QUEUE:

A "waiting line" of items or units, such as messages, waiting to be
serviced.

QUEUING, QUEUING
THEORY:

A process allowing transactions to be serviced and specifies each
of the following elements: (1) Source—the electronic signals of a
data communications system. (2) Input process—the statistical
pattern by which the data arrives at the service facility, also called
"random arrivals." (3) Queue structure—the actual "waiting line,"
which may consist of one queue or several queues. The line(s)
may be conceptual rather than physical, such as the case of
remote terminals waiting to be polled by a computer. (4) Service
facility—one or more service channels in parallel, attached to one
or more servers in series. (5) Service process—the time required to
completely service a unit waiting in a queue. The time is determined by probability formulas. (6) Service discipline—the rules
by which units are selected and serviced. Service may be FIFO
(first in, first out), random, or according to some priority
procedure.

RACK:

A metal frame for mounting electrical equipment.

RACK MOUNT:

A term used to describe devices designed to fit a data cabinet,
sometimes in a "modular" fashion.

RADIO FREQUENCY
SPECTRUM:

Electromagnetic waves with frequencies between 100 kHz and
300 GHz are generally called radio waves. Frequencies are
grouped into usable clusters (bands) for different purposes,
depending on the spreading or propagation characteristic of that
band.

RAM (Random Access
Memory):

A storage device into which data may be entered and read,
usually (but not always) a volatile semiconductor memory.

RATE CENTER:

A defined geographic point used by telephone companies for
distance measurements for inter-LATA mileage rates.

RBHC (Regional Bell
Holding Company):

Also known as an “RBOC,” these were individual telephone
companies that resulted from the breakup of the Bell system.

RBS (Robbed Bit Signaling):

This is a technique where one data bit is used or “robbed” from
the data stream and used to send control information.
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RBT (Remote Batch
Terminal):

An input/output terminal designed to operate in a RJE location
for transmitting and receiving data from a remote processor in
batch processing form.

RD (Received Data):

An RS-232 data signal, received by a DTE device from a DCE
device on pin 3.

REACT (Radio Emergency
Action and Coordination
Team):

A nationwide group of volunteers that monitor the citizen band
radio channel 9 for emergency communications from motorists in
need of assistance.

REACTANCE:

A frequency sensitive data communications line impairment causing phase shifting and a loss in power.

REAL TIME, REAL-TIME
SYSTEM:

A real-time system responds immediately at the time a transaction occurs, unlike a batch processing system that would produce journals, reports, and other outputs according to prescheduled batch processing cycles. Real-time systems in which there is
rapid and frequent interaction between human and machine are
sometimes said to operate in a "conversational" mode.

REASONABLENESS
CHECKS:

A testing method designed to ensure that data reaching a realtime computer or being transmitted from it is within a specified
range. This process, also known as a "limit check" is a means of
protecting a system from data transmission errors.

RECEIVE, RECEIVER:

The process or device assigned to receive messages in a data communications network, usually, but not always, at a DTE device.

RECEIVE ONLY (RO):

A device capable of receiving data transmissions but unable to
transmit, such as a printer.

RECEIVED LINE SIGNAL
DETECTOR (RLSD):

See “Carrier Detect.”

RECEIVER:

An electronic device capable of receiving electromagnetic transmissions on a specific frequency and converting the transmissions
into intelligible sounds or usable data.

RECORD SEPARATOR
(RS):

A control character.

RECOVERY:

The procedure or process required to be performed to restore a
computer system to a predetermined level of operation or availability after a failure.

REDUNDANCY:

A design procedure that uses more system elements than are
absolutely necessary to realize all of the systems functions. In data
communications, the application of error-detection and correction
codes (software), as well as duplicate FEPs, communication
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control units (CCUs), and data channels (hardware) have resulted
in an increased percentage of application availability.
REDUNDANCY CHECK:

An error detection process based on the systematic insertion of
correction components or characters.

REDUNDANT CODE:

A code that uses more signal units than needed to represent transmitted information.

REFERENCE NOISE:

A noise level equivalent to 1 picowatt of power at 1,000 Hz
(1 picowatt = -90 dBm).

REFERENCE PILOT:

Used in carrier systems to allow the adjustment of carrier transmission signals.

REFRESH RATE:

The rate at which a CRT image is renewed (usually approximately 60 times per second) for a consistent appearance.

REGIONAL BELL
HOLDING COMPANY
(RBHC):

RBHC is one of seven regional companies created by the AT&T
divestiture to assume ownership of the Bell operating companies.
They are Ameritech, Bell Atlantic, Bell South, NYNEX, Pacific
Telesis, Southwestern Bell, and US West.

REGIONAL CENTER:

A class 1 central office connecting portions of the telephone
system together, with each pair of regional centers having a direct
circuit group running from one center to the other.

RELATIVE
ATTENUATION:

Attenuation measured with the point of minimum attenuation
taken as 0 dB.

RELIABILITY:

From a quantitative standpoint, reliability is the probability that
the system or data communications network will perform its
intended function over the stated duration of time in the specified
environment for its usage. From a qualitative sense, reliability is
closely connected with maintainability, availability, and system
security from unauthorized access.

REMOTE, REMOTE
ACCESS:

Accessing a computer system from a location of at least several
hundred feet and sometimes very many miles distant. See
“Remote Job Entry.”

REMOTE ANALOG
LOOPBACK:

A diagnostic test that forms the loop at the analog output of the
remote modem's telco line interface to isolate faults.

REMOTE BATCH:

A method of submitting jobs to a computer through a remote
terminal.

REMOTE CHANNEL
LOOPBACK:

A diagnostic test that forms the loop at the channel side of the
remote multiplexor.

REMOTE COMPOSITE
LOOPBACK:

A diagnostic test that forms the “loop” at the composite or output
side of the remote multiplexor.
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REMOTE DIGITAL
LOOPBACK:

A diagnostic test that forms the “loop” at the DTE side of the
remote modem.

REMOTE JOB ENTRY:

The submission of jobs to a central computer from a distant location when the length limits of cable connections between input/
output devices are exceeded, in which case the telephone or
another common carrier link must be used to bridge the gap.

REMOTE PROCESSING:

Relocating a portion of the host computers processing to an offsite location. The remote computer may be a minicomputer under
supervision of the host and connected via telephone links.

REMOTE STATION:

A device attached by a telephone link to a controlling unit.

REPEATER (2-Way Radio):

A radio station that receives a signal and retransmits it, usually to
extend coverage for the base transmitter. Typically mounted on a
high elevation. See Figure 3.

REPEATER:

Two definitions exist in normal usage: (1) a device used for signal
shape and level restoration for signals that have been distorted
due to attenuation; (2) a device used to repeat signals from one
circuit onto another circuit(s) usually in a reshaped/amplified
form.

REPEATER (Data):

In digital transmission, a repeater is equipment that receives a
pulse train, amplifies it, retimes it, and then reconstructs the
signal for retransmission. In IEEE 802 local area network (LAN)
standards, a repeater is essentially two transceivers joined back to
back and attached to two adjacent LAN segments. See
“Transceiver.”

REPEATER, TELEGRAPH:

The device used to accept a telegraph signal and repeat the same
signal for further distant transmission.

RESIDUAL ERROR RATE:

A ratio of the number of bits, blocks, characters, etc. incorrectly
received and undetected/uncorrected to the total number of
transmitted bits, blocks, characters, etc.

RESOURCE CLASS:

A term used in a LAN environment to identify a group of computer or computer ports offering similar facilities such as an
application program and identified by a symbolic name.

RESPONSE TIME:

Response time is essentially the elapsed time between an event,
and the computer system’s response to the event, or from the final
character of a message at the terminal until the receipt of the first
character of the reply.

RETRANSMISSIVE START:

A component used in fiber optic transmission that permits the
light signal on input fiber to be retransmitted on multiple output
fibers.
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RETRY:

Retransmitting a block, field, or other unit of data a predefined
number of times.

RETURN LOSS:

(1) Return loss (dB) is defined as a ratio of the incoming signal to
the same reflected signal as it enters a component.
Return Loss (dB) = 10 * LOG10(Reflected Power/Incident
Power)
(2) The ratio in dB of maximum power sent down a transmission
line to the power returned toward the source, Also equal to
20 times the log of the reciprocal of the reflection coefficient.

RETURN TO ZERO (RZ):

The opposite of NRZ, whereby the voltage levels return to zero
after each encoded bit. Contrast with NRZ.

REVERSE CHANNEL:

A method of modem design, also known as "backward channel"
whereby a two-wire channel would be used to provide simultaneous communication between the receiver and transmitter. Reverse
channel would be used for error control, diagnostics, circuit
assurance, and circuit breaking.

REVERSE INTERRUPT
(RV):

A receiver generated control character sent to request termination
of an in-progress transmission.

RF (Radio Frequency):

Generally used to refer to signals that consist of high-frequency
electromagnetic waves, such as radio.

RFI (Radio Frequency
Interference):

Interference to an electronic device.

RING:

One of the two wires in a telephone "pair," the other being tip.
Term is a carry-over from the old operator plugs with three
contacts on each—the tip, a ring contact, and the metal sleeve.

RING INDICATE, RING
INDICATOR (RI):

An interface signal defined in RS-232 sent from the modem to the
DTE on pin 22 indicating the presence of an incoming call.

RING, RING NETWORK:

A term used in a LAN environment to describe a network
topology that is essentially a closed loop. Contrast with bus and
star.

RINGBACK:

Permits the PSAP answerer to ring a hung-up telephone on a
Basic 9-1-1 line. This feature is useful when a calling party has
failed to provide all necessary information to the PSAP before
hanging up.

RINGDOWN:

A telephone circuit that rings the remote end whenever the handset is lifted (off hook). Commonly used for quick, reliable access
between emergency facilities.
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RINGING:

The tendency of a filter to oscillate for a time when a transient
waveform is applied to it.

RINGING CURRENT:

20 Hz AC at a voltage of 75 to 105 supplied by the central office to
ring the subscriber's telephone bell.

RIPPLE:

Generally referring to the wavelike variations in the amplitude
response of a filter. Chebyshev and elliptic function filters ideally
have equi-ripple characteristics, which means that the difference
in peaks and valleys of the amplitude response in the passband
are always the same. Butterworth, Gaussian, and Bessel functions
have no ripple. Ripple is usually measured in dB.

RJ11C:

The modular jack and plug interface used with a standard, single
line telephone.

RJ36X:

The modular jack and plug interface used with a standard, single
line telephone when used for alternate voice and data use. An
RJ16X modular jack would be used to connect with the modem.

RJ41S:

A "universal" data jack designed so that modems designated
either as "programmable" or as "fixed-loss loop" devices may be
connected.

RJ45S:

A modular jack for data transmission purposes, programmed by
inserting a proper value resistor, used with "programmable
device" type modems.

ROM (Read Only Memory):

A nonvolatile memory storage device manufactured with predefined contents. Contrast with EPROM, EEPROM, PROM, and
RAM.

ROUTERS:

In IEEE 802 local area network (LAN) standards, routers are
devices that connect autonomous networks of like architecture at
the network layer (layer 3). Unlike a bridge that operates transparently to communicating end-terminals at the logical link layer
(layer 2), a router reacts only to packets addressed to it by either a
terminal or another router. Routers perform packet (as opposed to
frame) routing and forwarding functions; they can select one of
many potential paths based on transit delay, network congestion,
or other criteria. How routers perform their functions is largely
determined by the protocols implemented in the networks they
interconnect.

ROUTING:

The communications path assigned to a telephone call to reach
the call’s destination.

ROUTING, ALTERNATE:

The backup or secondary path to a call’s destination used in the
event of link failure or component breakdown.
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ROUTING CODE:

The code prefix of telephone numbers used for international
calling or long distance domestic calls (area codes, for example).

ROUTING INDICATOR:

The destination address of a computer device, found in a
messages header, to which the message must be delivered.

RS-232, RS-232C:

An EIA recommended interface standard between data terminal
equipment (DTE) and data communications equipment (DCE)
employing serial binary data interchange and specifying a 25-pin
connector (the DB-25 is almost always used) and essentially
identical to the CCITT standards V.24 and V.28.

RS-422:

An EIA recommended interface standard between DTE and DCE
normally used when exceeding RS-232’s 50-foot maximum
limitation and usually implemented of the unused pins of a DB-25
connector. RS-422 is essentially identical to the CCITT V.11
standard.

RS-423:

A companion standard issued along with RS-422, RS-423 is not
widely used. Nevertheless, is electrically compatible with CCITT
standard V.10.

RS-449:

A companion standard to RS-422 and RS-423 specifying two
connectors, a 37-pin and a 9-pin connector. RS-449 is not widely
used.

RTS (Request To Send):

An RS-232 modem interface signal sent from the DTE to the
modem on pin 4 indicating that the DTE has data to transmit.

RURAL:

Nonurban and areas of lower population density. Generally
conceived to be an area that has fewer than 30,000 persons within
a 20-mile radius.

RVI (Reverse Interrupt):

A communications control character that is transmitted by a
receiving terminal requesting a cancellation of the current transmission, so that it may send a message of its own that is of higher
priority.

SAFENET:

Survivable adaptable fiber-optic embedded network.

SATELLITE:

See “Communications Satellite.”

SATELLITE
COMMUNICATIONS:

Satellite communications entails microwave radio, line-of-sight
propagation from a transmitting earth terminal (i.e., usually
ground-based but potentially ship or airborne) through the atmosphere and outer space media to a satellite and back to earthbound receiving terminals. In essence, satellites are equivalent to
orbiting microwave repeaters.

SATELLITE MICROWAVE
RADIO:

A communications satellite oriented microwave or beam radio
system.
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SATELLITE RECEIVER:

See “Voting Receiver.” Used to improve reception from mobile
units. Not to be confused with a television satellite receiver used
for program reception.

SBS (Satellite Business
Systems):

A domestic (United States) satellite carrier.

SCANNER:

A radio that allows fast, sequential channel scanning for traffic.
Scanning will pause when a busy channel is found.

SCATTERING:

The signal loss occurring in fiber optic transmission due to light
diffusion from variations in the fiber medium.

SCATTERING
PARAMETERS:

Better known as S-Parameters, these four values help define the
performance of several variables at various frequencies.
S11 (Input Reflection Coefficient ) = b1/a1
S12 (Isolation) = b1/a2
S21 (Forward Transfer Coefficient or Gain/Loss) = b2/a1
S22 (Output Reflection Coefficient) = b2/a2

SCENARIO:

In SWAT, a scenario is an iteration of an RFW project. A scenario
holds the design detail work units that are associated with the
project. By creating multiple scenarios, you can compare pricing
and scheduling options. A scenario has three different statuses. A
“working” status indicates that the scenario is under review. A
“posted” status indicates that a scenario has been identified as the
official design. A “final posted” status indicates that a scenario is
the "as-built" version of the project.

SDH (Synchronous Digital
Hierarchy):

The various levels of multiplex signaling in the synchronous
optical multiplex hierarchy.

SDLC (Synchronous Data
Link Control):

A communications protocol used in the IBM SNA environment to
control, check, initiate, and terminate information sessions on
transmission lines.

SDN:

Software defined network.

SECONDARY PSAP:

A location to which 9-1-1 calls are sometimes transferred to for
dispatch.

SECTIONAL CENTER:

A class 2 telephone central office in the DDD network. Compare
with regional center.
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SECURITY:

Any method or technique designed to prevent unauthorized
physical access to information. Wiretapping or electromagnetic
eavesdropping is a security threat whenever data travels through
the air or over wires that are not in a secure area. Most data communication networks use common carrier facilities and this
presents problems. Sensitive data that is to be transmitted from
one location to another should be encrypted to make it private.
Privacy transformations involving static methods of coding
require a certain amount of work to break but can usually be
decoded after some effort. The best coding techniques involve
keys that are as long as the data to be encrypted. By using different starting values, and different related sequences of random
numbers, it becomes very difficult to determine the generating
algorithm from eavesdropping so the required work to break the
code is very extensive.

SELECTION:

The process of addressing a terminal or printer on a selective
calling circuit.

SELECTIVE CALLING:

The process of a master terminal or station selectively choosing
the terminal or printer, etc. that would be the recipient of a
message.

SELECTIVE ROUTING:

A telephone system feature that allows 9-1-1 calls originating
from within an exactly defined geographical region (usually a
political jurisdiction) to be answered at a designated PSAP,
regardless of which telephone exchange he is in. Commonly a
component of an Enhanced 9-1-1 system.

SELECTIVE TRANSFER:

Another term for a (fixed) transfer that allows the call answerers
to transfer an incoming call by pressing a single button. For
example, one button would transfer calls to a fire district and
another button would be used for the state patrol.

SELECTOR CHANNEL:

A data channel designed to operate with only one input/output
peripheral device at a time, at a rate of only one byte at a time,
until the complete record is transferred. Contrast with block
multiplexor channel and multiplexor channel.

SELECTOR LIGHTPEN
LIGHTPEN:

An input device in the form of a “pen” attached to the display
station (CRT) as an extra feature. The lightpen may be pointed at
an item on the screen and then activated, thereby selecting the
item for subsequent processing.

SELF-CHECKING
NUMBERS:

Any numbers containing redundant information to enable error
detection.

SERIAL TRANSMISSION:

A "normal" mode of information transfer in data communications
in which the bits comprising a character are sent in sequence, one
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at a time. Contrast with parallel transmission, normally used
between a computer and its peripherals.
SERS (SPECIAL
EMERGENCY RADIO
SERVICE):

A group of frequencies allocated by the FCC in Part 90 of their
rules for various emergency services.

SERVER:

In a network, a server is equipment that makes available file,
database, printing, facsimile, communications, or other services to
client terminals/stations with access to the network. A gateway is
a server that permits client terminal/station access to external
communications networks and/or information systems.

SERVICE MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM (SMS):

In virtual private networks, SMS is a facility used to build and
maintain a VPN database allowing customers to program specific
functions for unique business applications. The SMS contains
complete specifications of customer defined private network
specifications including location data, numbering plan, features,
screening actions, authorization codes, calling privileges, etc. This
information is downloaded (transmitted) to network control
points (NCPs) that implement its instructions on a customer-bycustomer basis.

SERVICE ORDER (SO):

A service order is a record that describes a customer request to
establish, change, or terminate a service. The service order
contains all information required to meet a customer's needs.

SERVING AREA:

A telephone company’s geographic service area, usually the same
as a LATA.

SERVING CENTRAL
OFFICE:

The telephone company's central office area in which a given
PSAP is located.

SESSION:

A term used in IBM SNA environment to define the logical linkup between two stations allowing them to communicate.

SESSION LAYER:

The fifth layer of the OSI model that addresses establishing, managing, and terminating connections for individual application
programs and interfacing with the transport layer.

SF (Single Frequency):

This is an old signaling method used in analog telephone networks. The signaling was accomplished by turning on and off a
2600 Hz tone.

SHANNON’S LAW:

A formula devised by communications pioneer, Claude E.
Shannon. According to Shannon, the maximum amount of information that can be transmitted is twice the frequency of the transmitted signal.
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SHAPE FACTOR:

An important parameter of all filters:
1.
2.
3.
4.

BANDPASS:SF = attenuation bandwidth/3dB bandwidth
BANDSTOP:SF = 3dB bandwidth/attenuation bandwidth
LOWPASS:SF = attenuation frequency/FCO
HIGHPASS:SF = FCO/attenuation frequency

SHARED ACCESS:

A term used in a LAN environment to describe an access method
that allows many terminals to share a transmission medium, as
opposed to discrete access. Examples of shared access methods
would be explicit access and contended access.

SHIELDED TWISTED PAIR:

Shielded twisted pair is twisted copper paired wire cable with an
outer metallic sheath surrounding insulated conductors. See
“Unshielded Twisted Pair.”

SHIELDING:

The protective coating or shield used on data communications
medium, such as coaxial cable.

SHIFT:

See “Figures Shift” and “Letters Shift.”

SHORT-HAUL:

Transmission distances, usually under 50 miles.

SHORT-HAUL MODEM
(SHM):

See “Line Driver.”

SIDEBAND:

A mode of analog modulation that uses a frequency band on
either the upper or lower side of the carrier frequency.

SIGN-ON CHARACTER:

The first character transmitted on an autobaud circuit to ascertain
the data rate.

SIGNAL:

A signal is usually a time-dependent value attached to an energy
propagating phenomenon used to convey information, for
example, an audio or sound signal in which the data is characterized in terms of loudness and pitch.

SIGNAL CONVERTER:

A device designed to accept input signals in one form and transmit output signals in a different form. See “Modem.”

SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO
(SNR, S/N RATIO):

The ratio of the relative power levels of a voice/data communications signal and the noise on a line, expressed in decibels (dB).

SIGNALING:

Signaling is the process of generating and exchanging information
between components of a telecommunications system to establish,
monitor, or release connections (call handling functions) and to
control related network and system operations (other functions).

SIGNALING SYSTEM
NO. 7, SS #7:

SS#7 is an international common channel signaling system recommendations established by the CCITT.
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SIMPLE NETWORK
MANAGEMENT
PROTOCOL (SNMP)

SNMP is the application protocol offering network management
service in the Internet suite of protocols. A structure for formatting messages and transmitting information between reporting
devices (agents) and data collection programs. Developed jointly
by the Department of Defense, industry, and the academic
community as part of the TCP/IP protocol suite; ratified as an
Internet standard in Request for Comment (RFC) 1098.

SIMPLEX:

A condition in which two persons in conversation must take
alternating turns listening and speaking, because the channel on
which they are communicating cannot carry signals in both
directions at the same time (e.g., a single radio channel).

SIMPLEX MODE:

Data communications in only one direction, with no capability for
reversing transmission.

SIMPLEX, SIMPLEX
CIRCUIT:

Two definitions exist in normal usage: (1) the transmission of signals in one direction only; (2) a circuit allowing transmission of
signals in either direction, but not both directions simultaneously,
according to the CCITT.

SIMULATION:

The employment of the computation process to implement a
model of some dynamic system or phenomenon. A number of
digital simulation programming languages are available for both
mainframe and personal computers alike.

SINE WAVE:

A continuously variable and repeating signal, discovered by a
man named Fourier. A sine wave signal is often used as the
carrier in an analog modulation process, as well as being able to
represent data via frequency and phase modulation. Sine waves
can be generated by electronic oscillators and electromechanical
generators.

SINGLE MODE OPTICAL
FIBER(S):

Single mode optical fibers have sufficiently small core diameters
in relation to the wavelength (frequency) of operation that electromagnetic (light) wave is constrained to travel in only one transverse path from transmitter to receiver. This requires the utmost
in angular alignment of light emitting devices at points where
light enters the fiber and results in higher transmitter/
termination costs than multimode fiber systems. See “Multimode
Optical Fiber(s).”

SINGLE-MODE:

A process of using only one "ray" or mode on a fiber optic
medium having a core diameter only a few times the wavelength
of the transmitted light. The advantage of single mode propagation is to avoid the destructive interference between rays propagated under a different process known as multimode fiber.
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SINGLE-SIDEBAND
TRANSMISSION (SSB):

A mode of analog modulation using the lower side of the carrier
frequency to transmit all information and suppressing the upper
side.

SINK:

The receiver of a message sent from the source or sender/
transmitter. Contrast with source.

SKEWING:

The time delay between two data signals.

SKIP:

Some signals transmitted in the VHF band may bounce at a low
angle between the surface of the earth and atmospheric layers,
"skipping" for great distances. This can result in interference with
other radio systems.

SKYNET:

An AT&T communications product offering digital transmission
service featuring onsite earth station facilities for wideband satellite transmission using Accunet Reserved 1.5 circuits.

SLAVE STATION:

A terminal or other data unit controlled by the master station/
terminal in a point-to-point circuit.

SLICING LEVEL:

The voltage threshold determining where a one or a zero bit
signal can be distinguished.

SLOT:

A time unit used in a TDM frame where a subchannel character or
bit is carried to the other end of the circuit and extracted by the
sink TDM unit.

SLOW-RELEASE RELAY:

An electromechanical relay with a copper sleeve over one end of
its core, causing it to be slow in releasing.

SMART TERMINAL:

A data terminal having both communications capabilities as well
as local processing capabilities.

SMDR (Station Message
Detail Record):

A discrete record of a telephone call in a PBX system. Normally
used to keep track of long distance calls.

SMRT (Single Message-Unit
Rate Timing):

A message unit system tariff used by telephone companies to
measure and time calls in increments of 5 minutes or less,
applying a single message unit charge to each increment.

S/N (Signal-to-Noise):

See “Signal-to-Noise Ratio.”

SNA (Systems Network
Architecture):

An IBM system product offering the computer user a total data
processing and data communications system for IBM software
and hardware devices. End users are unaffected and independent
of the specific data communications system services. SNA's
system functions are separated into three discrete areas: application layer, functional management layer, and transmission subsystem layer.
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SNMP (Simple Network
Management Protocol):

See “Simple Network Management Protocol.”

SOFT COPY:

A term used to describe a video display image or CRT display
offering no provision for a permanent record, such as a printed
hard copy of the display.

SOFTWARE:

A very general term used to describe the nonhardware components of the computer, in particular the programs needed to make
a computer perform tasks. This includes many areas discussed
elsewhere in this glossary, the most significant being the operating systems, application programs, and programming languages.
Contrast with hardware.

SOH (Start of Header):

A control character that is used to indicate the start of a header
that precedes the messages text.

SOLID STATE:

Equipment using transistors and integrated circuits, as opposed
to vacuum tubes. Except in certain high power radio transmitters,
vacuum tubes have been entirely replaced by solid state circuits.

SONET:

Synchronous optical network.

SOURCE:

The originator or transmitter of information in a data communications network or link.

SOURCE CODE:

A computer program written is a language one or more steps
removed from the "machine language" of a particular computer.
Machine language consists of the very explicit set of instructions
and operation codes capable of direct execution by the computer’s
hardware. The problem is, however, that it is extremely tedious
and error producing to use since it requires instructions be
spelled out in almost microscopic detail, specifying all data and
program references in terms of actual register addresses within
the computer memory. Because of this concern, other languages
have been developed to make it easier for a programmer to
express his/her desires, and these programs are known as source
programs or source code. See “Program.”

SPACE:

A space signal is equivalent to a binary 0 or an open-circuit (no
current flowing) condition, although "space" could also signify a
control character causing a printer to leave a space between
printed symbols.

SPACE DIVISION:

Space division is a switch that implements the switch matrix
using a physical, electrical, or spatial link. Where older space
division switches used electro-mechanical mechanisms with
metallic contacts, modern space-division switches are implemented electronically using integrated circuits. (Usually denoted
by "S" in combined time and space division switches.)
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SPACE HOLD:

The transmission of a steady space signal to indicate a line condition with no traffic.

SPACE-DIVISION
SWITCHING:

A switching method that uses a separate physical path through
the switch for each connection supported.

SPACE-TO-MARK
TRANSITION:

The switching from a spacing signal to a marking signal.

SPECIAL SERVICES:

Special services are any of a variety of LEC and IXC switched,
non-switched, or special rate services that are either separate from
public telephone service or contribute to certain aspects of public
telephone service. Examples include PBX tie trunks, foreign
exchange (FX), and private line services. These services are important to business telecommunication planners/users.

SPECTRUM, FREQUENCY
SPECTRUM:

The continuous range of frequencies beginning with audible
sounds in the 20 Hz range to cosmic rays occurring above
1000 gHz. Voice grade telephone channel frequency spectrum
exists between 300 and 3300 Hz.

SPEED CALLING:

Dialing of a special code causes telephone equipment to automatically dial a predesignated telephone number.

SPEED CONVERSION:

The process of changing transmission speeds so that two devices
having different transmission speeds would be able to
communicate.

SPOT BEAM:

A term used in the satellite transmission environment to describe
a narrow and focused down-link to an earth station.

SPURIOUS FREE
DYNAMIC RANGE:

Spurious Free Dynamic Range = 2/3 (PTOI - Gain - PMDS)
Where:
P1dB = 1 dB output compression point
PTOI = third order intercept
PMDS = minimum detectable signal 3 dB above the noise
floor.

SQUELCH:

Silencing the audio from a radio when there is either (1) no carrier
or signal present or (2) when signals in the channel do not have
the "key" CTCSS tone expected by the receiver.

SRC (Spiral Redundancy
Checking):

An error checking (block parity) method for transmitted data
blocks whereby the receiving terminal would accumulate redundant error checking information in a spiral bit position fashion.

SRDM (Sub-Rate Data
Multiplexer):

A multiplexer that would combine several data streams below a
basic rate into a single, higher rate TDM signal.

SS7 (Signaling System
Number Seven):

A data network used to move telephone signaling and other
information around separately from actual call paths. Allows high
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performance telephone call setup, routing, and database access
among the elements of a switched network, making SS7 suitable
for control of Enhanced 9-1-1 networks though it is not yet widely
available.
SSI (Small Scale
Integration):

A term used to describe a silicon chip containing 10 electronic
circuits or less.

STAR, STAR NETWORK:

A term used in a LAN environment to describe a topology configured like a "star" in which the center of the star would be the control point linked individually to all stations.

START BIT, START
ELEMENT:

A term used in asynchronous transmission to describe the first bit
used to indicate the beginning of a character. Usually, a space
condition would be used to alert a receiving device of the reception of a character as in Baudot teletypewriter operation.

START OF TEXT (STX):

A control character that is used to indicate the beginning of a
message and is placed immediately behind the header in a transmitted block.

START-STOP SYSTEM:

A system that uses both a start bit as well as a stop bit. See
“Asynchronous.”

STATION:

One of many types of input/output or DCE devices on a communications system or network.

STATION CONTROLLER:

A device with processing capabilities, designed to control data
communications between terminals and host systems, usually
providing error handling functions.

STATION EQUIPMENT:

Station equipment is a component of telecommunications systems
such as a telephone or data terminal, generally located on the
user's premises. Its function is to transmit and receive user information (traffic), and to exchange control information with the
network to access communications services.

STC (Service Test Center):

A term used to describe a DDS test location that maintains and
controls circuit layout records.

STEP INDEX:

A fiber optic type preferred for long-distance, single-mode
operation.

STOP BIT, STOP ELEMENT:

A term used in asynchronous data transmission (start-stop transmission) to describe the bit that indicates the end of a character
(usually a mark condition) and prepare the receiver for the next
character or to return the line to its idle state. Teletypewriters use
1.42 mark bits.

STOPBAND:

The area of frequency where it is desirable to reject or attenuate
all signals as much as practical.
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STORAGE:

A device to enter, hold, and retrieve information such as data and
programs. Several types of computer storage exist. Typically,
storage can be categorized as "main" (primary) storage, usually
consisting of semiconductor circuits or "secondary" (auxiliary)
storage, and so on. Main storage, known as RAM and sometimes
as ROM in personal computers, is implemented using fast but
relatively expensive components, while secondary storage as a
rule is slower and less expensive. A typical system will have more
secondary storage than main storage. Also, main storage is also
known as main memory or just "memory."

STORE-AND-FORWARD:

A method of data communications that allows transactional
information to be collected and stored (usually by a
minicomputer) until a predetermined time arrives when the
information is forwarded to the recipient.

STREAMING:

A modem’s characteristic when it is sending a carrier signal on a
multipoint line when it has not been polled.

SUB-AREA:

A term used in IBM SNA environment to describe a part of a network containing a subarea node.

SUB-RATE:

A term used in the DDS environment to describe a transmission
speed that is either 2400 bps, 4800 bps, or 9600 bps.

SUB-VOICE-GRADE
CHANNEL:

A channel having a narrower bandwidth than a voice-grade channel. See “Channel, Voice Grade.”

SUPERFRAME FORMAT
(SF):

Superframe format is a framing format (D3/D4--mode 3), the
most widely used T1 carrier framing format in which the bipolar
bit stream is organized into superframes each consisting of
12 frames. To ensure timing, the signal must consist of at least one
"1" bit in every 15 bits and at least three "1" bits in every 24 bits.

SUPERGROUP:

The combining of five 12-channel groups that occupy adjacent
bands in the frequency spectrum to provide simultaneous modulation and demodulation. The assembly may also be used as
60 voice grade channels or five wideband channels or
combinations of both.

SUPERVISORY SIGNALS:

Supervisory signals are signals used to indicate or control the
states of circuits involved in a particular switched connection. A
supervisory signal indicates to equipment, to an operator, or to a
user that a particular state in the call has been reached and may
simplify the need for action.

SUPPRESSED CARRIER
TRANSMISSION:

A method of data communication whereby the carrier frequency
is suppressed in order to transmit on one or both of the
sidebands.
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SWITCH MATRICES:

Switch matrices are the mechanism that provides signal paths
between its input and output terminations. Modern matrices are
electronic and involve either time or space division switching. A
time division switch employs a TDM process in a time-slot interchange (TSI) arrangement. In space division, a physical, electrical,
spatial link is established through the switch matrix. Whereas
older space division switches used electromechanical mechanisms
with metallic contacts, modern space-division switches are
implemented electronically using integrated circuits.

SWITCH, SWITCHING:

Several definitions exist in normal usage: (1) in central office
facilities, switching refers to the process of transferring calls from
one device to another via circuit connection; (2) a data switcher,
or data PBX, may sometimes be informally referred to as a
"switch;" (3) in a packet-switched environment, the "switch" is
installed on the packet network’s backbone, at one of the nodes
and serves to direct packets, also known as a switching processor.

SWITCHED LINE:

A data communications connection or link whereby the physical
route will differ with each call, such as in a switched public
network environment.

SWITCHED MATRIX:

A term used in the LAN environment to describe the electronic
counterpart to a crossbar switch.

SWITCHED NETWORK,
SWITCHED PUBLIC
NETWORK:

The telecommunication components, including lines, central
offices and related switching equipment, trunk facilities, and
other integrated network components designed to provide voice/
data communication.

SWITCHHOOK STATUS
INDICATION:

The PSAP can monitor, by means of supervisory lamps, the
"hook" status of a calling party being held. Indicates whether the
calling party still is connected, is on hold, or has disconnected.

SWITCHING:

Switching refers to the process of connecting appropriate lines
and/or trunks to form a desired communications path between
two station sets, or more generally, any two arbitrary points in a
telecommunications network. Included are all kinds of related
functions such as signaling, monitoring the status of circuits,
translating address to routing instructions, alternate routing,
testing circuits for busy conditions, and detecting and recording
troubles.

SWITCHING SYSTEMS:

Switching systems are interconnect transmission facilities at
various network locations and route traffic through a network.

SYMBOLIC NAME:

A method of identification for computer devices such as terminal
stations, computer or FEP ports, etc.
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SYN, SYNC,
SYNCHRONOUS IDLE:

A control character used to maintain timing or synchronize timing in a TDM environment. By sequencing two SYN characters in
succession, synchronization is maintained following each line
turnaround.

SYNCHRONOUS DATA
LINK CONTROL:

See “SDLC.”

SYNCHRONOUS MODEM:

A type of modem designed to provide a clocking signal to perform bit synchronization.

SYNCHRONOUS,
SYNCHRONOUS
TRANSMISSION:

Using a constant time interval between bits or characters to
ensure that all data communications equipment is in step with
each other. The opposite of asynchronous transmission, synchronous transmission, does not use start-stop bits surrounding each
byte but relies on the transmitter and receiver to be functioning at
a fixed rate of transmission, thereby being a more efficient
method of data communication. Contrast with asynchronous
transmission.

SYNTHESIZED RADIO:

Radio equipment that accommodates a great variety of channels
because it digitally "synthesizes" frequencies from a single, stable
source.

SYSTEM SERVICE
CONTROL POINT (SSCP):

A term used in IBM SNA environment to define the network
entity that manages the configuration of the data communication
network.

SYSTEMS (Manual Circuits):

In plant records and assignment, these terms refer to circuits
whose network elements have been assigned manually rather
than by automatic assignment.

SYSTEMS NETWORK
ARCHITECTURE (SNA):

SNA is IBM's proprietary description of the logical structure, formats, protocols, and operational sequences for transmitting information units through and controlling network configuration and
operation. See “SNA.”

T1 CARRIER:

A T1 carrier is a time-division multiplexed digital transmission
facility capable of supporting 24 voice channels (each encoded as
a 64 kbps PCM DS0 signal), producing an aggregate multiplexer
output signal at the 1.544 Mbps DS1 rate. Developed in the 1960s,
the T1 carrier is designed to operate full duplex over two pairs in
unshielded twisted pair (UTP) cable.

T-1 TIMER:

A term used in packet-switched network environments to measure the interval of timeouts during data exchanges and link
initialization.

TABLE DRIVEN:

A data communications process that uses table lookup to route
messages in a network, operate a modem, or provide data security access.
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TAIL:

Automatic equipment such as repeaters often has latency programmed into their operation for various reasons. Radio carrier
from a repeater may remain for a second after a base or mobile
has stopped transmitting. This delay on the part of the repeater is
known as a repeater tail.

TAIL CIRCUIT:

A term used to describe a circuit type (usually a dedicated line)
that feeds data to a network node.

TANDEM CENTRAL
OFFICE:

A telephone company central office (CO) that switches calls to
other switches. The tandem CO that handles precise routing of
9-1-1 calls is called a selective routing tandem.

TANDEM DATA CIRCUIT:

A data circuit designed to connect two DCE devices in series.

TANDEM SWITCHING
SYSTEM:

A tandem switching system is a broad functional category
describing systems that connect trunks to trunks and route traffic
through a network.

TAP:

A term used in a LAN environment to describe the connection to
the main transmission medium.

TARIFF:

A tariff is a published rate for a specific telecommunications
service, equipment, or facility that constitutes a public contract
between the user and the telecommunications supplier (i.e.,
carrier); tariff services and rates are established by and for telecommunications common carriers in a formal process in which
carriers submit filings for federal or state government regulatory
review, public comments, possible amendment, and approval.

TASI (Time Assignment
Speech Interpolation):

A method of activating data communication channels via speech.
Other application signals may be multiplexed on the same circuit
when speech is not present, thereby achieving line efficiency.

TC (Transmission Control):

A control character grouping, also known as "telecommunications
control" or "technical control."

TCAM (Telecommunications
Access Method):

An IBM data communications software routine designed to facilitate and control the transfer of messages between the application
program and the remote 3270 terminals.

TCP/IP (Transmission
Control Protocol/Internet
Protocol):

TCP/IP is the transport layer and Internet layer, respectively, of
the Internet suite of protocols. TCP corresponds to layer 4 of the
OSI protocol stack: IP performs some of the functions of layer 3. It
is a connectionless protocol used primarily to connect dissimilar
networks to each other.

TCU (Transmission Control
Unit):

A controller whose functions are dependent upon a stored program of instructions from the host computing system. A TCU
(IBM 2703, for example) is, therefore, unlike a communications
control unit that has the ability to execute its own stored program.
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TD (Transmit Data):

The RS 232 data signal sent on pin 2 from a DTE device to a DCE
device.

TDD (Telecommunications
Device for the Deaf):

See “Telecommunications Device for the Deaf.”

TDM (Time Division
Multiplexer):

A multiplexer designed to apportion its composite link time
between its available channels, interleaving data at a higher speed
on the main or multiplexed channel. The data signals are then
separated to restore the data to the individual input channels.

TDMA (Time Division
Multiple Access):

A mode of operation used in both satellite communication as well
as LAN environments. TDMA uses a high speed, burst mode of
operation to interconnect LANs, while it is also used to allow
several earth stations to "timeshare" satellite transponder
bandwidths.

TELCO:

A term used to represent "telephone company" in the United
States.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS:

The transmission (and reception) of signals producing sounds,
images, or information using a variety of media such as fiber
optic, copper wire, infrared, or radio frequency.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
ACCESS METHOD:

See “TCAM.”

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
CLOSET:

In a premises distribution system, a telecommunications closet is
an area for connecting the horizontal and backbone wiring and
for containing active or passive PDS equipment.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
DEVICE FOR THE DEAF
(TDD):

A keyboard and display unit connected via the caller's phone to a
similar device at the PSAP, which allows an emergency call to be
made without speaking, or hearing. Sometimes referred to as a
"TTY."

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
NETWORK:

A telecommunications network is a system of interconnected
facilities designed to carry traffic from a variety of telecommunications services. The network has two different but related
aspects. In terms of its physical components, it is a facilities network. In terms of the variety of telecommunications services that
it provides, it can support a set of many traffic networks, each
representing a particular interconnection of facilities.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
SERVICE:

Telecommunications service is a specified set of information
transfer capabilities provided to a group of users by a telecommunications system.

TELECOMMUNICATOR:

An individual trained for and employed in public safety communications. The term applies to persons answering telephones,
operating radios, and operating data terminals in a PSAP.
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TELECONFERENCING:

Engaging in a conference between remote stations linked by a
telecommunications medium.

TELECOPIER:

A facsimile device designed to transmit documents to a remote
location via a data communications line.

TELEGRAPHY:

A method of data communications using 75 bps as a transmission
speed.

TELEMETRY:

Sending data on local conditions to a remote site. The data may
consist of temperatures, pressures, or human medical
information, for example.

TELENET:

A proprietary term for a VAN service provided by the GTE Telenet Corporation.

TELEPHONE ACCESS
LINE:

See “Access Line.”

TELEPHONE LINE:

A service connection from a telephone company central office that
gives access to the telephone network. See “Access Line.”

TELEPHONE UTILITY:

Means any public utility that is engaged in the business of
supplying the public with telephone or telephonic service or
operating a telephone exchange.

TELEPHONY:

A term initially used to describe voice telecommunications but
now used to describe voice/data/video communications.

TELEPRINTER:

A term used to describe various types of terminals consisting of
both keyboard and printer but no CRT.

TELEPROCESSING:

A term that is synonymous with data communications, indicating
any data processing system that uses communications facilities.
The word "teleprocessing" once was an IBM trademark.

TELETYPE, TELETYPE
CORPORATION:

A trademark (and manufacturer) for a series of different types of
teleprinter equipment designed for data communications
systems.

TELETYPEWRITER
EXCHANGE SERVICE
(TWX):

A data communications service provided by the AT&T Corporation using teletypewriter stations connected to phone lines for
access to other TWX stations. TWX supports both ASCII and
Baudot coded machines.

TELEX SERVICE:

A data communications service using dial-up lines and Baudot
code, allowing customers to communicate temporarily and
directly between themselves, using asynchronous apparatus and
the circuits of the public telegraph network, world wide. Computers may be connected to the Telex network.
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TERMINAL:

A device designed to allow users of a data processing system to
gain access to information in a more conventional manner than
through the input/output devices local to that system. Often,
computer terminals are located away from the host at locations
convenient to the users.

TERMINAL CONTROL
UNIT TERMINAL
CONTROLLER:

See “Cluster Control Unit.”

TERMINAL EQUIPMENT:

Telephone equipment that when connected to a telephone line
can answer, originate, or otherwise control a telephone
connection.

TERMINAL NODE:

A term used in IBM SNA environment to describe a nonuserprogrammable peripheral node.

TERMINAL POLLING:

See “Polling.”

TERMINAL SERVER:

A device used in an Ethernet LAN environment allowing one or
more devices to be connected to the Ethernet network.

TERRESTRIAL
MICROWAVE RADIO:

Terrestrial microwave radio is a transmission system consisting of
at least two radio transmitter/receivers (transceivers) connected
to high gain antennas (directional antennas that concentrate electromagnetic or radiowave energy in narrow beams) focused in
pairs on each other. The operation is point-to-point, that is, communications are established between two and only two antennas
(installations) with line-of-sight visibility. This can be contrasted
to point-to-multipoint systems like broadcast radio or television.

TEST CENTER:

A designated installation used to diagnose problems with data
communications lines and equipment. Test centers are often combined with installations performing network control.

TEST MODE:

A modem or DSU status that disables both transmitter and
receiver in order to perform a test in progress of the line.

TEX:

See “Telex Service.”

TEXT EDITOR:

A program designed to produce documents from a user’s computer terminal and offering capabilities including: (1) "cut and
paste" capabilities via paragraph and column field manipulations;
(2) renumbering and indexing of text items; (3) multiple terminal
support/timesharing monitor to supervise the sharing of programs among users while guaranteeing file integrity.

THERMAL NOISE:

A form of electromagnetic noise, sometimes referred to as
Gaussian noise, that occurs in an electronic circuit and is proportional to ambient temperature.
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THIN ETHERNET:

Sometimes known as "Cheapernet," thin Ethernet is a phrase used
in LAN environments to describe a cost-saving measure whereby
PCs would be linked together using a narrower diameter coaxial
cable operating at the same frequency as Ethernet but at shorter
distances.

THIRD ORDER
INTERCEPT:

The third order intercept is the intercept point formed by the
intersection of the fundamental output and the two-tone third
order distortion product when plotted as a theoretical linear
function of input power. The higher the third order intercept, the
lower the intermods for the incoming signals.

THRASHING:

The collapse of processing efficiency when overcommitment of
main memory is attempted, thereby allowing no useful work to
be accomplished. Typically, thrashing can be caused by (1) the
total working sets of active tasks exceeding available memory; (2)
space is acquired for some active tasks by taking space allocated
to the working sets of others. Thrashing is primarily a problem in
a system where the ratio of the access time between auxiliary
memory and main memory is large, upsetting task sequence.

THROUGHPUT:

The average rate at which jobs are completed by the system in an
interval of time or the rate at which information is communicated
during a specified time period. Throughput is frequently used as
a figure of merit for a system so that the higher the throughput
the more highly regarded the system is, but some factors must
also be considered or throughput will be deceptive. The capacity
of the system, the time interval over which the throughput is
measured, the load on the system, the scheduling method, and
the job mix all act as factors that have an affect on system/ data
communications throughput.

THROUGHPUT DELAY:

The amount of time needed to accept data input and transmit it as
output.

TIA (Telecommunications
Industry Association):

TIA is a technical standards setting group.
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TIE LINE:

A service of telephone common carriers offering a private line
that connects two or more points together.

TIME DELAY:

The amount of time it takes for certain signals to pass through a
filter.

TIME DIVISION
MULTIPLEXING (TDM):

Time division multiplexing is a transmission facility shared in
time (rather than frequency), i.e., signals from several sources
share a single channel or bus by using the channel or bus in successive time slots. A discrete time slot or interval is assigned to
each signal source.

TIME DIVISION SWITCH:

A time division switch is a switch that implements the switch
matrix using the TDM process, in a time-slot interchange (TSI)
arrangement (usually denoted by T in combined time and space
division switches).

TIME SLOT:

A term used in a LAN environment to describe a sequence position or assigned time period.

TIMED RELEASE CIRCUIT:

A type of circuit designed to automatically release other
connected circuits after a preset interval.

TIMEOUT:

A method used to improve and minimize user response times by
allocating a terminal or other computer device for a predefined
time period, after which if no activity is present on the terminal
session or connection is terminated.

TIMESHARING, TIME
SHARING:

A method of operating a computer so that two or more users are
simultaneously able to present problems to the machine and
retrieve information from it usually by doing some computation
of processing for one user, putting it aside, then doing some
computation for a different user. A clocking mechanism would
send the CPU interrupts at a predefined interval to provide a
timesharing environment for connected terminals.

TIMING:

The setting and observing of the elapsed time of an action or data
communications process, often the function of a modem.

TIP:

One of the two wires in a telephone pair, the other being ring.

TNC (Threaded-NeillConcelman):

A type of miniature coaxial cable connector using a threaded
connector instead of a bayonet lock connector.

TOKEN BUS:

A LAN environment bus topology using a token for explicit
access and all stations attached to the bus listen for the token. A
station must first receive the token before transmitting. Contrast
with token ring.

TOKEN, TOKEN PASSING:

A term used in a LAN environment to describe the special
"message" called a token, which allows a station to control the
transmission medium. The token is transmitted from node to
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node. When the receiving station is in possession of the token, it
may transmit messages before passing the token on to the next
node. See “Token Bus” and “Token Ring.”
TOKEN PASSING BUS LAN A token passing bus LAN is a LAN using a deterministic access
(IEEE 802.4):
mechanism and topology in which all stations actively attached to
the bus "listen" for a broadcast token or supervisory frame. Stations wishing to transmit must receive the token before doing so;
however, the next logical station to transmit may not be the next
physical station on the bus. Access is controlled by preassigned
priority algorithms.
TOKEN PASSING RING
LAN (IEEE 802.5):

A token passing ring LAN is a LAN using a deterministic access
mechanism and topology, in which a supervisory frame (or
token) is passed from station to adjacent station sequentially.
Stations wishing to transmit must wait for the "free" token to
arrive before transmitting data. In a token ring LAN, the start and
end points of the medium are physically connected leading to a
ring topology.

TOKEN RING:

A LAN environment topology that uses a token for explicit
access. Unlike token bus, the token is passed from station to
station in sequential order so that the next logical station that
receives the token will also be the next physical location.

TOLL CENTER:

A Class 4 central office that terminates message circuits and
channels.

TONE:

An audio-frequency signal of relatively steady level and
frequency.

TOPOLOGY:

The arrangement of stations and the links connecting the stations
of a data communications network. See “Network Topology.”

TOUCH-TONE:

An AT&T proprietary trademark for push-button, DTMF dialing
method.

TRACKING:

Tracking features user-defined approval levels and project milestone tables to generate project cost and status information, which
is tracked for reporting and review. As assigned tasks are completed, supervisors make daily entries identifying the number of
hours worked on a task, materials used, and the number of work
units completed. This information is then available for project
jeopardy tracking, cost tracking, and determination of contractor
payments due.

TRAFFIC (Data):

The quantity and movement of messages through a data communications system.

TRAFFIC (Telephone):

Traffic is the flow of information within a telecommunications
network.
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TRAFFIC ENGINEERING:

The science of communications facility design and optimization to
provide for maximum user/application availability. Also known
as the school where those that couldn’t make it as a civil engineer
went.

TRAILER BLOCK, TRACE
BLOCK:

Control information used for timing, error correction and
recovery, etc. that follows the message text.

TRAINING:

The process whereby a receiving modem achieves equalization
with the transmitting modem.

TRAINING PATTERN:

A training signal sequence.

TRAINING TIME:

Also referred to as "learning time," training time refers to the time
it takes a modem’s equalizer to achieve equalization.

TRANSACTION,
TRANSACTION
PROCESSING:

The processing of individual items of data or tasks, known as
transactions, in a real-time environment without any sorting or
editing. In a batch processing or remote job entry environment,
the transaction is also known as a job or job step.

TRANSCEIVER:

A transceiver is a generic term describing a device that can both
transmit and receive. In IEEE 802 local area network (LAN) standards, a transceiver consists of a transmitter, receiver, power converter, and, for CSMA/CD LANs, collision detector and jabber
detector capabilities. The transmitter receives signals from an
attached terminal's network interface card (NIC) and transmits
them to the coaxial cable or other LAN medium. The receiver
receives signals from the medium and transmits them via the
transceiver cable and NIC to the attached terminal. The jabber
detector is a timer circuit that protects the LAN from a
continuously transmitting terminal.

TRANSFER MODE:

Transfer mode is a generic term for switching and multiplexing
aspects of broadband integrated services digital networks
(BISDN), adopted by CCITT Study Group XVIII.

TRANSFORMER:

A device using magnetic coils to pass electrical energy. Important
in providing electrical isolation and in reducing voice circuit
susceptibility to some kinds of noise.

TRANSIENTS:

Signal impairments characterized by short-duration and
intermittent occurrence.

TRANSLATOR:

Several forms of translators exist in data processing: (1) for data
communication and telephony, a translator converts the digits
dialed to information required for call routing; (2) a hardware
device to convert information from one system of representation
to another system of representation, without destroying the
intended message or content; (3) any form of computer software
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to perform information conversion from one system of representation into equivalent information in another system.
TRANSMISSION:

The sending of information over a data communications medium.

TRANSMISSION BLOCK:

A grouping of data characters and bytes, flowing through the
transmission channel over which a synchronization coding pattern has been applied for timing purposes or for error control.

TRANSMISSION
CONTROL PROTOCOL/
INTERNET PROTOCOL
(TCP/IP):

See “TCP/IP.”

TRANSMISSION
FACILITIES:

Transmission facilities provide the communication paths that
carry user and network control information between nodes in a
network. In general, transmission facilities consist of a medium
(e.g., free space, the atmosphere, copper, or fiber optic cable) and
electronic equipment located at points along the medium. This
equipment amplifies (analog systems) or regenerates (digital
systems) signals, provides termination functions at points where
transmission facilities connect to switching systems, and may
provide the means to combine many separate sets of call information into a single "multiplexed" signal to enhance the transmission efficiency.

TRANSMISSION
IMPAIRMENTS:

Transmission impairments is the degradation caused by practical
limitations of channels (e.g., signal level loss due to attenuation,
echo, various types of signal distortion, etc.), or interference
induced from outside the channel (such as power-line hum or
interference from heavy electrical machinery).

TRANSMISSION MEDIUM:

Transmission medium is any material substance or "free space"
(i.e., a vacuum) that can be, or is, used for the propagation of
suitable signals, usually in the form of electromagnetic (including
light waves), or acoustic waves, from one point to another;
unguided in the case of free space or gaseous media or guided by
a boundary of material substance.

TRANSMISSION SPEED:

A measure of how quickly data is being transmitted, usually
expressed in bps, although commonly, but incorrectly, expressed
in baud.

TRANSMIT:

To send out a signal over data communications media such as
optical fiber, copper wire, or via radio waves through the atmosphere from one station to another.

TRANSMITTER:

A radio signal source with a controlled frequency, usually allowing modulation with voice or data for transmission to a remote
receiver.
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TRANSPARENT MODE:

A method of suppressing the recognition of control characters in
binary synchronous (bisync) transmission; also, transparent mode
refers to an out-of-band signaling process. See “Clear Channel.”

TRANSPORT LAYER:

The fourth layer in the OSI model responsible in conjunction with
the network, data link, and physical layers for error-free, end-toend message delivery.

TRANSPORT SERVICES:

Transport services are network switching, transmission, and
related services that support information transfer capabilities
between originating and terminating access service facilities.

TRANSPONDER:

A component used in a satellite communication environment,
responsible for receiving an up-link signal, converting that signal
to a higher frequency, and transmitting as a down-link signal to
an earth station.

TREE:

Several definitions exist in computer usage: (1) as a data structure,
a tree is a special form of directed graph with the following properties: (a) it has no vertices or has a distinguished vertex called
the "root vertex," which has no predecessors, and (b) every vertex
other than the root vertex has a unique predecessor; (2) in data
communications, a tree is a form of network topology having only
one path between any two network nodes, so that the network
resembles a branching tree, similar to CATV networks.

TRUNK:

In a network, a trunk is a communications path connecting two
switching systems used to establish end-to-end connections
between customers.

TRUNK EXCHANGE:

An exchange with the function of controlling the switching of
trunk traffic, also known as a toll office.

TRUNK GROUP:

Multiple trunks between two points, both of which are switching
centers or individual message distribution points using the same
multiplex terminal equipment.

TRUNKING RADIO:

Radio systems that use a limited number of radio channels to provide a large number of "private" talking channels. This is done
with computer-controlled reassignment of channels based on
momentary demand and giving very flexible, private access to
many groups of users. Commonly applied on the 800 MHz bands.

T-SPAN:

The telephone circuit through which a T-carrier operates.

TTY (Teletypewriter):

See “TDD.”

TTY, TTY TRANSMISSION:

A form of data communications, usually asynchronous ASCII that
uses AT&T teletypewriter devices.
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TURN KEY:

A term used to describe a vendor provided "ready-to-run" and
self-contained data system requiring little or no user setup and
essentially usable by untrained personnel.

TURN-AROUND, TURNAROUND TIME:

A factor considered in half-duplex communications representing
the time required for a modem to reverse transmission direction.

TWINAXIAL CABLE:

A type of shielded, coaxial cable using two center conducting
leads.

TWISTED PAIR:

Twisted pair is the most common type of transmission medium,
consisting of two insulated copper wires twisted together. The
twists or lays are varied in length to reduce the potential for interference between pairs. In cables greater than 25 pair, the twisted
pairs are grouped and bound together in a common cable sheath.
See “Unshielded Twisted Pair.” Not to be confused with the band
“Twisted Sister.”

TWO WIRE CIRCUIT:

A voice/data channel carrying signals either half-duplex, fullduplex, or simplex mode over a single pair of wires, depending
on modem or line driver type.

TWO-STAGE SYSTEM:

The PSAP call answering and dispatching functions are performed by separate individuals.

TWX:

See “Teletypewriter Exchange Service.”

TYMNET:

A VAN, X.25 PDN service provided by the common carrier
Tymnet Corporation.

TYPE A COAX:

A data communications protocol operating at 2.35 mbps used in
an IBM 3270 terminal environment to provide data transfer
between a 3274 Control Unit and attached terminals and printers.

UART (Universal
Asynchronous Receiver/
Transmitter):

A microchip device performing asynchronous communication
functions by converting parallel digital output from a DTE device
into bit serial transmission (and bit serial into parallel).

UHF (Ultra High Frequency):

The range of frequencies, spanning between 300 MHz and 3 GHz,
used for cellular radio frequencies (RF) and for UHF television
channels 14 through 83). UHF public safety channel frequencies
are typically on the order of 450 MHz. UHF radio works over
shorter distances than HF or VHF and is more influenced by
terrain.

ULS (Universal Licensing
System):

The database system used by the FCC to manage radio licenses. It
can be accessed from the FCC’s Web site at www.fcc.gov/uls.

ULSI (Ultra Large Scale
Integration):

A term describing an ultra-high density microchip containing
over 10,000 circuits.

UNATTENDED MODE,
UNATTENDED
OPERATIONS:

A term used to describe an automatically operating communications device, such as an auto-answer modem.
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UNBALANCED,
UNBALANCED TO
GROUND:

A term used to describe the condition present in a two-wire circuit when the impedance-to-ground on one wire is different from
that of the other. Contrast with balanced, balanced-to-ground.

UNBUNDLING:

A term used to describe the itemization of common carrier or
vendor provided communications services.

UNCONTROLLED
TERMINAL:

A computer terminal containing no polling or control logic and is
always online to the CPU.

UNGUIDED MEDIA:

Unguided media is any medium in which boundary effects
between "free space" and material substances are absent. The "free
space" medium may or may not include a gas or vapor. Unguided
media including the earth's atmosphere and outer space support
terrestrial and satellite radio and optical transmission.

UNINET:

A data communications common carrier offering an X.25 PDN.

UNIX:

An AT&T proprietary operating system designed for multi-user,
multi-tasking data communications operating systems.

UNSHIELDED TWISTED
PAIR (UTP):

UTP is a two wood pulp or plastic insulated copper conductors
(wires), twisted together into pairs, capable of propagating
electromagnetic waves. The twists, or lays, are varied in length to
reduce the potential for signal interference between pairs, in
multi-pair cables. Wire sizes range from 26 to 19 gauge (i.e., 0.016
to 0.036 inch in diameter) and are typically manufactured in
cables of from 2 to 3600 pairs. Shielded twisted pair cable is
similar to UTP, but the twisted pairs are surrounded by a
cylindrical metallic conductor that is clad with an insulating
sheath. See “Cable.”

UP-LINK:

A term used in satellite communications to describe the earth
station and the transmitted signal to a communications satellite.
Contrast with down-link.

UPC (Universal Product
Code):

The "bar code" used to identify consumer and industrial products
in mechanized inventory systems.

UPS (Uninterruptable Power
Supply):

A battery-supported power unit used to provide electricity to
critical equipment in the event of failure of commercial power. It
typically has a capacity on the order of minutes or hours.

UPTIME:

The period of time that a computer application or data communications link would be available to the user community on an
undegraded and uninterrupted basis. Contrast with downtime.

UPWARD COMPATIBLE:

An application program having the characteristics of compatibility with an enhanced mode or operation (such as a newer release
or version operating system).
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USART (Universal
Synchronous/ Asynchronous
Receiver/ Transmitter):

A semiconductor device performing synchronous/asynchronous
conversion from a communications processor to the correct format for data transmission.

USASCII (United States of
America Standard Code for
Information Interchange):

See “ASCII.”

USRT (Universal
Synchronous
Receiver/Transmitter):

A semiconductor device that formats data for communications
over a synchronous data circuit.

UTILITY, UTILITY
PROGRAM:

A computer program designed to perform a task required by
many or most of the computing systems users, the most common
of which are those that copy information from one medium to
another and those used to streamline an operation.

UTP (Unshielded Twisted
Pair):

See “Unshielded Twisted Pair.”

VAD (Value-Added
Distributor):

A company that not only sells equipment wholesale but also
provides services such as installation, programming, or
maintenance.

VALIDITY, VALIDITY
CHECKING:

The practice and techniques of error checking after data has
reached its destination.

VALUE ADDED CARRIER:

A common carrier or communications vendor that provides an
enhanced service to a data communications circuit.

VAN (Value Added
Network):

A leased network provided by a common carrier or vendor that
has been enhanced with extra computer equipment to provide
more services. Many PDNs also are VANs.

VAR (Value-Added
Reseller):

A company that not only sells equipment directly to end users but
also provides services such as installation, programming, or
maintenance.

VDT (Video Display
Terminal):

See “CRT.”

VDU (Video Display Unit):

See “CRT.”

VEHICULAR REPEATER:

A radio repeater carried by a vehicle to extend the range of lowerpowered hand-held radios that may be operated near the vehicle.
Full duplex repeaters can provide telephone-like communications
and telemetry. See Figures 4 and 5.

VERTICAL PARITY,
CHARACTER PARITY:

One of many different forms of error detection using a vertical
parity count within the bits of each character transmitted. If any
error is found, the character or block of characters would be
retransmitted, with the amount of re transmission dependent
upon the computing system.
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VERTICAL REDUNDANCY
CHECK (VRC):

A method of error detection using an extra bit, called a parity bit,
in each character for checking purposes. The receiving station
detects whether there is an odd number of 1s or even (depending
on whether the system uses even or odd parity). Noise or distortion on the line may have caused a bit to be lost or added. The
error is either noted or the receiving station may instigate a
retransmission.

VERY SMALL APERTURE
TERMINAL (VSAT):

VSATs are earth terminals using small antennas (1.5 6 feet in
diameter). This technology typically operates in the KU band
(11/14 GHz), and KA band (20/30 GHz).

VF (Voice Frequency):

Sometimes referred to as "voice grade frequency," VF represents
the 4.2 kHz bandwidth telephone circuit used for voice
transmission.

VHF (Very-High Frequency):

A term used to describe a radio carrier frequency band ranging
from 30 MHz to 300 MHz. VHF public safety channel frequencies
are typically on the order of 150 MHz. VHF radio works over
shorter distances than HF but generally longer than UHF.

VIDEO CONFERENCING:

Video conferencing is the real-time, usually two-way transmission of voice and images between two or more locations. Today,
both voice and video analog signals are digitized by video codices
before transmission, which can involve wide bandwidths. To
conserve bandwidth, some systems employ "freeze frame," where
a television screen is only "repainted" every few seconds. Codecs
for higher quality full motion video attempt to minimize bandwidth requirements by taking advantage of intervals with
relatively little motion (which require smaller bandwidths), and
by trading off smooth motion tracking and picture resolution.

VIDEO DISPLAY
TERMINAL:

See “VDT.”

VIRTUAL:

At least two applications of the term "virtual" are commonly used
in data communications: (1) a term generally used to describe the
main memory of a virtual (simulated) computer. Using virtual
memory—via address space, memory space, and address
translation/mapping—greater memory capacity is possible and
faster processing can occur because only that portion of a program needed at the moment is drawn into memory. The programmer can be confident of highly efficient operation of the program.
(2) From a data communications standpoint, the term virtual has
a similar connotation, implying infinite capacity of data channels
and circuits.

VIRTUAL CIRCUIT:

A data circuit that exists only for the duration of a call but is sharing a data channel with other calls on virtual circuits.
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VIRTUAL PRIVATE
NETWORKS (VPN):

VPNs are services using public network facilities augmented by
network control point and service management system facilities
wherein traffic is routed through the public network under computer control in a manner that makes VPN service indistinguishable from dedicated facilities based private networks. Customers
can define, change and control network resources with the same
or more flexibility as afforded by facilities based private
networks.

VLF (Very Low Frequency):

A term used to describe a radio carrier frequency band ranging
from 3 kHz to 30 kHz.

VLSI (Very Large Scale
Integration):

A term used to describe a very high density microchip containing
up to 10,000 circuits.

VOICE DIGITIZING:

The process of converting an analog voice signal into digital
signals for transmission.

VOICE GRADE:

A channel that offers a bandwidth of about 300 Hz to 3400 Hz
(3.4 kHz) is voice grade.

VOICE GRADE CHANNEL:

See “Channel, Voice Grade.”

VOICEBAND:

A voice grade bandwidth typically spanning between 300 and
3300 Hz.

VOICE/DATA PABX:

A user-owned, automatic telephone exchange combining the
functions of a voice PABX and a data PABX, sometimes used for
DOV services.

VOLATILE:

A memory device type that loses its stored contents upon electrical power fluctuation or failure.

VOLTAGE STANDING
WAVE RATIO:

The ratio between the peak and valley of standing waves on a
transmission line.

VOTING RECEIVER:

One of a group of receivers deployed in an area to improve recaption of mobile transmissions. The receivers "vote" to determine
which has the best reception, and the winner is selected for use.

VRU (Voice Response Unit):

This is similar to an integrated voice response unit except it is a
standalone device and not integral to another piece of telephone
equipment.

VSAT (Very Small Aperture
Terminal):

A VSAT is a satellite dish that is less than 0.5 meter in diameter.

VSWR (Voltage Standing
Wave Ratio):

Voltage standing wave ratio, simply put, is the ratio of the maximum to the minimum voltage of a standing wave (which is the
instantaneous sum of incident and reflected waves). Ideal is a
figure of 1:1, which means that 100 percent of the incoming signal
passed through the component without any reflection. In that
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case, there would be no standing wave. A 2:1 VSWR (or mismatch) means that 12 percent of the incoming signal was
reflected.
VTAM (Virtual
Telecommunications Access
Method):

An IBM software routine providing users of 3270-type remote
terminal systems access to application programs while using the
data communications network cost effectively.

WACK/WAK (Wait
Acknowledge):

A signal sent to a transmitting station indicating the receiving
station is temporarily unable to receive data.

WAN (Wide Area Network):

A term used to describe a data communications network using
common carrier circuits to connect stations and processors. Contrast with LAN.

WATS (Wide Area
Telephone Service):

A type of long distance telephone service characterized by calls
measured on a bulk-rate basis. WATS uses a zone system whereby a customer may make outgoing calls or receive incoming calls
(INWATS) and be charged based on the specific zones involved.

WATT:

A measure of electrical power, closely related to heating ability.
The radiated power of a typical public safety radio is less than a
household light bulb, ranging from 5 watts to 150 watts. A personal hair dryer uses 1,000 watts (1 kilowatt).

WAVEFORM:

Amplitude (magnitude) versus time representation of signals.

WAVEGUIDE:

A term used in a microwave communications environment to
describe a hollow metallic media used for data transmission.

WAVELENGTH:

A physical dimension associated with a radio frequency. At the
speed of light, a radio wave will move a certain distance in each
cycle; this is an important factor in the design of antennae and in
propagation characteristics. The wavelength at 450 MHz (UHF) is
about 2 feet, and antennae are often made to be one-quarter
wavelength long; a simple 450 MHz antenna would then be just
over 6 inches long.

WEDGE BOND:

It is the bond that exists between the substrate and the wire. The
term wedge comes from the tool used to perform this operation,
which is wedge shaped.

WESTAR:

The Western Union Company's data communications satellites.

WIDE BAND:

See “Broadband.”

WIDE-AREA
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
SERVICES (WATS):

WATS is a service permitting customers to make (OUTWATS) or
receive (INWATS) long distance voice or data calls and to have
them billed on a bulk rather than an individual call basis. The
service is provided by means of special private access lines connected to WATS equipped central offices. A single access line
permits inward or outward service but not both.
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WINDOW:

A term used to describe the amount of data (packets, messages,
etc.) that may be transmitted to a receiver before a reversal of
transmission direction.

WINK START:

Wink-start is a supervisory signal that consists of an off-hook followed by an on-hook signal, exchanged between two switching
systems. The wink-start signal is generated by the called switch to
indicate to the calling switch that it is ready to receive address
signal digits.

WIRE CENTER:

A centralized location of wires from subscribing stations, located
to provide efficient and economical distribution of wires and
cables. The central office is usually located at the wire center of
the subscribing telephones in order to efficiently use the exchange
outside the plant.

WIRE PAIRS:

A method of transmission using a circuit composed of two
(normally copper) wires.

WIRING CLOSET:

A point of termination for telephone equipment, usually located
at a customer’s premises, providing access for telephone repair
personnel.

WORD:

The sequence of either bits or characters capable of being stored
and processed as a unit.

WORD LENGTH:

The number of bits in a word, usually based on the internal
operation of a computer, such as 8-, 16-, 24-, and 32-bit CPUs.

WORK AREA:

In a premises distribution system, a work area is an area containing stations and the connections between those stations and their
telecommunications (information) outlets.

WORK ORDER:

A work order is the basic engineering document that adds, modifies, or removes network components (capital assets). It is the
tracking mechanism that all telecommunication companies use to
add or remove components from their capital base.

WORKSTATION:

The terminal or other device, at which a computer operator
works, capable of sending and receiving data needed to perform a
specific task. An input/output terminal.

WPM (Words Per Minute):

A term used in the telegraph environment to measure transmission speed.

XEROX:

The corporation credited as the originator of Ethernet.

XMODEM:

A communications protocol devised by Ward Christiansen to perform simple error checking between microcomputers. XMODEM
is a half-duplex protocol, used on full-duplex circuits transmitting
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128 characters per block. After information is sent, the sender
waits for a reply before transmitting the next message.
XNS/ITP (Xerox Network
Systems/Internet Transport
Protocol):

A communications protocol used in a LAN environment between
networks, functioning similar to the TCP/IP.

XON-XOFF:

See “Flow Control.”

YMODEM:

A communications protocol very similar to XMODEM designed
to perform simple error checking between microcomputers.
YMODEM is a half-duplex protocol used on full-duplex circuits
transmitting a 1 kilobyte (1,024) characters per block. After
information is sent, the sender waits for a reply before
transmitting the next message.

ZERO CODE
SUPPRESSION:

The practice of suppressing the transmission of eight of more
consecutive binary "0" bits by inserting a binary "1" bit. Zero code
suppression is used with digital T1 and related communications
facilities.

ZERO INSERTION:

A practice used in an SDLC environment that includes a binary
"0" in a stream of transmitted data to avoid confusing SYN
characters with data characters. The receiving end removes the
inserted zeros.

ZERO TRANSMISSION
LEVEL POINT:

A point of reference (0 TLP) used to measure signal power
gain/loss of a data circuit.
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